
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
Tuesday, November 14, 1978 

11:30 a.m. Dale Shepherd Room 
Campus Club 

Members present: Faculty representatives--Professors Allen Glenn, Wendell 
Josal, Franklyn Knox, Donald Otterby for Robert Meade, 
Neil Storch, Harold Swofford; student representatives-
Ramesh Akkina, Richard Germain, Ann Smith, Joseph Zagorski; 
administrative representatives--Deans Warren Ibele, chair, 
John Wallace, Kenneth Zimmerman; civil service representative-
Moira Tienken; staff--Andrew Hein, Klaus Jankofsky, Shirley 
McDonald, DeeAnn Olson, t~yrna Smith; secretary--Beverly Miller 

( 

Dean Ibele introduced two new members of the Graduate School staff, Associate 
Dean John Wallace, Twin Cities, and Assistant Dean Klaus Jankofsky, Duluth. 

I. FOR DISCUSSION AND ACTION 

A. Approval of the Minutes of the Meeting of June 8, 1978 

The minutes were approved without amendment. 

B. Plan for the Involvement of Faculty from the Department of Biochemistry 
in the School of Medicine at Uf~D in the Graduate Program in Biochemistry 

Dean Ibele reviewed the origin of the Twin Cities Biochemistry 
Coordinating Committee. The proposal, which had been approved by 
the Health Sciences Policy and Review Council, is to conduct graduate 
work in Biochemistry at Duluth under the aegis of the Twin Cities 
Biochemistry program. Student admissions and programs, and faculty 
appointments and course proposals will be channelled through the 
Biochemistry Coordinating Committee in the T111in Cities. Dean Ibele 
said that the program would be implemented as proposed. (Copy of proposal 

attached.) 
C. Foundations of 

Dean Ibele informed the committee that this was another in the 
series of education proposals which more specifically define exist
ing degree programs within the College of Education. In response 
to a question about the size of the program, Professor Glenn 
indicated that 10 to 12 Ph.D. students were usually in progress. 
The program proposal was approved unanimously. (Copy of proposal 
attached.) 
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II. FOR DISCUSSION 

Thesis Credits 

Dean Ibele briefly reviewed the discussions of the proposal during 1977-78. 
T-he revised proposal contains modifications which attempt to deal with 
some of the major objections raised during the past year. One of the 
problems, he said, appears to be related to the perceived effects of 
credit hour tuition on graduate students. Credit hour tuition was 
effective in fall, 1977 and was initiated as a consequence of one of 
the recommendations of the Task Force on Student Access. The intent of 
credit hour tuition was to make the fee structure more equitable for 
part-time students. 

The banding provision contained in this latest revision of the thesis 
credit proposal is intended to respond to some of the difficulties 
perceived with credit hour tuition, and to provide graduate students 
with the same sort of tuition ceiling available to undergraduate 
students. A limit has been set on the band for graduate students as 
the Graduate School, unlike the undergraduate colleges, has no regu
lation governing the finishing of incompletes. 

Dean Ibele said that the thesis credit proposal was distributed to 
the deans of the colleges and was favorably received by them. The 
revisions attempt to answer the concerns they expressed. The deans 
were particularly interested in thesis credits because they would make 
thesis advising a part of the official record. If adopted, the pro
posal will be implemented for students entering the Graduate School in 
the fall of 1979 and thereafter. Professor Otterby said that he believed 
it was important that currently enrolled students be assured that the 
new regu]ation will not apply to them. Dean Ibele replied that this 
would be a Graduate School responsibility. 

Professor Otterby added that in the Plant and Animal Sciences areas 
there was a question about students taking both Plan A master•s and 
Ph.D. degrees having to pay for 52 thesis credits. Dean Ibele said 
that in his experience students taking a Ph.D. after a Plan A master•s 
usually were able to offer a shorter course work program. There was 
no general sense as to whether this might be true in other fields. 
Professor Swofford pointed out that in Chemistry the student completing 
the Ph.D. usually did not take a master•s degree. 

Dean Ibele mentioned that one of the side effects of the new tuition 
structure for graduate students was a substantial reduction in what 
graduate assistants have to pay to meet registration requirements. 
Previously these students had to pay half-time tuition, the same that 
a student paid to take six credits. Under credit hour tuition they 
can register for a single credit of directed study or research at a 
substantial saving. 

..... 
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Ms. Smith pointed out that thesis credits would account for an adviser's 
involvement with the thesis research and writing but would not credit 
other faculty who might also make substantial contributions. She asked 
whether any consideration had been given to this problem. Dean Ibele 
replied that this had been suggested and would be a desireable fine
tuning of the system. 

A question was raised as to whether the student services fee might be 
waived for students taking up to 10 thesis credits. It was pointed 
out that this decision would be made by the Fees Committee. 

Mr. Zagorski asked whether the system would guarantee a student adviser 
time proportionate to the number of thesis credits being taken. Dean 
Ibele responded that there could be no guarantee, but he pointed out 
that this would be a form of contractual obligation which he expected 
the faculty would recognize. 

Mr. Zagorski also pointed out that it was rare for a graduate student 
to take 10 credits and asked why the beginning of the "banding" pro
vision was for such a large credit load. It did not seem to be parallel 
to undergraduate tuition. Dean Ibele said that he would check further 
into the reasoning behind the details of the banding proposal. 

Professor Swofford said that while he continued to have philosophical 
objections to the proposal, he had been persuaded that it was necessary 
for the University to develop an accounting device for thesis advising 
responsibilities which would be acceptable to persons outside the 
University. He pointed out again that the purpose of the proposal was 
not to increase overall tuition income. It was expected that total 
tuition income would remain roughly the same; it would be redistributed 
among students. Dean Ibele stressed that the use of "research" credits 
a few years ago gained no acceptability because students paid no 
tuition for them. 

Dean Ibele stressed that the total effect of the changes in the tuition 
~tructure have not been negative. Many students, including graduate 
assistants, are paying less tuition than they would have paid under the 
old full-time/part-time system. In addition, while the Graduate School 
has been trying to arrive at a more equitable tuition structure, the 
legislature has responded with increasing support for graduate fellow
ships. Dean Ibele said that he believed that it was important that a 
balance be struck on both sides. 

Dean Ibele asked whether the Policy and Review Council chairs wished 
to take the revised thesis credit back to their councils for discussion. 
The general consensus was that this would be desireable since a major 
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rev1s1on was involved. The Dean then asked that recommendations be 
brought back to the December meeting of the Executive Committee. 
(Copy of proposal attached to minutes, 6/8/78) 

III. FOR INFORMATION 

A. Approval of New Graduate Programs by the Board of Regents 

B. 

1. The Board of Regents approved the Master of Business Taxation 
program in June, 1978. (Copy of proposal attached.) 

2. The program in Russian for the M.A. degree was approved in 
November, 1978. (Copy of proposal attached.) 

3. The program for the ~1.A. and Ph.D. degrees in the History of 
Science and Technology was also approved in November, 1978. 
(Copy of proposal attached.) 

Adoption of Bylaw on the Composition and Functions of the Duluth 
Graduate Faculty Committee 

It was reported that the Bylaw on the composition and functions of 
the Duluth Graduate Faculty Committee had been adopted. 

C. Report from the Council of Graduate Students 

Ms. Ann Smith, new president of the Council, reported that COGS 
would shortly be sending out their newsletter. They plan to use 
the mailing list for the Graduate School newsletter to achieve 
better distribution. The Council, she reported, has spent a great 
deal of time in identifying student members for various committees. 
She said that Ms. Meade of the Graduate Fellowship Office had 
attended a COGS meeting and had given a presentation on fellow
ships. COGS present concerns include the focus and quality of 
5-level courses, problems of admission of graduate students to 
reserved courses, and placement. Ms. Smith said that there is • 
an interest in finding space for a graduate student lounge. 
Members of COGS are also trying to establish contacts with state 
legislators, and to open up more effective lines of communication 
with graduate students on the Duluth Campus. 

D. Review of the Graduate School's Student Services 

Dean Ibele reported that preparation for the review of the Graduate 
School's student services is continuing. Two student surveys (new 
and old) have been undertaken as well as a survey of Directors of 
Graduate Studies. The team of external reviewers is expected in 
mid-March. 
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E. Graduate School Budget Retrenchment 

Dean Ibele said that the Graduate School had been informed of the 
amount of budget retrenchment it would have to absorb. The amount 
was originally figured on a budget base which included graduate 
fellowship funds. If fellowship funds were excluded the amount of 
retrenchment would be roughly 50% of that originally projected. 
The Graduate School, he said, would try to protect all fellowship 
funds from retrenchment but might have to cut some services in 
order to accomplish this. 

F. Foreign Teaching Assistants 

The Dean pointed out that much of the information on this subject 
was anecdotal and frequently not first-hand. He stressed, however, 
that all students are entitled to the best the University can 
provide and that satisfactory communication skills are vital. . 
The University is an international institution, and these problems 
must be addressed. He said that further study to identify the 
nature and extent of the problem was clearly needed. Various 
suggestions have been made for reducing the number of problems 
including the requirement of a tape recording or an interview with 
students being considered for instructor responsibilities. 

G. Graduate Program Reviews for 1978-79 

Dean Zimmerman informed the committee of the programs to undergo 
review during 1978-79. He said that this group would virtually 
complete the first cycle of reviews. Only a handful of programs, 
most of them in health sciences, remained to be reviewed next year. 

H. Publication of the 1978-80 Graduate School Bulletin 

The availability of the 1978-80 Graduate School Bulletin was 
announced. 

1. Report on the Hi 11 Professorships 

Dean Zimmerman reported the appointments to Hill Professorships. 

J. Report on the Fellowship Competition for 1979-80 

Ms. fv1yrna Smith, Director of the Fellowship Office, reported that 
while the Fellowship Committee had not yet met, an announcement 
of probable deadline dates for fellowship nominations had gone out 
on October 6, 1978. Dean Ibele mentioned that detailed informa
tion about last year's competition had been given to the Policy 
and Review Councils and was available on request. Professor 
Swofford and Ms. Smith asked that they be provided with copies. 
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K. The Bakke Decision 

Dean Ibele asked that Dean Andrew Hein report on the Bakke decision. 
Dean Hein was a member of a seven-person committee appointed jointly 
by the American Association of Law Schools and the American Council 
on Education to review the effects of the Bakke decision on higher 
education. Dean Hein pointed out that the impact of the decision had 
been largely obscured by media coverage. Bakke was admitted to the 
University of California Medical School and the media tended to focus 
on that fact. In fact, he said, there was no single decision. There 
were six separate opinions written, three of which were crucial to 
an understanding of the decision. These were the opinions written 
by Stevens, Brennan and Powell, the latter of whom concurred in parts 
of the decisions of the other two. First, it was agreed that Bakke 
should be admitted. This decision did not rest on constitutional 
issues but on statutory grounds. Second, it was concurred that 
race conscious criteria could be established if they were just part of 
a number of factors intended to introduce diversity. The thrust of 
this part of the decision was not affirmative action but that of 
educational benefit to all. Dean Hein pointed out that diversity 
of a class had often been a consideration. For example, including 
students based on geographic origin or previous institution of 
enrollment has been common in the past. 

The area in which the University may have difficulty, he said, is 
in financial aid. The Bakke decision does not address this issue 
and there is a danger in extrapolation from that decision. The 
same is true in empl~yment, where other court cases_have established 
quotas in hiring. In making financial awards based on traditional 
criteria, minorities might be missed. This has been offset in the 
recent past with a separate competition for disadvantaged students. 
It is not clear whether the state legislature or the Board of 
Regents can decide to authorize such a form of competition. 

Dean Hein concluded that if the University is serious about affirma
tive action the job can be done. If people are not committed to 
affirmative action, they can use the Bakke decision as a way out. 
It is a question of conviction. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Beverly D. Miller 
Secretary 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
DULUTH 

Warren E. Ibele, Dean 
Graduate School 
Johnston Hall, Third Floor 
101 Pleasant St. SE 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis MN 55455 

Dear Dr. Ibele: 

School of Medicine 
2205 East 5th Street 
Duluth, Minnesota 55812 

1 ~ ' . 'J! TE SCHOOf: 

AUG 31 1978 

OFFICf OF THf DfAH 

August 18, 1978 

Thank you for your comments and suggestions regarding the 11Plan :for the 
involvement of faculty from the Department of Biochemistry in the School of 
Medicine at UND in the Graduate Program in Biochemistry. 11 Your recommendations 
have been incorporated into the plan. A few other minor corrections have been 
made in the revised plan in order to bring it up to date (e.g., five faculty 
instead of four faculty is indicated). A copy of the revised plan is enclosed 
for your use in presenting these arrangements along with the nominations for 
graduate faculty membership to the Policy and Review Council. 

PMA:amc 

Enc. 

cc: H. Warner 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul M. Anderson, Head 
Department of Biochemistry (U~ID) 

(]/~ 91tl~ 
Charles W. Carr, Chairman 
Biochemistry Coordinating Committee 
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A. Introduction and General Outline of Proposed Plan 

There are currently five faculty members in the Department of Biochemistry 

in the School of Medicine at the University of Minnesota, Duluth (UMD). A new 

Basic Medical Sciences building currently under construction will be connected 

to the Chemistry building. The Department of Biochemistry will have research 

laboratory and office space in the new building and will also retain some of 

the space it now occupies in the Chemistry building. This space will be 

sufficient for up to six faculty. 

An M.S. degree program in Chemistry (Physical Sciences) is currently 

offered by the Department of Chemistry at UMD. The faculty in the Department 

of Biochemistry have joint appointments in the Chemistry Department and hold 

either full or associate graduate appointments in this program at the present 

time. The courses in biochemistry at UMD for non-medical students are primarily 

offered through the Chemistry Department but are taught by the faculty in the 

Biochemistry Department. A copy of the portion of the UMD bulletin listing 

the graduate courses offered by the Department of Chemistry is attached. 

Courses which are generally considered most appropriate for advanced study in 

biochemistry are underlined. 

The graduate program in biochemistry at the University of Minnesota is 

governed by the Graduate School Coordinating Committee for Biochemistry which 

also represents the single, direct line of communication with the Graduate 

School. The chairperson of this committee is the Director of Graduate Studies 

for the program in Biochemistry. The plan outlined below is not a new program; 

basically it simply provides a convenient mechanism for participation of 

faculty in the Department of Biochemistry at UMD in the existing graduate 

program in biochemistry. Students admitted to the program who elect to carry 
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out their study at UMD would be subject to the same requirements for a degree 

as is expected for a student on the Twin Cities campus. Where minor differences 

exist between the programs in the two Departments of Biochemistry in the College 

of Biological Sciences and the Medical School, the student at UMD would follow 

the requirements and procedures of the latter Department. According to the 

proposed plan a student may carry out his entire M.S. degree program in bio-

chemistry at UMD; however, if a student wished to continue his graduate study 

at UMD and was accepted into the Ph.D. program, the student would be required 

to spend at least three quarters of residence with a coadviser on the Twin 

Cities campus, primarily for the purpose of completing required coursework. 

B. M.S. Degree in Biochemistry at UMD 

The student interested in advanced work leading to an M.S. degree in bio-

I 

chemistry at UMD would direct his application to the Director of Graduate 

Studies with an indication of intent to pursue his graduate work in the Depart-

ment of Biochemistry, Duluth. If the application is accepted by the Admissions 

Committee, the student would then carry out his entire M.S. degree program in 

residence at UMD. 

The minimum course requirements for completion of the M.S. degree in 

biochemistry would be fulfilled at UMD as follows: 

1. Core program, including at least 6 cr of laboratory: 

Chern 5332/5333 BIOCHEMISTRY (8 credits of lecture, 2 credits of 
optional laboratory) 

Chern 5335 BIOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES (1-3 credits) 

Chern 8740 SELECTED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY (as a laboratory rotation, 
credits arranged) 

Chern 8340 ADVANCED BIOCHEMISTRY (4 credits) 
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2. Seminar: 

Chern 8180 SEMINAR (1 credit) 

3. Two graduate courses in Biochemistry and/or Chemistry: 

Selection of appropriate graduate courses in chemistry 

One or more faculty from the Graduate Faculty in Biochemistry on the Twin 

Cities campus would be on the graduate examining committee. 

C. Doctoral Students in Residence at UMD 

In special circumstances students who have completed the Master's degree 

may continue their graduate study toward the Ph.D. degree in Biochemistry at 

UMD. The doctoral program would be approved through the existing procedures 

of the Biochemistry Coordinating Committee. The student would apply to the 

Admissions Committee of the biochemistry graduate program for admission to 

the Ph.D. program with an indication of intent to pursue his Ph.D. thesis work 

in the Biochemistry Department at UMD. If admitted, the student would be 

subject to the same requirements for satisfactory completion of the Ph.D. degree 

as is expected for a student in the graduate program in the Department of Bio

chemistry on the Minneapolis campus who enters with an M.S. degree (with respect 

to Examinations and Evaluation of Student's Progress). The Minimum Academic 

Requirements, however, would be modified as follows: 

1. One member of the graduate faculty in biochemistry from the Twin 

Cities campus would be selected to serve as coadviser with the 

adviser at UMD. 

2. The student would be required to spend at least three quarters of 

residence in one of the Departments of Biochemistry on the Twin 

Cities campus. During this time the student would complete required 

coursework (e.g., graduate (8-level) courses in biochemistry) and 



1103·1104. GENERAL CHEMISTRY.(5 cr oach. §1110·1111.- §-11:ii1131;-prlmarily for students who will tormi· -----
nate study of chem1stry with no more than 15 cr; 5 hrs lect. rec an\J lab prep, 2 hrs lab) 

General principles; atomic structure. solutions, ionization; properties and uses of metals, nonmetals. 
acids. bases. and salts. · 

1108. CHEMISTRY FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. (4 cr, §1103, §1110. §1130; prereq elementary education 
maJor: 3 hrs feet. 2 hrs lab) 

SubJCCt matter oac~ground for olloctivo teaching at thO elementary school level. 

1110·1111·1112. GENERAL CHEMISTRY. (5 cr each, §1103·1104 [oxceptions permitted only by dept! action). 
§1130-1131-1 132; primarily for students who will take more than 15 cr in chemistry; prereq high 
school chemistry and h1gh school algobra or 6; 3 hrs feet. 1 hr rec. 4 hrs lab) 

Fundamental principles exemplified by study of clements. compounds, and their reactions. 

1130.1131-1132. GENERAL CHEMISTRY. (5 cr each. §1103·1104 [exceptions permitted only by dept! action). 
§1110·1111·1112; primanly for chemislry majors and others selected for aptitude and interest; 
prereq high school chemistry and high school algebra or 6; 3 hrs feet, 1 hr rec. 4 hrs tab) 

Fundamental principles exemplified by study of clements. compounds and their reactions. 

1150. INDEPENDENT STUDY. (1·2 cr [may be repeated for max of 4 cr); prcreq 6) 
For students wishing to do special work in areas useful to individual programs and objectives when such 
are not ava1!ablc 1n regular course offerings. 

1500. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (5 cr, §3512 or §3530; prereq 1104, 1111 or 1131; 4 hrs feet and rec, 4 hrs lab) 
Nature and reactions of organtc compounds with examples of such compounds occurring in plants, 
animals. and foods or used for medical and household purposes. 

310G. CHEMISTRY IN MODERN LIFE. (4 cr. §1101, §1103, §1110, §1130. or§1108; primarily for majors in the 
human<tics and social sciences: 3106 will not satisfy requirements for a major or minor in 
chem1stry) 

Consideration of chemistry from tho standpoint of its effect and lnfluenco on contemporary problems. No 
sc1enco background is assumed. · 

3150. TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY. (1 cr [may be repeated for a max of 2 cr): proreq sr standing and f\) 
Integration of subject matter in the 4-year curriculum. 

3160. UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR. (1 cr; 1 hr per 1\k for 4 qtrs) 
Practice in the preparation and oral presentation of reports on articles from the literature or on senior 
rcscorch. 

3192. CHEMISTRY RESEARCH. (1·3 cr [may bo repeated for mnx o1 9 cr]: prereq 6) 
Designed lo prov1de experience in a selected area of research in chemistry. 

3210. INTRODUCTORY QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. (5 cr; prereq 1112 or 1132: 3 hrs feel, 6 hrs lab) 
Theory and practice in analytical techniques: introduces gravimetric. volumetric, and spectrophotometric 
methods. 

3310. BrOCHEMISTRY. (5 cr [may be taken for 4 cr by attending feet only). §5332·5333; prcreq 35t 3 or 3!:>32; 4 ~rs 
teet. 3 hrs lab) 

Introduction to biochemistry with emphasiS on enzyme catalysis, cellular energet1cs. ma1or motabolic 
processes, and metabolic regulation. 

3512·3513. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (5 cr each, §1500, or §3530; prereq 1112 or 1132 or II: 4 hrs teet. 3 hrs lab) 
The chemistry of carbon compounds with emphasis on those of biological importance. 

3530·3531·3532. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (514/4 cr. §1500. §3512. §3520-3521·3522; prercq 1112 or 1132 or II; 3 
hrs lect. 6 hrs lab for 3530 ... 3 hrs feet, 3 hrs lab for 3531·3532) 

Compounds of carbon. 

5120. ADVANCED CHEMISTRY LABORATORY. (1 cr; prereq 3532; 3 hrs lab) 
Oasic measurements in chemical systems. 

5121·5122·5123. ADVANCED CHEMISTRY LABORATORY. (2 cr each; prereq 3210, and concurrent regis 1n 5420 
and 5620 for 5121. and 5621 for 5122: 6 hrs lab each) 

Integrated laboratory program in chemistry including thermodynamics, spectroscopy, kinetics and syn· 
thesis. 

5124. ADVANCED CHEMISTRY LABORATORY. (2 cr [may bo repeated for a max ol4 cr); prereq 5123; 6 hrs lab) 
Studont·designcd projects in thermodynamics. spectroscopy, kinetics and synthesis. 

5220. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. (4 cr; prereq 5230; 2 hrs lect. 6 hrs lab) 
Theory and practice in classical and instrumental methods of chemical analysis, including methods of 
separation. 

5230. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. (3 cr) 
Theory of classical and instrumental methods of chemical analysis. 

5332·5333. Dlo"CHEMISTRY. (5 cr each [may be taken for 4 cr each by attending feet only), §3310; prereq 3513 or 
3532 and Math 1296_ .. physical chemistry recommended; 4 hrs loci. 3 hrs lab) 

Significance of the structure and ronctivitios of biochemically important compounds and their interactions 
in living systems w1th emphasiS on bioenergetics. onzymo activities, and control of metabolic processes. 
Laboratory in various biochcrnical tcchniq_ucs. 

5335. BIOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES. (1·3 cr jtho three areas will be covered separately with 1 cr for oach ... the 
sludenl may lnko any combination of o. b, and c); prercq 5333 or #; 3 hrs lab per cr) 

Laboratory in biochernlt:al t~chniques with emphaols on (a) chromatogrolphy nnd ctoctro[lhorr.sis, (h) 
raciiOISOtopos. :-and (c) nnd mot.lboltsm. 

5399. RESEARCH TOPICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL CHEMISTRY TEACHERS. (3-6 cr [mny bo repeated fur a max of 12 
cr]; prcreq admission to MA in education or MEd program and L'l) 

E<porimental work and philosophy associated with a selected research topic in chcm1stry. 

5420·5421. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (3 cr each; prereq 5610 or 5620; 3 hrs lect) 
5420: Atomic structure and properties of clements based thereon. Chemical bonding. Chem1stry of 
coordination compounds. 5421: Mechanisms of selected inorganic reactions; survey of the chemistry of 
tho representative elements. Organometallic chemistry. Bioinorganic chemistry_ 

5610·5611. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. (3/4 cr [may be taken for 3/3 cr by omitting lab work); prereq 35f3 or II. Math 
1296; 3 hrs loci for 5610, 5611, 3 hrs lab for 5611) 

Properties of gases, liquids, and solutions; thermodynamics and equilibria; electrochemistry: chemical 
kinetics. 

SG20·5621·5G22. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. (3 cr each; prereq 2 yrs chemistry, incl3210 or II, Phys 1109. Math 
3298) 

Quantitative treatment of physical principles and theories underlying chemistry. 

57101 STRUCTURAL CHEMISTRY. (5 cr; preroq grad standing or#) 
Application and instrumentation in absorption spectroscopy: techniques for structure elucidat1on. 

5720. THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY. (4 cr; prcreq grad standing or #) 
Introduction lo theoretical aspects or atomic and molecular structure, chemical bonding. symmetry, and 
spectroscopic methods. 

, 5730. SYNTHESIS. (4 cr; prereq grad slanding or II) 
Study of tho philosophy, nature, and concepts of chemical synthesis. 

5740. THERMODYNAMICS. (4 cr; prereq grad standing or#) 
Basic principles of classical and statistical thermodynamics with applications to the various areas of 
chemistry. 

!Np[CS AND MECHANISMS. (4 cr; prereq grad standing or I) 
Reaclion rato theory. relationship between kinetics and thermodynamics, catalysis. mel hods and theoryuf 
establishing mechanisms. 

8100 SEMINAR. ( 1 cr jmay bo repented lor cr)) 
Pract1cc 1n tho prcpountJon and oro I prosonlation of reports on articles from tho fltornturo or on grnduntc 
fCSNifCh. 

6199. RESEARCH IN CHEMISTRY. (Cr ar) 

8240. ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS. (4 cr) 
Treatment of electrochemical methods including potentiomotry, voltammetry, and coulometry. 

8241. METHODS OF SEPARATION. (4 cr) 
Theory and appl1cations of various separation techniques. including solvent e<traction. chromatography, 
and 10n e<change. 

8242. ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES, LADORATORY. (1·3 cr [may bo repeated for a max ol3 cr)) 
Quantitative laboratory work in instrumental and separation techniques. 

8260. GENERAL SURVEY IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. (1 cr; by proficiency exam only) 
Independent reading that is prerequisite to candidacy for the M.S. degree in analytical chemistry. 

8340. ADVANCED BIOCHEMISTRY. (4 cr; proroq grad standing or II, 5333 or equiv and 5622 or 5611 or equiv) 
Current topics in biOChemistry. 

8440. THEORETICAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (4 cr; preroq 5720) 
D1scuss1on of structure. reactions and bonding in inorganic compounds in terms of valence bond. 
molecular orbital and ligand field theories. Theory and opplicalion,of absorption spectroscopy. 

8441. PHYSICAL METHODS IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (4 cr; prereq 8440) 
Theory of physical methods with application to inorganic compounds. 

84GO. GENERAL SURVEY IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (1 cr; by prof1cioncy exam only) 
Independent read1ng that is prerequisite to candidacy for the M.S. degree in inoganic chemistry. 

8541. ORGANIC SYNTHESIS. (4 cr; prereq 5730) 
Selected total synthesis and synthetic methods in organic chem1stry. 

0560. GENERAL SURVEY IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (1 cr; by proficiency exam only) 
Independent reading that is prerequisite to cand1dacy for the M.S. degree in organic chemistry. 

8640. TRANSPORT PROCESSES. (4 cr; prcreq grad stnnning or N) 

8641. 

8GGO. 

8740. 

lhoory LHJ<.J applications w1th omphnsis on transport procossos In liq~uds. 

QUANTUM CHEMISTRY. (4 cr; proreq 5720. grad standing or #) 
Applications of qu.1ntum theory in chemistry. 

GENERAL SURVEY tN .PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. (1 cr; by proficiency exam only) 
Independent reading thnt is prerequisite to candidacy for the M.S. degree in physical chemistry. 

SELECTED TOPICS IN CHCMISTRY. (Cr or; prorcq grnd stnnding or N) 
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Office of the Dean 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Graduate School 
TWIN CITIES Johnston Hall 

Third Floor 

August 10, 1978 

Professor Charles W. Carr, Chairman 
Biochemistry Coordinating Committee 
227 Millard Hall 
East Bank Campus 

Professor Paul t1i. Anderson 
Department of Biochemistry 
University of Minnesota, Duluth 
Duluth, Minnesota 55812 

Gentlemen: 

101 Pleasant Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

I have carefully reviewed the 11 Pl an for the Involvement of Faculty from the 
Department of Biochemistry in the School of t•1edicine at the University of 
Minnesota, Duluth, in the Graduate Program in Biochemistry. 11 The title is 
rather long but entirely accurate. In fact, except for two suggestions I find 
the plan acceptable; it appears to be sound in concept and should provide a 
proper basis for permitting qua 1 i fi ed faculty on the Duluth campus to parti
cipate in the program. 

My two suggestions are as follows: 

1.) On page 3, item C. the caption reads 11 Ph.D. Degree in Biochemistry at U!~D. 11 

I would prefer a wording more faithful to the title of the plan which is 
a description of how qualified faculty in Duluth can participate in the 
Biochemistry graduate programs. Since this section deals with the status 
and arrangements for doctoral students who will pursue the degree, in part, 
while resident on the Duluth campus why not a caption descriptive of that 
situation? 11 Doctoral Students in Residence on the Duluth Campus 11 for 
example. 

2.) With regard to the special items under C, I note the following for your 
consideration: 

a.) Rather than spend only two quarters of residence in one of the 
Biochemistry Departments on the Twin Cities campus, I suggest 
three. Graduate courses almost always run in sequence for the 
academic year, as do the various seminar series. The student 
would profit from a full year in residence. He or she would 
also avoid the personal and family dislocations of moving during 
the academic year. 



Professor Charles W. Carr 
Professor Paul f~. Anderson 
August 10, 1978 
Page 2 

b.) I assume that the program of study for students who would complete 
their Ph.D. program on the Duluth campus would be approved through 
the procedures of the Coordinating Committee. It might be well to 
add that explicitly even though it was understood to be the case. 

·, 

Other than these comments, I find the plan in order and when I have your con
currence on the changes I propose, I will convey information on these arrange
ments to the appropriate Policy and Review Council as well as the nominations 
for graduate faculty membership. 

Please accept my apology for the delay in responding to both of you. 

Sincerely, 

O)r~~:~ 
Warren E. Ibele 
Dean 

WEI :mt 



INTRODUCTION 

Background 

At the University of Minnesota, over the past half century, social and 

philosophic studies of education have been undertaken principally in the College 

of Education. Staffing for this purpose has had broad support among the College 

faculty and administration, and the Regents and central administration of the 

University have confirmed the College commitment. 

Viewed from the standpoint of the division of labor in the University, the 

purpose of the Social and Philosophic Foundations of Education unit within the 

Department of Social, Psychological, and Philosophic Foundations of Education 

has been to serve as the continuing institutional locus for the study of educa

tion from the perspectives of history and philosophy of education or the social 

sciences of education, viz., sociology of education, anthropology of education, 

educational futurism. The common purpose is to provide the opportunity to study 

education as a sociocultural phenomenon from these perspectives. It is by con

centrating such a unit in the College of Education that the University has sought 

to insure that humanistic and behavioral studies of education are comprehensive, 

systematic, and continuing. 

The disciplinary mode of identifying the purposes of the unit was related 

to its foundational role in the education of educators. Most divisions and 

departments of the College offered programs \vhich were defined in relation to 

institutional levels of schooling (e.g., elementary, secondary, higher education) 

or according to practitioner roles (e.g., teachers, administrators, counselors). 

The disciplines represented in the Social and Philosophic Foundations of Educa

tion unit provided bases and perspectives for the aggregate of the College's 

programs; the unit's programs, in other words, were relevant to the purposes of 
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all other College units, whether the latter were characterized by institutional, 

practitioner, or disciplinary missions. 

In the 1960's the faculty entered a ne\v era of research, teaching, and 

service. There was an extension of relations, not only with other faculty mem

bers and departments of the College of Education, but with those of CLA and, to 

a lesser extent, the Institute of Technology, the Institute of Agriculture, Fores

try, and Home Economics. Intercollegiate relations were cemented by joint 

appointments, the first of which was in the field of history. Subsequently, 

various cooperative relations were arranged lvith the Departments of Sociology and 

Anthropology, the Program in American Studies, the Program in Ancient Studies, 

the Program in Religious Studies and the Social Sciences Program. This history 

of development, including the achievement of faculty "critical mass" and the 

pressure of many more graduate students, underlies the development of this pro

posal. 

SPFE Program 

The core of the SPFE program is the study of education as a socio-cultural 

enterprise. Both faculty research and the teaching program focus on concepts and 

methods for understanding the place of education in society. The SPFE view of 

education is reflective; the study of education is approached through humanistic 

and social science methodologies. 

The structure and functions of the Social and Philosophic Founda-

tions of Education (SPFE) unit; are defined primarily Y7ith reference to disci

plines and to educational policy alternativeE. Thus, SPFE faculty members \vould 

divide their teaching and rese;•rch responsibilities mainly along disciplinary 

lines (or concentrations): Development and Analysis of Hestern Educational 

Thought, Anthropology of Education, Sociology of Education, and Alternative 

Social and Educational Futures. In dividing responsibility along disciplinary 

lines SPFE follows a pattern common in Foundations departments in the U. S. 
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General fo1mdational issues, however, will not be neglected, but will be addressed 

from a disciplinary perspective in the beginning courses in all concentrations. 

Associated with all concentrations is the rigorous examination of Education Foun-

dations as broadly conceived. 

The SPFE unit would be committed to goals in harmony with those of the College 

of Education: (a) to conduct disciplined inquiry into educational thought and 

practice, (b) to offer high-quality programs for students aspiring to careers in 

the education and related professions, and (c) to provide leadership in the task 

of relating examined ideas, policies, programs, and theories to educational 

problems in school and society. SPFE would serve as the faculty primarily respon-

sible for systematic, comprehensive, and continuing study of the social and 

humanistic dimensions of education as these relate to educational foundations 

studies. 

At the level of theory and methodology, social and philosophic foundations 

can be defined by several criteria. SPFE endeavors to: 

1) examine educational institutions from perspectives permitting "objective" 

views of their roles and functions in society; 

2) pose questions about the nature of organized education in society, par-

ticularly about the institutional (structural) and value components of 

the system; 

3) examine alternative modes of educational thought and practice through 

historical, cross-cultural and futures perspectives; 
--..._, __ 

4) apply ~-::thodologies from established humanistic and scientific discip-

lines to the study ui ~ducation; 

5) apply the results of the above e~nminations to questions of alternative 

education policies, to both evaluation of poliLy and implementation in 

terms of cultural values and social structures. 
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THE PROPOSED AREA OF EHPHASIS 

Program Objectives 

Disciplined inquiry in Social and Philosophic Foundations of Education 

would aim at developing bases for the improvement of educational theory and 

policy, for the understanding of education's past and present, and for projec

tions of alternative educational futures. The delineation of comprehensive 

social and philosophic perspectives on education would be part of SPFE's search 

for new knowledge about education. Taking seriously the speed of technological 

and social change--the onrush of the future--SPFE research would include efforts 

at the methodization of conjecture in planning new educational models for hypo

thetical and emergent social settings. The major instructional mission of SPFE 

would be most clearly apprehended as foundational to the aggregate of teaching 

programs in the College of Education. SPFE would interpret this role to require 

regular course offerings in which educational ideas, principles, theories and 

philosophies are explicated and criticized from the disciplinary perspectives of 

history, philosophy, and the social sciences, and the integrating use of research 

into educational foundations studies. 

There are four major approaches to the foundational study of education in 

socio-cultural context open to SPFE students. These are represented in the con

centrations listed for faculty on page 2. For any approach, the methods and 

theories of a discipline (currently history, philosophy, sociology and anthropology) 

provide the intellectual organization and methodology for their studies of 

education. Rigorous training in the selected discipline is required and students 

may take up to half their course work in the discipline. llliile electing a single 

concentration, however, students choose courses from several disciplines and 

organize them around a disciplinary core. During the course of their studies in 

SPFE all students focus on major education issues and problems and select appropriate 

method and theory to deal with them. It should, however, be emphasized that the 
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coherence of the SPFE programs derives from the focus on education as a socio

cultural enterprise and that neither disciplinary concentration nor a problem 

focus are permitted to narrow the students' vision. 

Admission Requirements 

SPFE \·.TOuld admit students to M.A. and Ph.D. majors in Education ,;..rith concen

trations in History or Philosophy of Education, Social Sciences of Education, or 

an integrative combination of any two. Students could concentrate in Developmental 

Analysis of Western Educational Thought, Sociology or Anthropology of Education, 

or Alternative Futures in Education. Work in General Foundational Studies would 

be required of all. 

Application for admission to a graduate program in SPFE would be associated 

with the following uniformly required sources of information and minimum standards: 

1) all undergraduate transcripts (minimum GPA 3.0, 3.5 in major, with the 

possible exception of some returning adult students); 

2) all graduate transcripts (minimum GPA 3.5); 

3) a Miller Analogies Test Score (minimum of 70th percentile or above with 

possible exception for applicants with outstanding scholastic or professional 

performance records); 

4) a brief statement identifying area of concentration, viz, Development and 

Analysis of Western Thought, Sociology of Education, Anthropology of 

Education, Educational Futures (indicating clear aims that can be accom

plished through study available in SPFE and indicating professional commit

ment to the field of Foundations). 

Students meeting minimums will only be admitted if an appropriate advisor is 

available. 
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The following additional material may be requested as an aid in decision 

on difficult or marginal cases: 

1) papers, manuscripts, publications (if available) ~•hich may 

provide evidence of scholarly ability; 

2) letters of recommendation (a total of three) from persons in 

positions that enable them to appraise the applicant's scholarly 

ability and characteristics pertinent to it; 

3) a detailed statement of career objectives (essentially an expansion 

of item #4 above). 

A SPFE Standing Committee on Graduate Studies would review applicants' 

credentials and make admission selections. This committee would also be 

charged with the responsibility to review selection criteria and procedures, 

and periodically to submit recommendations for continuation or revision of 

these criteria and procedures to the SPFE faculty. This committee is also 

responsible for initiating and reviewing policy and program proposals relating 

to all aspects of graduate study in SPFE. Its chairperson, elected by the 

committee members, would act as the SPFE Director of Graduate Studies and serve 

as liaison between the department and SPFE, and the Graduate School and SPFE. 

Curriculum Description 

General Foundations: Thk core of foundations in SPFE consists of t~vo major 

elements, the general foundations courses, which include methods, and the core 

seminars. 

I 

General foundations courses are des~ated at both the M.A. and Ph.D. levels 

and a total of 3~~credits is required for completion of the Ph.D., 18 credits at 

the masters level (or equivalent work for students entering the Ph.D. with a 

Master's degree) and 18 credits at the Ph.D. level. Students are required to take 
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the following or present equivalents or substitutes (approved by the advisor 

and director of graduate studies): 

M.A. level (all required): 

Ph.D. level (select 18 
credits, at least 50% at 
8-000 level): 

Core Seminars 

H.Ed. 5-101 
H.Ed. 5-131 
H.Ed. 5-141 
H. Ed. 5-171 
H.Ed. 5-190 
H.Ed. 5-209 

H.Ed. 5-155 

H.Ed. 5-172 
H.Ed. 5-175 

H.Ed. 5-180 
H.Ed. 5-182 
H.Ed. 5-192 
H.Ed. 5-210 
H.Ed. 8-172 

H.Ed. 8-220 

H.Ed. 8-241 
H.Ed. 8-256 

H.Ed. 8-290 

Historical Foundations 
Comparative Education 
Critical Issues 
Anthropology and Ed~cation 
Sociology of Education 
Education in Future Social Systems 

History of Western Educational 
Thought 

Anthropology of American Education 
Introduction to General System 

Theory 
Introduction to Economics of Education 
Comparative Philosophies of Education 
Sociology of Higher Education 
Social Forecasting 
Seminar: Topics in Anthropology and 

Education 
Seminar: Social and Educational 

Futures 
Problems in History and Philosophy 
Seminar: European and American 

Educational Thought: 17th Century 
Advanced Sociology of Education 

Core seminars are required of all M.A. and Ph.D. students. "Problems and 

Methods in Foundational Analysis" (H.Ed. 8-xxl, 3 credits) is required of M.A. 

students and is based upon literature which the faculty has determined to be 

integral to the concept of educational foundations in cross-disciplinary settings. 

"Advanced Problems and Methods in Foundational Analysis" (H.Ed. 8-xx2, 6 credits, 

H.Ed. 8-xxl prereq.) is required of Ph.D. students and is focused upon assisting 

doctoral students in 1) preparing scholarly manuscripts concerned ~vith a founda-

tional problem; and 2) with the preparation of thesis proposals. 

H.Ed. 8-xxl is focused upon 1) developing library research skills specific 

to foundational studies in education in M.A. students, including bibliographic 

methods; 2) providing an introduction to professional research in the history, 

philosophy, natural history, and sociocultural analysis of education; and 
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3) offering an opportunity for structured approaches to the problems of educa

tional foundations, including the definition of the field itself. H.Ed. 8-xx2 

is concerned with 1) developing advanced understanding of qualitative analytical 

methods pertinent to the study of educational foundations through review of 

model studies and critiques of research, especially those from the historical/ 

philosophical and sociocultural science traditions; 2) examining recent Ph.D. 

dissertations for concepts, methods, and critiques; 3) consulting with faculty 

in higher education, methodology, anthropology, sociology, and other appropriate 

academic disciplines (where funds for cross-charges can be made available) in 

order to enrich the seminar by comparing the strengths and weaknesses of 

different research modes including methodological tools and analytic procedures; 

and 4) preparing professional-level manuscripts or thesis proposals, and 

presenting these to members of the seminar for criticism. 

The integrating seminars will be formally initiated when the program faculty 

returns to full strength (expected in 1979-80). The seminar 8-xxl has been 

offered on a trial basis in 1975-76 and 1976-77 and a recent outside review has 

recommended its permanent adoption. 

Concentrations 

Graduate concentrations in SPFE have been developed in relation to several 

criteria: career aspiration, "needs of the field," and patterns of available 

employment, insofar as these can be forecast with any degree of confidence. 

These criteria were interrelated with considerations of college mission centrality, 

quality of outcomes, program demand, and cost effectiveness. 

The concentration in anthropology and education would be primarily for 

students interested in the contributions of anthropology to studies in educational 

foundations and policy alternatives. Special concerns with the fieldwork method, 

educational ethnography, application of general systems theory, history of the 

field and the application of anthropological principles to education design 
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would be stressed through courses selected both from SPFE and Department of 

Anthropology course offerings. Students at both M.A. and Ph.D. levels would be 

required to submit programs with the remainder of courses between other SPFE 

foundational disciplines and studies in educational foundations. 

The concentration in the development and analysis of Western educational 

thought would be primarily for students interested in a) the history of ideas and 

institutional history in their bearing on educational theory and practice, 

b) reflection on issues involving education, or c) comparative study in educa

tion, and a), b), and c) as they relate to studies in foundations of education. 

Both M.A. and Ph.D. students would be expected to develop programs of study 

that include courses and seminars in the history and philosophy of education or 

in comparative-international education. Study in other courses within SPFE is 

eA~ected, based upon the emphasis selected within the history and philosophy of 

education. 

The concentration in the sociology of education would be primarily for 

students interested in the application of sociological analysis to problems and 

issues in education, as these relate to studies in educational foundations studies. 

Both M.A. and Ph.D. students would be expected to develop programs of study that 

included courses and seminars in the social foundations of education, in the 

Department of Sociology, and in supportive studies provided by other SPFE courses. 

The concentration in alternative social and educational futures would be 

primarily for students interested in alternative models, designs, and paradigms 

for social and educational futures, and in concept clarification and extension, 

research, and teaching in an interdisciplinary area, as these relate to studies 

in educational foundations studies. Students would be expected to develop 

supportive specialties in other foundational disciplines within SPFE. 

Students in SPFE have in the past traditionally identified with one of the 

concentrations here identified and with an adviser from that track. However, 
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this has not resulted in a fractioning of SPFE into disciplinary enclaves for 

two reasons. First, students have been required to take foundational courses 

from each disciplinary area within SPFE. Second, in every generation of 

graduate students a number have always identified with more than one concentra

tion simultaneously. The three most recent Ph.D.s from SPFE are examples: 

Angie Nelson--Futures and Anthropology; Rivka Eisikovits--Philosophy and 

Anthropology of Education; Scott Erickson--Futures, History and Philosophy of 

Education. We expect this mixing to continue as the proposed Ph.D. continues 

to require courses from all other tracks as part of the general foundations 

credits and because a number of current students also identify with two concen

trations. The proposed ~undations seminar will create greater opportunity for 

both faculty and students to interact at the levels of content, method and theory. 

Nor are these concentrations designed to limit the foundational areas pursued by 

SPFE students. Students are encouraged to take courses in such foundational 

disciplines as political science, economics, law and psychology, when such are 

relevant to their programs. 

Inquiry 

All SPFE students at both the M.A. and Ph.D. levels would be expected to 

develop familiarity with basic quantitative or qualitative research methodologies 

appropriate to their concentrations. The quantitative methodologies employed 

in foundational studies are fundamental and advanced tools from statistics, 

empirical research design, and computer programming and applications. Qualita

tive methodologies are philosophic analysis, historical analysis and interpreta

tion and the natural history method of fieldwork and qualitative data analysis 

on the Darwinian model. SPFE specifically requires six credits in methods, three 

at the 5-000 level and three at the 8-000 level. This, however, does not 

constitute a complete or sufficient study of methods of inquiry and all students 

are expected to study methods in greater depth through either registration in 
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specific methods courses or through study and practice in content courses or 

seminars. The former method is more common for students in disciplines 

utilizing statistical and survey research methods and the later for students 

using humanistic methods. Both the advisor and Director of Graduate Studies 

will review all programs for sufficiency of preparation in this area. All 

students are required to learn at least one inquiry skill at the level employed 

by degreed practitioners. 

More specifically, SPFE programs will be arranged as follows: 

3 credits 

18 credits 

9-12 credits 

8 credits 

9 credits 

47-50 credits 

M.A. (Required for admission to Ph.D.)* 

Core Seminar 

Foundations General (including methods) 

Foundations Concentration and Special Academic 

Courses 

Supporting Program or Minor 

Plan B 

*SPFE does not generally permit students to by-pass the M.A. degree due 

to the breadth of the foundational field. Applicants for a Ph.D. must present 

a SPFE M.A. or equivalent preparation from another school or university. 

Ph.D. (Courses additional to 47-50 credits at Hasters level) 

6 credits 

18 credits 

15-18 credits 

10-15 credits 

49-57 credits 

Core Seminar 

Foundations: General (including methods) 

Foundations: Concentration and Special 

Academic Courses 

Supporting Program or Minor (additional 

to M.A. level work) 

Total M.A. and Ph.D. 96-107 credits 

50% at 
8-000 
level 
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"Fine tuning" of individual SPFE H.A. and Ph.D. programs \vould be based 

upon students' previous academic experiences. Graduate reading lists for both 

M.A. and Ph.D. levels would be provided to help smooth out unwanted variations 

in student programs caused by temporary course unavailability, scheduling 

problems, and the like. 

Sample Programs 

The following sample programs depict possible individual programs in the 

four concentrations: 

Concentration in Development and Analysis of 
Western Educational Thought 

M.A. 

3 credits 

18 credits 
(as required 
per pap:e 7) 

11 credits 

H.Ed. 5-156, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 5-170, 3 cr. 
Phil. 5-601, 5 cr. 

Core Seminars 

Foundations: General (including methdos) 

Foundations: Concentration and Special 
Academic Courses 

8 credits Supporting Program or Minor 

PsyF. 5-110 

Ph.D. 

6 credits 

18 credits 
H.Ed. 5-155, 
H.Ed. 5-180, 
H.Ed. 5-182, 
H.Ed. 8-241, 
H.Ed. 8-256, 

21 credits 

H.Ed. 8-242, 
H.Ed. 8-255, 
Phil. 5-611, 
Phil. 8-690, 
Phil. 8-650, 

13 credits 

Hist. 5-872' 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
6 cr. 
3 cr. 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
5 cr. 
5 cr. 
5 cr. 

4 cr. 
PsyF. 5-133 Hi st. 8-371,2,3, 9 
Hist. 5-871, 4 cr. 

9 credits Plan B 

49 credits 58 credits 

Ph.D. Total 107 credits 

cr. 



N.A. 

3 credits 

18 credits 

(as required 
per page 7) 

12 credits 

H.Ed. 5-191, 
H.Ed. 5-125, 
H.Ed. 8-991, 
PsyF. 5-110, 

8 credits 

Soc. 5-801, 
Soc. 5-821, 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 

4 cr. 
4 cr. 

9 credits Plan B 

50 credits 
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Concentration in Sociology 

Core Seminars 

Foundations: General (including 
methods) 

Foundations: Concentration and 
Special Academic Courses 

Supporting Program or Minor 

Ph.D. Total 107 credits 

Ph.D. 

6 credits 

18 credits 

H.Ed. 5-175, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 5-172, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 5-192, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-290, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-220, 6 cr. 

15 credits 

Soc. 8-721, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-991, 6 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-241, 6 cr. 

18 credits 

Soc. 8-011, 4 cr. 
Soc. 8-112, 4 cr. 
Soc. 8-113' 4 cr. 
Soc. 8-114, 3 cr. 
Soc. 8-831, 3 cr. 

54 credits 



H.A. 

3 credits 

18 credits 

(as required 
per page 7 ) 

9 credits 

H.Ed. 5-210, 
H.Ed. 5-211, 
H.Ed. 8-220, 

12 credits 

PsyF. 5-110, 
PsyF. 5-125, 
PsyF. 5-330, 
PsyF. 5-339, 

3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 

9 credit Plan 

51 credits 

cr. 
cr. 
cr. 

cr. 
cr. 
cr. 
cr. 

B 
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Concentration in Futures 

Core Seminars 

Foundations: General (including 
methods) 

Foundations: Concentration and 
Special Academic Courses 

Supporting Program or Ninor 

Ph.D. Total 108 credits 

Ph.D. --
6 credits 

18 credits 

H.Ed. 5-172, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 5-175, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 5-180, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 5-182, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-172, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-290, 3 cr. 

15 credits 

H.Ed. 8-220, 9 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-241, 6 cr. 

(Reading List) 

18 credits 

PsyF. 8-110,11,12, 9 Cl 

PsyF. 8-113, 3 cr. 
PsyF. 8-114, 3 cr. 
PsyF. 8-530, 3 cr. 

57 credits 
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Concentration in Anthropology and Education 

N.A. 

3 credits 

18 credits 

(as required 
per page 7 ) 

12 credits 

H.Ed. 5-192, 
H.Ed. 5-205, 
H.Ed. 5-172, 
H.Ed. 5-173, 

9 credits 

3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 
3 cr. 

Anth. 8-1001, 3 cr. 
Anth. 8-1002, 3 cr. 
UC 5-507, 3 cr. 

9 credits Plan B 

51 credits 

Core Seminars 

Foundations: General (including methods) 

Foundations: Concentration and 
Special Academic Courses 

Supporting Program or Minor 

Ph.D. Total 106 credits 

Ph.D. 

6 credits 

18 credits 

H.Ed. 5-175, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 5-182, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 5-210, 3 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-172, 6 cr. 
H.Ed. 8-290, 3 cr. 

19 credits 

Ant h. 5-116, 5 cr. 
Ant h. 5-223, 5 cr. 
Ant h. 8-152, 3 cr. 
Ant h. 8-381, 3 cr. 
Ant h. 8-601, 3 cr. 

12 credits 

Sp.Ed. 8-580, 3 cr. 
Educ. 8-229, 3 cr. 
Soc. 8-701, 3 cr. 
Soc. 8-090, 3 cr. 

55 credits 
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Completion Requirements 

SPFE majors would be expected to plan their degree programs with their 

advisers in accordance with the general outlines provided in the Graduate School 

Bulletin. Every program would reflect attention to considerations of disciplinary 

focus, reasonable scope, overall coherence, and career orientation. The latter 

would have been addressed in the student's original application for admission 

to SPFE but may be revised, and the revision appended to the program. 

Upon approval by the SPFE Committee on Graduate Studies, the program would 

be forwarded to the Graduate School for review. If the program were approved, 

a committee would be assigned to the student. Requested faculty would be assigned 

whenever it is possible to do so. 

The Graduate School would notify the student and adviser of the action 

taken. SPFE would require of Ph.D. students at least four written examinations, 

at least two within the major field and at least one in the minor or supporting 

field. For the major field, examination questions would be developed by the 

SPFE members of the examination committee and questions on core foundations 

content would be taken from standardized questions developed by the SPFE faculty 

covering content of the core seminar and basic foundational issues cutting 
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across all disciplines. Examinations for the supporting field would be 

provided by the examining committee member from the supporting field or minor 

field area. The written examinations would be read and evaluated by at least 

two members of the examining committee representing the major field and one 

member of the supporting or minor field. The student would receive a pass 

evaluation on at least four written examinations prior to scheduling an oral 

examination, one of the passes must be in the core foundations content. 

The SPFE doct0ral candidate would submit the thesis proposal to the 

Graduate Studies Committee (GSC). The proposal would have been prev~ously 

reviewed and approved by the candidate's adviser, one other faculty member 

representing SPFE, and one other faculty member outside SPFE. These three 

faculty members, subject to approval of the GSC, would be recommended to the 

Graduate School as readers of the candidate's thesis. The thesis proposal would 

contain: 

(1) a statement of the problem; 

(2) definitions of related terms; 

(3) review of the literature; 

(4) rationale or justification for pursuing the problem; 

(5) research design and techniques for gathering the data; and 

(6) statement reflecting the significance of the problem. 

The approved thesis proposal would be submitted to the Graduate School along with 

the names of two additional faculty members (one from SPFE; one from outside SPFE) 

to serve on the candidate's final oral committee. 
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EDUCATIONAL ~~ SOCIAL NEEDS FOR THE PROGRAM 

Student Interest 

(l_Y' 

Hhile SPFE undergraduate enrollments in H.Ed. 3-090 have been slacking 

steadily during the past several years, overall enrollments in 5-000 level 

classes have been steadier, suggesting a continuing demand for these offerings. 

Because of greatly increased demand for 8-000 courses and seminars, largely 

due to greatly increased numbers of SPFE graduate students, overall growth 

has been experienced at this level. 

As a number of SPFE majors rises, there could be important shifts in 

the characteristics of this graduate student population. Hare SPFE majors 

probably will continue "in residence" on a full-time basis to complete their 

degrees. Their average age could be lower. Fewer may have held college-teaching 

positions prior to entering advanced graduate study. Several could have B.A.s 

in fields other than education. (For further information, see Appendix I,) 

The character of the SPFE graduate student population could change within 

the next few years, and their numbers could increase. The probability derives 

from the fact that recent staffing has placed a number of social scientists in 

the group. Three regular SPFE social scientists and two colleagues in adjunct 

Fu\\ 
roles would have ,lr"status in the Graduate School. The close relations of 

these faculty members with CLA departments of the social sciences suggest that 

an increasing· number of SPFE majors and minors could be interested in social 

science approaches to education. 

Vocational Implications 

All employment prospects are largely matters of controlled speculation, but 

the history of the Social and Philosophic Foundations of Education indicates a 

high degree of professional success attained by that unit's graduates. (See 
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Appendix II.) SPFE i'1.A. and Ph.D. concentrations/tracks, linked by involve

ment with educational foundations studies should sustain the previous 

employment record and expand upon the numbers and types of organizations 

interested in the skills of SPFE graduates. 

Some Possible Benefits 

The disciplinary mode of identifying the purposes of SPFE is related to 

its foundational role in the education of educators. Most divisions and 

departments of the college offer programs defined in relation to institutional 

levels of schooling (e.g., elementary, secondary, high education) or according 

to practitioner roles (e.g., teachers, administrators, counselors). The 

disciplines that would be represented in SPFE provide bases and perspectives 

for the aggregate of the college's programs; SPFE's concentrations and tracks 

would be directed in ways relevant to the purposes of all other college units, 

whether the latter are characterized by institutional, practitioner missions, 

or disciplinary missions. 

The SPFE unit \Wuld include: 

1. cooperative participation in pre-service and in-service preparation 

of teachers for elementary and secondary schools as well as the 

preparation of others whose occupational roles include responsi

bilities for educational activities, such as recreation leaders; 

2. graduate programs which contribute to the general and/or professional 

development of school administrators, supervisors, teachers, 

specialists, and faculty of institutions of high education; 

3. graduate programs for majors and minors in fields of the unit; 

4. advising of graduate students; 

5. provision for summer school programs which supplement degree programs; 
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6. leading and participating in conferences, professional meetings and 

organizations; 

7. coordinating relationships with local, state, regional, national and 

international organizations and agencies; 

8. creating, developing, and testing innovations in education, and 

clarifying social and philosophical issues involving education, through 

independent and cooperative faculty research and program research at 

the masters and doctoral levels, as well as through local, state, and 

nationally financed projects, insuring that the results of research 

penetrate school and university policies and practices by means of 

professional writing, consultative services, and reports at conferences 

at professional meetings. 

COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR PROGRAMS 

Not applicable--this is not a new degree program, but an effort to 

more closely define and integrate an existing Ph.D. program. 

QUALITY CONTROL 

Faculty 

The following faculty have full graduate status in SPFE and full member

ship in the department of Social, Psychological and Philosophical Foundations 

of Education and/or full graduate status in SPFE. 

Name 

D. Anderson 

A. Bagley 

R. Beck 

S. Clark 

Member of Department 
Primary Concentration 

Futures 

History/Philosophy 

Philosophy/History 

Sociology 

cont. 
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Faculty, cont. 

Name Primary Concentration 

R. Collier Futures 

H. Dobbert Anthropology/Futures 

A. Harkins Futures/Sociology 

Full Graduate Status 

G. Hendricks Anthropology 

The following faculty have applied for full graduate status in SPFE 

primarily for purposes of engaging in extended advising of SPFE Ph.D. students. 

These faculty will co-advise dissertations and may serve as major advisor for 

a few selected students in relevant concentrations. Limited co-teaching of SPFE 

courses may be arranged in some cases. Letters indicating their willingness 

to serve are attached as Appendix V. 

Name Primary Concentration 

J. Altholz History 

R. Delattre History/Philosophy 

R. Tapp Humanities 

The following faculty serve SPFE Ph.D. students in other capacities as 

listed belmv. 

Name Capacity Primary Concentration 

s. Erickson Visiting Lecturer Futures 

E. Joseph Visiting Lecturer Futures 

R. Kiste Frequent Comm. Nember Anthropology 

F. Miller Frequent Comm. Member Anthropology 

M. Patton Appointed to teach 
individual courses Sociology 

M. Sibley Frequent Comm. Hember Political Science 

R. Thornton Appointed to teach 
individual courses Sociology 
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Accrediting and Certifying Agencies 

The primary accrediting/certifying agency for SPFE is the National Council 

for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). 

Periodic Review 

Periodic review of SPFE occurs through departmental reviews, the College 

of Education Policy and Review Council, the College of Education Senate, and 

the Graduate School. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Time Schedule 

SPFE faculty are in the process of developing 1) a required, common Ph.D. 

reading list, and 2) a required, common Foundations of Education seminar. 

These, and all other provisions of what has been described, will be in operation 

by fall 1979, when SPFE faculty returns to full strength. 

Resources 

No additional resources are required for realization of the SPFE concen

tration within the Ph.D. in Social and Philosophic Foundations of Education 

major. 



DEGREE RECIPIENTS: Ph.D, in EDUCI\1'ION 

(History and Philosophy of Education and Social and Philosophical Foundatimu; ut ;~dvcnti<•:~·l 

Origin of Student 

Student I 
(Can<Jdo) 

Student II 
(~I.~) 

Student III 
(N1~) 

Student IV 
(Cnn.Jclo) 

Student V 
(CA) 

Student VI 
(}~) 

Summer Sessions 1971 - Spring +977 

l"ndct·-
s~ad~ate ~ 

Gr~d~a:e L:tst · rrelim Ove!.·oll Pro::;. Qtrs. 
Co!l•2::~ En::c~ed ,\\.J.n·dcd Re'Zcl. Oral C.P.A. r..l:•,,:,, f!_c::-,d. ---- -- ---- ---
Bl\ I 55 ; NA I 6 0 : F I 6'3 s'73 
U/British Columbia 

BA 1 63;:HA 1 64'~ IISS'67 F'74 
Col. of St. Thomas 

BA 1 69:Pacific IISS'70 F'74 
Luther<Jn Univ. 
I.JA 

B. ED. I 59; H. Eel. 
1 63:UIAlberta 

131\' 63: Ni<Jmi U. 
01! I Ko\ I 71 : Mi 11 s 
Col., CA 

BS I 6 9 : MA I 7 5.: 
U'MN 

.. 
F'65 5 1 76 

F 1 72 F'76 

F'72 F 1 76 

S'73 

F'74 

F'74 

S'76 

S'76 

F 1 76 

10/66 4.00 4.00 24.5 

12/70 3.55 3,57 23 

l~/73 3.77 3.76 llf. 5 

11'67 3. 77 3.80 30 

10/74 3.98 3.98 13 

5'74 3.{'6 3.88 13.5 

P rv:-; ra~~ 
Srs. Crs. 

:-:.~ :l~:."-=·~i:to:.-

59 39 

69 12 

69 35 

60 32 

s·~nortin3 

?r.::;. or 
•·:- ...... 

.. :.. -=-- ~: 

His t 

A rt:-t 

Pr.i 1 

Hist 

52.5 18 Soc 

43.5 36.5 SP 

·' ~ ,. 

I' .. 



DEGREE RECIPIENTS: M.A. in HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY Of EDUCATION 

Summer Sessions .1971 - Spring 1977 

l'nder- n.~~~:::c·.:: 

graciua~c C.: Pt·ogrmn Fi~i.C.s or 
GL·ad~o te La.st Pre lint Ovcrnll Prog, Qtrs. Crs. Crs. :·!i':1or 

Origin of Student Collc?.c Entered Awc1rdcd ~Rcgd. · • .Q.£.§1. G.P.A, Q.:L.A:_ Ret;d. l1iJj or- :·:i nor field 

Student VIII BA'65:St. Paul ISS'68 F'71 F '71.. - 3.69 3.75 7. 28.5 19.5 RF 
(;-2-i) Scmin.:ty;HA'66 

Col. of St. Thomas 

Student IX BA'60:Bcthel Col H'70 S'73 F'72 - 0 3.66 3.58 7.5 27 20 RF 
(HN) . 
Student X BA '72: Ul'!'-IN F 1 72 \-1 1 75 IISS'73 - 3.79 3.79 4 27 18 RF 

UrN) 
'. 

BA '73: U/NN F 1 73 S'76 S'76 - 3.55 3.91 10.5 31 13 RF 
I 

N 
V1 

){! r/ 
flr ... '"" f'<' .I l> )' (J.r-.,J.," /,o S, .~ <~•I 



DJ:GR:r: l~E\.:HIENTS: N.A. in SOCIAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATIO:-J 

Winter 1974 •.Spring 1977 

l.lncler- Reb ted 
;r.:>du;;tc & Program Fields or 
C.ri1ciu<"!t.e: Lnst Prelim Overnll Prog. Qtrs. Crs. Crs. ~·lin or 

Origin of Student Cnlle::c Entered A'..ra rded Re~d. Oral G.P.A, G,P.~ Rcgd. !·Ia ior.:.Hinor Field 

Student XI BS'73:U 1NN S'74 F 175 ·s '75 - 3.90 3.89 4 30 16 RF 
::·!..\') 

Student XII BS I 7 3: BA I 7 3 : S 1 74 S 1 76 s'76 - 3.64 3.67 8 27 18 RF 
~;:n U/NN 

Student XIII . F I 7l~ IISS 1 76 s'76 - 4.00 4.00 7 RF . . 
Student XIV 13A 1 71~: N~cnles tcr F '7L~ IISS '76 S'76 - 3.92 4.00 6 35 10 RF 
JL·.n:il) College 

N 

Student XV B.Env. Design'74 F'74 F '76 s'75 3.63 3.63 3 27 18 0\ - R}~ 

MN) U/H;-~ 

Student XVI D:\' 72:Tdnity S'74 F'76 . IISS 1 76 - 3.56 3.52 10 33 12 RF 
·[\) Univ., TX .. . 
Student XVII BS'75:U/NN S'75 \v'77 F'76 - 3.69 3.88 '7 30 26 RF 
::) 

Student XVIII BA'55:U/l'W S'74 S 1 77 S'75 - 3.69 3.69 4 33 21 RF 
~:) 

., 

) I 

f, .. t'''' ~""'" .I hy c .-,.. ,;""' "i .• ::;. !. .·.· •. I 
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Appendix IV 

Organizational Structure and Governance of SPPFE* 

In the three years of its existence, the department has considered several 

organizational structures. The current structure seems to provide the greatest 

degree of flexibility and balance between faculty autonomy and departmental 

cooperation. The faculty is able to pursue individual research and consultative 

interest and, also, to engage in instructional and service activities of the 

department. 

The department is divided into three units: Social and Philosophic 

Foundations of Education (SPFE), Psychology, and Educational Research Methodology 

(see Appendix S-IA). These units represent informal gatherings of faculty who 

have common disciplinary and/or curricular interests. The head of each unit is 

appointed annually by the chairperson of the department. The work of each unit 

includes making basic curricular decisions on which courses will be offered, who 

will teach such courses, and the scheduling of those courses. In addition the 

units initiate changes in curriculum, review proposals for changes in personnel, 

make recommendations on admissions of students and allocation of students to 

advisors, and serve as a planning unit for major curriculum changes. Also the 

units carry the responsibilities for preliminary examinations and general student 

personnel functions. 

At the departmental level, several standing committees are responsible for 

the initiation and review of recommendations for action to the entire faculty 

in the areas in their charge. These standing committees are Curriculum, Admis

sions and Recruitment, Program Priorities, Student Progress and Evaluation, 

Promotion and Tenure Review, and the Chairperson's Advisory Committee. With the 

*Source: SPPFE Self-Survey Rerpot, Feb., 1978. 
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exception of the Chairperson's Advisory Committee, all committee members are 

appointed by the chairperson. The Advisory Committee and Department Grievance 

Com2ittee are elected. 

The total faculty of the department meets on a regular basis (once a month) 

to conduct the business of the department. Final decisions regarding curriculum 

changes, policy changes, and additions to the faculty are determined by the 

faculty in the meeting assembled. Each faculty member whose primary appointment 

is in the department or whose budget allocation is at least 50% in the depart

Dent has a vote in such decision making. Associate members of the faculty, 

those whose budgetary allocations are less than 50%~ are invited to participate 

in discussions and debates but they are not allowed to vote. 

The chairperson has the responsibility for policy implementation and, upon 

advice of the Advisory Committee to make final decisions regarding the alloca

tion of resources, committee assignments, salary adjustments, and faculty work

load. The chairperson meets regularly with the Advisory Committee (once a week) 

to discuss current problems in the department, initiate proposals for the 

faculty, and seek advice on the decision areas listed above. 

Procedures as explicated in the College Policy Manual are followed for all 

personnel appointements, promotions, and tenure reviews. More specifically, two 

comnittees are appointed each fall to review candidates for promotion and tenure. 

These two committees, following the protocol outlined in the College Personnel 

Xanual and Guidelines for Criteria for Promotion approved by the department, re

view all candidates at the assistant professor level and those candidates at the 

associate professor level who have indicated an interest in review. Outlines of 

that review process for the year 1976-77 are attached (see Appendix S-I and S-IC). 

After the committee's evaluation is reviewed by the faculty senior in rank to the 

candidate, the vote of that faculty is taken. Following College policy, a two

thirds majority of iligible faculty is required by the department for a 
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recommendation for promotion or tenure. The departmental chairperson attaches 

an independent evaluation and recommendation and all materials are forwarded 

to the dean of the college. 

Salary adjustments are recommended by the chairperson to the dean. These 

adjustments are based upon accomplishment data furnished by each faculty member 

each spring. The chairperson reviews the accomplishment data for each faculty 

member and identifies meritorious accomlishments, usually weighing research 

and teaching heaviest. Unusual recommendations are reviewed with the Advisory 

Committee, though this process is not required by the faculty. All recommenda

tions are reported by means, medians, and ranges to the faculty. 

The standards and procedures regarding student admissions and student 

advising are handled by the units and are reviewed in the unit sections of this 

report. 

Student financial aid consists largely of research and teaching assistant

ships. The department has a 3.0 FTE line items for teaching assistants. They 

have been used primarily to provide assistance in the teaching of the under

graduate "School and Society" course and in the teaching of the Human Relations 

course. All other research and teaching assistantships depend upon nonrecurring 

funds. Faculty members in the School and Society course and Human Relations 

program have autonomy in identifying and awarding teaching assistantships for 

those programs. Other awards are allocated by the chairperson, based upon demon

strated need and available resources. 

Each year a grievance committee for the department is elected to handle 

both student and faculty grievances. These procedures are consistent with the 

college and university policies. 

·•' 
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pri:narily for purpc1ses o! engaging in extcn(.!C'd advising of SPFE Ph.D • 

. . ·· 
studP.nts. These faculty will co-~dvlse diz~ert~ti~ns and may surve as 

major advisor for a few st>lE:cted stut.!f•nts jn relevant conc~~utrat1.ons. 

Limited co-teaching of SPFE courses may be arranced in smne c:.tses. 

Name --
J. Altholz llintory 

R. Delattre History/Philosophy 

R. Tapp Hu~l'littcs 
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' UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ! Department ot History 
TWIN cmes ! 614 Social Sciences 

: 267 19th Avenut South 

I Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Octo~r 6, 1978 · 
Professo~ Marion Iun~y Dea~rt 
Depart~ent of Secia1, Psycho1o,ica1 ani 

Phi10SO?h1ca1 Foundation3 or Educatien 
20) Burton Hall 

Dear Professor Doa~rt: 

This is to certify that I a. w111in' to accept 
the respons1•111t1 •f co-a~Yisin: or advisinc 
selected Ph.D. students in your graduate pro:ra~. 

-~-·'<"""---

.· 
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. / ··t:{ '' :;.,.; .. ,,......,. , 7 

~,;/ Jcfsef L Al tliot~ 
Professor 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
.• ;J ·' TWIN CITIES 

October 6, 1978 

Professor Marion Lundy Dobbert 
Director of Graduate Studies 

Ooparlmenl of History 
614 Social Sciences 
2G7 19th A\'enuf! South 
Minneapolis, MinnP.;~ola 55455 

Department of Social, Psychological, and 
Philosophical Foundations of Education 

203 Burton Ha 11 
Hinneapolis 

Dear Professor Dobbert: 

This letter is in support of the appointment of Professor Josef hltholz to 
full graduate status in your Department. I knm1 that Professor A"llo;holz has 
been in contact with you and that he has in the past been of great assistance 
to your Department. Although his participation in Social, Psychological and 
Philosophical Foundations of Edlcation may be an added burden to him, the 
Department of History, in order to facilitate the operation of your p:ogram 
and to maintain the best possible relations with other units of the University, 
approves of his participation. We believe that the extra responsibilities 
will not overburden Professor Altholz • 

.. Sincef~~~fi//W Stu~ B. Schwartz 
Cnainnan 

SBS:rrm 

-- -·--- ~.! ..-t-• ' 

.... _ ~ ... ,.... •... 

. ', ~ . .:. -,· -~. 
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.. \;:"' :-J ~.1 I TWIN CITIES . . l ' 

... .. . . 

Professor ~farion Dobbert 
Director of Graduate Studies 

Prc~r.1m in Am•:rican Studi1~~ 
no L:;d H::n 
2;17 ChlHCil S!mf>l S E. 
:Ainncap.>lls, Minn~:;ota 55·1~5 

23 October 19i~ 

Dept of Social, Psych & Phil Fdns of Education 
203Burton Hall 
178 Pillsbury Drive, S.E. 
Minneapolis, MN SS4SS 

Dear Professor Dobbert: 

Yes, I am willing to serve as a co-adviser and, in time, as an 

· .... 

occasional full adviser to selected SPFF. Ph.D. students--provided, of 
course, that I am not called t~on to do so beyond the range of my 
professional competence. I say "in time" \'lith regard to full advisers~ip 
because I would not expect to be professionally comfortable \d th su~h 
an assignment until after having some experience as a co-adviser. 

The only other restriction I think you should keep in mind is that I 
am taking on the duties of dissertation adviser to a growing number o: 
American Studies graduate students, and that I will need to be careful 
that other advising responsibilities do not keep me from meeting those 
primary advising Tesponsibilities adequately. 

Since I am Chairperson of the Progran1 in American Studies, I assume 
that this letter will also serve to let you kn0\'1 that my undertaking 
limited advising responsibilities for SPFE doctoral students is agree~le 
with the Program, 

Roland A. Dclattre 
Chair 

-- ._ --- ... -- ---· ·--- .. ~-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

. TWIN CITIES . 

October 25, 1978 

Marian Dobbert 

Humanities Program 
314 Ford Hall 
224 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 · 

Social, Psychological, and Philosophical 
Foundations of Education 

202 Burton Hall 
University of Minnesota 

Dear Hs. Dobbert: 

I welcome the invitation to become part of the 

department's work, as I had previously indicated, and 

will be happy to be on the graduate advisory committee 

where my interests can be appropriately used. 
. I\ 
c~r2·ia ly, ~ j 
·r· ;/ 

.iLt· 't~-z-1 ti/lt 
Robert B. Tapp '// 
Chairperson 

RBT/mr 
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II. Budget Data 

A. Projected Costs of the Program: 

a. Faculty 

No. 
FTE 

1978 
First Year ___ _ 

New ** 
Annual 

Cost 

8 

No. 
FTE 

Re-assigned 

Annual 
Cost 

1,8,$28,600 $ 
16 2c 5""'>:7,..-_;__,5"";!9 '""'6,_--3----,6=,7 

No. 
FTE 

1981 
Full Operation ----

8 
New 

Annual 
Cost 

No. 
FTE 

Annual 
Cost 

2 .s $ 42,000 . ,$ 
2 ,-6 21 5:=-.--.,5=9 -::6:;;--3---:6::.::. 

b. Civil Service =---'-2=-=s,:$. 2,ooo $ .2s$ 2,ooo '$ 
2 25 1=-__:--= 68 7 2 f-!3-~- _,2,...,.-.------=2-=-5 1=50,-------,6=: """'6:;;--8---=·2 

c. Equipment, 
Supplies, etc. 

Total Direct Costs 
(a+b+c) 

d. One-time 
Costs 

e. Space Rental 

f. 

g. 

Indirect 
Costs 

Total Program Cos1 
(a+b+c+d+e+f) 

$ 3, 000 
26 

$33,600 
3 

$ 4,000 
lfi 

$63,100 
5' 

"J ioi/ ({ 

3( 

88 

93 

let 
CJ8 

92 

s: 

13 

**The costs of the program will be financed through student tuition and fees assessed 
by Continuing Education and Extension. No funds will be requested from the Un,i.vers_it:;y 

B. Expe8~aS6nM$s 8f~~~as for Program: 
First Year: Full Operation: 

1978 1981 

Dollar 
% of One 

Dollar 
% uf One 

Amount Annual Time Amount Annual Time 
Expend. Input Expend. Input 

a. Local $ $ $ $ 
10 14 51 65 69 10 14 51 65 69 

" State " $ -0- -.0- $ $ -0- -.0- $ 
" 

b. 
' 15 19 53 70 74 15 19 53 70 74 
/ 

Tuition / $ 33,000 52 4 $ $ 45' 000 60 $ / 
(._ 

/ 20 24 55 75 79 20 24 55 75 79 

d. Federal $ $ $ $ 
25 29 57 80 84 25 9 57 8 84 

e. Private $ $ $ $ 
3 34 59 85 89 30 34 59 85 89 

Dedicated .. 
Fees $ 222000 3!f 8 $ $ 30,000 40. $ 

35 39 61 9.() 94 35 39 61 90 94 

f. 

g. Other (Specify) Grants from $ 81,000 12 8 $ 8,100 $ $ 
nriv::J.tP Fv 'fi'o, onrl.qtibns & 40 44 63 95 99 40 44 63 95 a§ 

h. Total bus. $ 63,100 100 $ 8,100 $ 7 5 '000 ~00. $ 
·-·-----~-- - 45 50 - __ 1 _()jl_Yo __ __J.Q_Q 1ns -1<; <;Q 160% 100 10_5_ ------

C. If there are any formal arrangements with other institutions or agencies, (e.g. clinical sites, cooperation, joint 
programs) explain, giving names of institutions:--------------------------

D. System Verification: 
8 15 22 

R. K. Zimmer 

Authorized Institution or System Signature 

29 39 40 42 47 
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UNIFORM PROGRAM 

INVENTORY AND 

PROPOSAL FORM 

SECTION I 
Program Proposal Abstract and Cover Sheet 

(See Attached Instructions) 

Return this form to: 

University of Minnesota - TC Campus Unit, Campus or College ___________ . ______________ Code No. _____ _ 
2 

I. General I nformat1on 

A. Program Title 
Master of Business Taxation M.B.T. 

8 27 

B. Program Review Category: ~x __ Regular 
(check one)_ 

28 
E · I (If E · I I 

29 
xpenmenta xpenmental, giveReporting Date: _______ _ 

30 32 34 

C. Proposed Implementation Date: _ 9 
__ /~/ 78 

36 38 40 

45 D. Program L,ength: Total Cr/hr _______ Ciassroom _______ Laboratory _____ _ 
42 45 46 49 50 53 

*E. Administrative Unit Immediately Responsible for Program: Accounting Department, CBA 

54 73 

F. Describe the Program (in 50 words or less): 

The program is designed to fill the void that now exists in Minnesota for high 
8 ~ 

quality graduate level tax education. It will be offered in the evening to provide 
65 .120 

an educational opportunity for the nontraditional student who is employed on a 
8 M 

full-time basis during the day. Fees for the program are set so as to cover all the 
65 120 

costs of the program including faculty and administration. 
8 64 

65 120 

G. Expected student interest in the program during the first year of operation, and when the program reaches full 
operating level: 

a. Enrollment 
Program Enrollees 

Other Students 

Total 

b. Program Graduates/ 
Completors 

10 

14 

18 

22 

First Year: 1.9.1.8(Yr.) 
8 

Number Student 

(Headcount) Credit or 

Expected Contact 
Hours 

35 875 
13 25 28 

11 88 
17 24 32 

46 963 

21 33 36 

0 0 
24 37 39 

Full Operation:l..28l(Yr.) 
40 

Student 
Head count Credit or 
Capacity Contact 

Hours 

85 1360 
42 45 57 60 

20 120 

46 49 61 64 

105 1480 

50 53 65 68 

29 -
54 56 69 71 

FORM NO.2~ 



SECTION II 
Master of Business Taxation 

1. Summary Description of Program 

The objective of the proposed Master of Business Taxation (MBT) degree 
program is to provide the student with an opportunity to obtain a conceptual 
understanding of taxation and to develop a technical competence in the 
practical application of the rules of taxation in the context of business and 
personal decision making. 

The degree requirements are designed to carry out this objective. The 
student must master a prescribed common body of knowledge in business. In 
addition he must complete the following graduate level business and economics 
courses: Business and Society, Public Finance, Corporate Strategy, and 
current Financial Accounting. Seven courses dealing with various specialized 
areas of taxation must also be taken to meet the degree requirements. Degrees 
will be granted only to those individuals who have met the above requirements 
and have submitted a Plan B project and completed a final examination. 

This 11 course, 45 credit degree is to be awarded by the Graduate School. 
All the courses will be offered in the evening through Continuing Education 
and Extension. Students admitted into the program could complete their degree 
in two calendar years. 

Admission into the program will be limited to those individuals possessing 
a baccalaureate degree from a recognized college or university. All applicants 
will be evaluated on the basis of their potential for successfully completing 
the program. This evaluation will take into account undergraduate G.P.A., 
Graduate Management Admission Test or Law School Admission Test scores, and 
aptitude in the tax area demonstrated through work experience. 

It is estimated that approximately 35 students will be admitted into the 
program each year. Once the program is established, it is likely that approximately 
85 students may be at various stages of completion in the program at any one point 
in time. Between 25 and 32 students should be graduated from the program each 
year after the initial start-up period. 

The program is designed to be financially self supporting. Its budgetary 
home will be in Continuing Education and Extension. Fees for the courses have 
been set at a level to cover the anticipated faculty and administrative costs of 
the program. Because of this, existing University resources will not be diverted 
to this program, not will new legislative funding be required. 

2. Need for the Program 

The program is needed to meet the increasing demand for graduate level tax 
education. This demand has resulted from the significant economic impact that 
many complex tax provisions have on the various alternative courses of action 
available to businesses. To make rationale decisions in this environment it is 
imperative that managers and tax advisors receive a level of tax education that 
will enable them to appreciate the tax implications of the alternatives before 
them. The curriculum of the program is designed to meet directly the employment 
related needs of tax professionals. Many of the enrollees will be actively engaged 
in providing tax advice to clients or will be working within the tax function of 
business firms. For these individuals the educational experience will increase 
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their competency, thus equippingthem to assume more challenging responsibilities. 
For others, the program will provide a means to gain entry into a firm's tax 
function. 

The absence of opportunity for graduate level tax education combined with 
the strong demand for more and better trained tax personnel led to the forma
tion of a University of Minnesota Accounting Department Advisory Committee on a 
Master's Program in Taxation. This committee consists of representatives of 
public accounting firms and businesses within the Twin Cities area. The 
Accounting Department, working together with the Advisory Committee, developed 
a draft of a Master of Business Taxation degree curriculum. This draft was then 
circulated to a limited number of individuals within the Twin Cities business 
community as part of a survey questionnaire to determine the demand for such a 
degree program and to solicit recommendations for improvements. Survey responses 
received from 68 firms identified 50 individuals interested in entering such a 
program in its first year. In addition, within these 68 firms alone, it was 
determined that an average of 25 students per year might enter into the program 
during each of its first five years of operation. Those identified as potential 
enrollees by the questionnaire represent only a portion of the total number of 
individuals who could be expected to enroll in the program. The program is 
designed to accommodate the nontraditional student who is employed during _the 
day and pursues his l1BT degree during the evening. 

The demand for this program will be served by providing students with an 
opportunity to improve their competency in taxation and to develop an apprecia
tion of the role played by taxation in the decision making process. 

3. Mission 

At the present time no Minnesota educational institution is offering a 
graduate degree program in business taxation. The Universi_ty of Minnesota 
Law School offers several courses related to taxation as a part of its J.D. 
degree program. Both the scope and emphasis of the proposed program differ 
substantially from the law school offerings. The Law School has no immediate 
plan to expand their program into a masters level specialization. 

A growing number of institutions across the country are now offering 
masters degree programs in taxation. Some of the programs such as University 
of Texas at Austin and Brigham Young University are day programs serving 
full~time students. Others such as those at N.Y. U. and DePaul University 
are designed to meet the needs of the nontraditional student who is employed 
on a full-time basis in addition to seeking the graduate degree. The proposed 
MBT degree is like these latter mentioned programs in that it will have a 
similiar nontraditional student clientele. 

The State of Minnesota has undertaken the task of providing an opportunity 
for ,individuals to pursue graduate level education in various areas of study. 
Many of those enrolled in graduate degree programs in Minnesota seek to prepare 
themselves to meet the state's need for well-trained engineers, archetitects, 
accountants, etc. The University of Minnesota has for some time been seeking 
ways in which it can better serve the needs of nontraditional graduate students 
(i.e. part-time graduate students enrolled in the evening program). The 
proposed program offers the opportunity not only to help the State meet its needs 
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for well trained tax professionals, but to do so in a way that allows the 
nontraditional student to gain access to graduate level study at the 
University. 

4. Comparative Program Analysis 

There is no public or private institution of higher education in Minnesota 
which provides a masters degree program in business taxation. The other 
colleges offering comparable evening programs are located in most of the large 
metropolitan areas in the country. The Twin Cities have characteristics that 
are common with many of these other metropolitan areas. There is a high 
level of business and financial activity taking place in the Twin Cities area 
with many large firms headquartered here. The tax problems encountered by 
these firms are complex, yet are of crucial importance in making informed 
business decisions. These firms have a need for tax professionals on their 
staffs who have had a graduate level education in taxation. Another similarity 
between the Twin Cities and other large metropolitan areas having Masters 
Programs in Taxation is the presence of all the large National CPA firms. To 
provide the best possible advice to their clients, these firms have a demand for 
a professional tax staff that has had graduate level training in taxation. 
Thus it can be seen that the needs that have given rise to the establish~ent of 
graduate level tax education in other metropolitan areas exist in the Twin Cit1es. 
By meeting these needs for better trained tax professionals, the people of 
Minnesota will benefit from better business decisions and thus a more efficient 
operating free market economy. 

5. Duplication 

The proposed program will meet the needs of those individuals within the 
Twin Cities area who wish to pursue a graduate degree in taxation during the 
evening while at the same time continuing with their full-time employment 
during the day. This need must be met locally. The neares·t location of a 
similar program is Chicago. Thus the program does not represent any duplication 
with respect to the geographic market it is designed to cover. 

The needs for this program have been spelled out in Item (2) above. 
Because state resources allocated to education are in scarce supply, the 
program was structured in such a manner as to not require an additonal or 
redirected resource allocation. 

6. Cost/Benefit 

The proposed program will be subject to continuing internal academic 
review by the Accounting Department and the Graduate School of Business 
Administration. This review will be carried out in part by the Accounting 
Depa'rtment Curriculum Committee. Changes in course content, purposed new 
courses, dropping of existing courses, etc. will be considered by this 
committee. The Graduate School will also review course changes and in addition 
monitor the admission and completeness requirements for the degree. 

The Graduate School of Business Administration has all of its program 
accredited by an external agency, the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools 
of Business(AACSB). The proposed program would be subject to the requirements 
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,.. 

of AACSB with respect to such item, as faculty qualifications, faculty
student ratios, library facilities, etc. 

In addition the Advisory Committee described in Item (2) above, made up 
of tax professionals from the Twin Cities, will help monitor the degree to 
which the program has met the needs which gave rise to the establishment of the 
program. These individuals, through their professional tax practice will have 
an opportunity to evaluate the professional competency of the graduatffiof the 
proposed program. · 

· It is anticipated that the program costs as set forth in Section I of 
this proposal will be approximately $200 per student per course. This cost 
will be met through student fees totalling the same amount per course. 
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1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
.. t::.J l 1 ,;,•1:'~ , .! :TWIN CITIES 

December 30, 1977 

TO: Warren E. Ibele 
Dean, Graduate Sc~ (,/ _ 

College of Business Administration and 
1 
Graduate School of Business Administration 

• Business Administration Building 
271 19th AvenueS. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

I 

FROM: Robert K. Zirnrne~ 
Chairman, Department of Accounting 

SUBJECT: Admission Standards in Master of Business Taxation 
Degree Program 

~~Aff~ 

... ',".N .. ,. 1978 

When we met on December 20 to discuss the proposed Master of Business Taxa
tion (MBT) degree program, it was agreed that the Accounting Department would 
supply additional information with respect to two areas relating to admissioR 
policy. These areas are (1) Suggested criteria to be used in those cases 
where the Graduate School is asked to review the application for admission of 
a non-degree candidate into an 8-000 level course; and, (2) Factors to be 
considered in evaluating an individual's work experience. 

Admission of Non-Degree Candidates. It is expected that demand for the MBT 
degree program will be substantial. Classes (particularly the required 
courses) are expected to be filled to capacity by degree candidates. However, 
in those circumstances where the degree candidates have been accommodated and 
class size has not reached its capacity, consideration might be given to a 
non-degree candidate's application for admittance into a particular class. It 
is suggested that any time the Graduate School is asked to review the applica
tion for admission of a non-degree candidate into an 8-000 level course, the 
following criteria be taken into account. Generally, only those who would 
likely be admittable into the MBT program should be given consideration. 
Although special circumstances may exist in given situations, this normally 
would include only those who have earned a law degree or a masters degree. In 
addition these individuals should comprise no more than approximately 10% of 
the enrollment in a particular course. 

Evaluation of Work Experience. The MBT degree program will have a non-tradi
tional clientele. That is, the program is designed primarily to serve 
individuals who are employed on a full-time basis during the day and who are 
pursuing the MBT degree in the evening. These individuals will seek a conceptual 
understanding of taxation and will attempt to develop a competency in the 
practfcal application of these concepts. Because most of the enrollees in the 
program will be involved on a full-time basis in tax related work the program 
will provide professional tax practice orientation. 
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Even though the program is designed to meet the needs of non-traditional 
students, it is expected that the vast majority of applicants will meet the 
admissions standards based on G.P.A. and G.M.A.T. or L.S.A.T. scores. How
ever, because of the practical orientation of the program, there may be a 
limited number of cases where an individual's potential for success in the 
program might be demonstrated by taking account of other factors. One such 
factor•is distinguished professional achievement gained through work experi
ence. While no one factor could be considered determinative in all cases, it 
is suggested that work experience be evaluated by taking account of the 
following: 

RKZ:cl 

1. Passing a professional examination (e.g., Bar Exam, CPA, CMA) 
and meeting the work experience requirements to become a 
licensed practitioner. 

2. Level of complexity of tax problems dealt with in his employ
ment. 

3. Responsibility for reviewing the work of others. 

4. Evaluation of technical presentations before professional 
groups. 

5. Evaluation of published papers. 

6. Demonstrated ability to work independently and carry out tax 
research. 
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• TWIN CITIES Graduate School of Business Administrati99 c () . 

Business Administration Building - ._ · 11-1'. !Jf..;N 
, 271 19th Avenue S. 
·Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

December 1, 1977 

Dean Warren E. Ibele 
Graduate School 
321 Jo'hnston Hall 
East Bank Campus 

Dear Dean Ibele: 

Attached is a revised draft of the PROPOSAL FOR MASTER OF BUSINESS 
TAXATION PROGRAM. 

We have reviewed your comments and made a number of changes in the 
proposal itself. Other questions and issues raised in your letter will 
be discussed in this letter. 

1. Need for separate degree program. On page 22 of the proposal a 
section has been added discussing tht~ need for a separate degree 
program. 

2. Non-graduate student enrollment in 8-level courses. The primary 
objective of the ~ffiT degree program is to meet the needs of those 
seeking the }fiT degree. From time to time, it is expected that a 
limited number of individuals who are not degree candidates will 
be admitted into the classes on an excet)tion basis. Before these 
individuals would be allowed to enroll in a class they would be 
required to establish (1) that they have earned a baccalaureate 
degree at an accredited instit1Jtion and (2) that they would likely 
be admittable into the program if they were to apply (e.g. those 
processing post-baccalaureate degrees such as J.D. or M.B.A.). In 
anticipation of the fact that the demand from non-degree seeking 
candidates may become large, (because of the requirements of 
continuing education in the accounting and legal professions) we 
have begun to look into the possibility of offering not for credit 
short-term courses. These courses would likely be offered as one 
or two week in-residence learning experiences. 

We have not numbered the courses at the 5-level because that level 
implies that the enrollment is intended to be made up of undergrad
uates as well as students who have earned baccalaureate degrees. 

3. CEE related points. We have discussed your concerns about administra
tion with C.E.E. As a result of these discussions, Mr. John Malmberg, 
Acting Director of Extension Classes, has agreed to contact Mr. Andrew 
Rein for the purpose of discussing administrative procedures and 
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resolving any difficulties that may exist. In addition Mr. Malmberg 
will write a memorandum discussing the University practice of shar
ing fees to client groups. 

4. Admission policy. He have followed your suggestion and revised our 
discussion of admission policy on page 18 to make the wording more 
general. We agree that it is wise to maintain some administrative 
flexibility in these matters. 

In that regard however we would like to make several points. We feel 
that the real admission standard for the program is as we stated it 
on page 18 "potential for successfully completing the program." 
Based on our judgment and the experience we have had with M.B.A. 
candidates we feel that the objective guidelines we have established 
(i.e. GMAT score, GPA) will be a good predictor of success in the 
program. We fully expect that in almost all of the cases where these 
objective tests are met, the student will indeed possess the ability 
to succeed in the program. However, a number of applicants who may 
not meet these standards may also be capable of succeeding in the 
program. This is especially true of our program because we are 
attempting to meet the needs of the non-traditional student. Sinc~

it is a non--traditional program -.:ve should not limit ourselves to 
traditional methods of predicting success. We feel that aptitude 
for success in the study of taxation can be measured in part by 
success in professional practice. To that end we -.;v-ould like to 
receive acknowledgement from the Graduate School that there would be 
some deference afforded our judgment with respect to an evaluation 
of an individual's potential for success in the program based on 
subjective factors. We further propose that, in the event that the 
Graduate School, after careful evaluation of all the factors presented 
on the petition and after giving appropriate weight to our judgment 
feels the petition should not be granted, at our discretion, we be 
permitted to enroll any such applicant in three of our program 
courses. If he earns at least one A and no less than Bs in the other 
courses we would be permitted to admit the individual as a degree 
candidate in the program . 

. "; -
5. Completion requirements. It is our intention that students be required 

to maintain a high level of academic performance in the program. To 
that end we feel that the ~ffiT degree should not be granted to anyone 
who has not maintained at least a 3.0 GPA. 

6. Reduced demand for program. It is anticipated that the demand for the 
program will be great. However, if the demand is low during the , 
first years of operation, it would be necessary to assess the situa
tion. If the reduced demand was expected to last only a few years 
while the reputation of the program grew, t-.;v-o sources of funds would 
be tapped. First, contributions from business and professional firms 
would be sought. Second, non-credit short courses in tax could be 
offered to a potentially larger audience (i.e., non-degree candidates) 
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with the revenues used to support the degree program. If the 
demand appeared to be low on a long term basis, the program would 
be phased out with contributions from business firms. 

7. Criteria for selecting 8-level courses. Refer to item three above 
for a statement of the reason why 8-level courses were chosen. 

8. Discussions with Economics Department. Contact has been made with 
• Mr. Herb Brownlee of the Economics Department. Has has expressed 

a willingness to work with us in dealing with course content and 
in securing staff for the Principles of Public Finance Course. 

9. Two year review. This new }ffiT degree program will be reviewed by a 
committee of the Graduate School of Business Administration Faculty \, 
after the program has been in operation for two years. An evaluation 
will be made of the academic program as well as the administration 
of the program. It is expected that both CEE and the Graduate School 
would play a role in this review process. 

10. Statement of prerequisities and completion requirements. In an att~mpt 
to make the wording more clear 1ve have made changes in our statement 
of the prerequisites and completion requirements on pages 18 and 19. 

We hope that this response has dealt adequately with the issues raised by 
you. We will contact your office in a few days to arrange a meeting with you 
and Ken Zimmerman to resolve any differences that we still may have. 

RKZ:cl 

cc: Ken Zimmerman 
Fred Jacobs 

~y, 
Robert K.· Zimmer 
Chairman 
Department of Accounting 



PROPOSAL FOR 11ASTER OF BUSINESS TAXATION PROGIWI 

A. Introduction 

During the past several years members of the Hinnesota business 

community have expressed a need to have an increased number of their present 

and future employees obtain a graduate level education in business taxation. 

This d~mand for graduate level tax education has resulted from the ever 

increasing economic impact that many complex tax laws have on business 

decisions. To make rational decisions in this environment it is imperative 

that managers and tax advisors receive a level of tax education that will 

permit them to appreciate the tax implications of the various alternative 

courses of action available to them. At the present time there is no 

college within the State of Minnesota which would permit an individual to 

obtain a graduate degree in business taxation. 

This absence of opportunity for graduate tax education combined with 

the strong demand for individuals with an increased competency in taxation 

led to the formation of a University of Minnesota Accounting Department 

Advisory Committee on a !·faster's Program in Taxation. This GOmmittee 

consists of representatives of C2rtified Public Accounting firms and businesses 

\vithin the Twin Cities area. (See Appendix A for present membership). One 

of the objectives of this committee -.;.;ras to investigate the possibility of 

de·:elo.~ing a ~·fasr:er 's degree program in taxation at the University of 

::-1in:1esota. To that end contact vras made -.;vith individuals involved in 

graduate tax programs at other universities across the nation. As a result 

of these inquiries, it Has determined that other schools have had a high 

level of demand for their programs and have achieved success in meeting 

their objective of providing a quality graduate level tax program. It was 
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also determined that the Twin Cities area is one of the fe~v large 

metropolitan areas in the country where there is no opportunity to obtain 

a substantial graduate level education in business taxation. 

The accounting department, working together with the advisory committee, 

developed a draft of a ~!aster of Business Taxation degree curriculum. This 

draft was then circulated to individuals within the business community as a 

part of a survey questionnaire to determine the demand for such a degree 

program and to solicit recommendations for improvements. A revised 

proposal for a professional degree program in taxation was approved by 

the faculty of the Graduate School of Business Administration. 

B. The Proposed Progran (See Appendix B for brief summary of proposed program.) 

Program Objectives and Description 

The objective of the !laster of Business Taxation degree program is to 

provide the student with an opportunity to obtain a conceptual understanding 

of taxation and to develop a technical competence in the practical appli

cation of the rules of taxation in the context of business and personal 

decision making. 

PROVIDI~G A BUSI~iESS CO!~TEXT--An essential ingredient of this objective 

is an understanding of the fundamental principles of business and business 

decision making. The focus of the program is one which seeks to provide an 

under~~anding of taxation in the context of business decision making. To 

this end, the student is expected to have mastered a prescribed common body 

of knowledge in business and related studies as set forth below. No degree 

credits ~.;auld be awarded for taking any of these courses in order to make 

up deficiencies. 

1. Finance Fundamentals (Fin 3-000) 
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2. Principles of Harketing (Hktg 3-000) 

3. Principles of Hacroeconomics (Econ 1-001) 

4. Principles of :Hicroeconomics (Econ 1-002) 

5. Elementary Nanagerial Statistics (QA 1-050) 

6. Financial Accounting (Acct 1-050) 

7. Managerial Accounting (Acct 1-051) 

8. Fundamentals of Nanagement (Hgmt 3-001) 

9. Introduction to Lavr, and the Law of Contracts and Agency (BLa"t-7 3-058) 

10. Introduction to Operations Hanagement (OAN 3-000) 

In addition, a person involved in the tax function, as in other 

functions within a business, must be aware of the interaction between 

government and the business enterprise. For this reason Government and 

Business Enterprise (BGS 8-008) would be a required course in the program. 

If tax is to be studied in a context of business decision making, some 

understanding of the strategies employed in the business setting is an important 

part of the student's course of studjes. To meet this need Corpcr~te Strategy: 

Design and Implementation (Mgmt 8-010) would be required of all students. 

It is the objective of the program to provide both a conceptual 

understanding of taxation and to allow the student to develop a technical 

co~petence in the field. To lay the groundwork for meeting this element of 

the p~ograrn's objective two courses are required. The first, Principles of 

Public Finance (Icon 5-821 or equivalent) is expected to provide the student 

with an opportunity to explore the fiscal policies of the government that 

give rise to much of our tax legislation. A high level of technical 

competence in business taxation can be achieved only if the individual has 
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a solid understanding of the accounting standards being employed in the 

business community. To provide this background, current financial 

accounting course (Acct 8-150) is required of all students. 

DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDING At-.TD COUPETENCE IN TAXATION--Three areas of 

taxation are considered so fundamental to an understanding of business 

taxation that they are required of all students. All students are required 

to conplete a Fundamentals of Taxation course (Acct 5-135) dealing with 

basic concepts of income, deductions, basis, etc. In addition, Tax 

Research and Procedures (Acct 8-220) are important to all those involved 

in the tax function. Taxation of Corporations (Acct 8-230) is required 

because it is the fundamental nonindividual business tax paying entity in 

our society. 

The following elective courses provide a wide range of tax areas from 

which to choose. The areas were selected to meet the needs of those likely 

to be enrolled in the program. The student is required to complete 4 of 

these courses. 

1. Taxation of Partnerships (Acct 8-340) 

2. Taxation of Corporations II (Acct 8-330) 

3. Taxation of Estates, Gifts and Trusts (Acct 8-350) 

4. State and Local Taxation (Acct 8-360) 

5. Taxation of Property Transactions (Acct 8-370) 

6. Tax Planning for Families and Organizations (Acct 8-354) 

7. Tax Aspects of International Business (Acct 8-380) 

8. Taxation of Deferred Compensation and Fringe Benefits (Acct 8-356) 

9. Tax Effects on Business Decision Haking (Acct 8-335) 

10. Current Topics in Taxation (Acct 8-390) 

A description follmvs of each of the courses which are neHly developed 

for this program. 



Course Proposal: 

Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course ~·late rials: 

Topical Outline 
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Accounting 8-220 
Tax Research and Procedures 
4 quarter credit hours 

A tax practitioner must have the ability to do in-depth 
research in the tax law. In addition he must have an under
standing of the policies and procedures used by the IRS in 
examining and handling tax returns and refund claims. This 
course is designed to allow the student to develop this'ability 
and understanding. 

This course provides an in-depth treatment of tax research 
methodology, including examination of tax questions, locating 
potential authority, assessing potential authorities and 
communicating the results of the research. In addition it 
provides a study of procedure in dealing with the IRS including 
settlement with the agent, district conference, appellate 
division conference, closing agreements and claims for refunds. 

1. Tax Research Methodologv, Sommerfeld, Ray H. and 
Streuling, Fred G., AICPA 

2. How to Handle Tax Audits, Requests for Rulings, Fraud Cases 
and other Procedures Before the IRS, Schruber~_Irving, 

Ed Panel Publishers, Inc. 

3. Procedures Before the Internal Revenue Service, Redman, 
Lipman and Quiggle, James W., ALI-ABA 

Topic 

Tax Research Prospective 
Determining Facts 
Formulating the Question 
Locating Authority 
Assessing authorities 
Communicating Research 
Sources of IRS policy 
The tax audit 
Negotiations with IRS 
Fraud Cases 
Rulings and Determination Letters 
Closing Agreements 
Offers in Compromise 

Course Contact Hours 

1 
2 
2 
8 
5 
4 
2 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
2 

40 



Course Proposal: 

Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course Materials: 

Topical Outline: 
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Accounting 8-230 
Taxation of Corporations I 
4 quarter credit hours 

The birth, life and death of the modern business corporation 
are attended by major tax problems of considerable scope. 
Taxations of Corporation I is designed to provide an in-depth 
study of these problems. 

A study of the federal income taxation of corporations and 
shareholders with an emphasis on the organization of a 
corporation; establishment of its capital structure; deter
mination of its tax liability; dividends and other non
liquidating distributions, stock redemptions and partial 
liquidations. 

1. Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and S~areholders, 
Bittker, Boris T., Eustice, James S., Warren Gorham and 
Lamont. 

Topic Course Contact Hours 

Definition of a corporation 
Organization of a Corporation 
The Corporations Capital Structure 
The Corporate Income Tax 
Nonliquidating Distributions 
Accumulated Earnings and Undistributed Income 
Stock Redemptions and Partial Liquidations 
Preferred Stock Bail-Outs 

2 
10 
4 
2 

10 
2 
8 
2 

40 
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Accounting .8-340 
Taxation of Partners and Partnerships 

Federal Income Taxation of Partners and Partnersh~2' Pennell and O'Byrne, 
..,.\:nerican Law Institute. 

Internal Revenue Code. 

Reg~lations 1.701-1 to 1.771-1. 

Outline Course Contact Hours 

I. l~1at is a partnership 7 

A. Introduction 
B. Definition of a partnership 
C. Entity and aggregate theories 
D. Distinguished from associations taxable as corporations 
E. Election not to be a partnership 

II. Partnership incooe and loss 7 

A. Taxation of in ge~eral 
B. Limitation on losses 
C. Taxable years 
D. Transactions bet\·722:.1 partners and "controlled" partnership 
E. Special allocations 

III. Formation of a partnership 5 

A. Contributions of property 
1. Basis of partnership interest 
2. Basis of property to partnership 

B. Recognition of income on formation of partnership 

IV. Partnership distributions 7 

A. Liquidating and nonliquidating distributions 
1. Extent of recognition of gain or loss 
2. B2si5 of distributed property 
3. Bc:.sis of distributee p2.rtner' s interest 
4. Char2cter o£ gain or loss on disposition of distri8utcc1 property 
5. Pa~~ents to a retiring partner or a deceased partner's successor 

in ir~terest 
B. Optic~al basis adjustu2nt 

V. Sales and exchanges of partnership interest 7 

A. Effect on partnership or pa-rtners in f.<·ncral 
1. Recognition o~ gain or loss 
2. Nonrecognition of gain or loss 

R. Optional basis adjust..Ek!.lt 

V[. Unrealized receivables anJ inventory 1tems 4 

1 
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Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course Materials: 

Topical Outline: 
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Accounting 8-330 
Taxation of Corporations II 
4 quarter credit hours 

The course is designed to build upon the materials dealt with 
in Taxation of Corporations I. It provides an in-depth study 
of corporate readjustments and liquidations and provides an 
opportunity for the student to master the rules relating to 
multiple corporations and consolidated return. 

The course deals with collapsible corporations, corporate 
divisions, reorganizations, liquidations, multiple corporations 
and consolidated returns. Prerequisite: Accounting 8-230. 

1. Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Sharehold~rs, 
Bittker, Boris T., and Eustice, James B., \~arren, Gorham, 
and Lamont. 

2. Consolidated Tax Return Manual, Harden, Gerald, Commerce 
Clearing House. 

3. The Consolidated Tax Return, Principles, Practices and 
Planning, Cristal, Jack. et. el., Harren, Gorham and 
Lamont. 

Topic 

Complete Liquidation 
Collapsible Corporations 
Corporate Divisions 
Corporate Reorganization Types 
Treatment of Parties to Reorganization 
Multiple Corporations 
Consolidated Returns 

Course Contact Hour~ 

8 
5 
6 
5 

10 
2 
I+ 

40 



Course Proposal: 

Objective: 

Course 'Coverage: 

Course ~Iaterials: 

Topical Outline: 
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Accounting 8-350 
Taxation of Estates Gifts and Trusts 
4 quarter credit hours 

As a part of overall tax strategy and planning, as well as 
the reporting operation, the tax practitioner must be >oJell 
acquainted \vith the impact of the taxes imposed under the 
federal estate and gift tax statutes on the gratuitous 
transfer of property. In addition, because of its potential 
impact on decision to transfer property, md income taxation 
of trusts and estates in also explored. 

Taxation of transfers under the federal estate and gift tax 
laws including property mmed by the decedent, retained 
life estates, transfers taking effect at death, revocable 
transfers, joint interest, powers of appointment; valuation 
problems; expenses, debts and taxes; charitable requests; 
marital deduction; taxable inter vivos gifts, gift splittin~; 
and credits. 

1. Federal Regulations and Internal Revenue Code Covering 
Estate and Gift Tax - Latest Edition. 

2. Federa~ Estate and Gift Taxation, Stephens, Richard B., 
Maxfield, Gary B. and Lind, Stephen A., Warren, Gorham, 
& Lamont, Special Student Edition. 

3. Federal Taxation of Estates Gifts, and Trusts., Kuhn, 
Douglas and Colson, Earl. 

Topic 

General Inclusion in Gross Estate 
Transfers witn retained life estate 
Transfers taking effect at deatn 
Revocable transfers 
Joint Interests 
Powers of appointment 
Expenses, Indebtedness, and Taxes 
Charitable Deduction 
Marital Deduction 
Estate tax credits 
Transfers subject to Gift Tax 
Gift splitting 
Gift tax Marital Deduction 
Taxation of Ordinary Trusts and Estate 
Grantors Trusts 
Special Trusts 

Course Contact Hours 

2 
.J 

3 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

40 



Course Proposal: 

Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course Materials: 

Topical Outline: 
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Accounting 8-360 
State and Local Taxation 
4 quarter credit hours 

The impact of state and local taxes must be taken into 
account in many business decisions. This course provides 
an opportunity to explore the nature of the various state 
and local taxes and hmv they operate within the frame~.;ork of 
our total taxing system. 

The course is devoted to a study of the various state and 
local taxes including Hinnesota individual and corporate 
income tax, property taxes, sales taxes and excise taxes. The 
tax problems of business with multi-state operations will 
also be covered. 

1. State Tax Handbook, Commerce Clearing Hourse 

2. Minnesota Statutes 

Tonic Course Contact Hour 

Real Estate tax classification system (Minn.) 
Financial alternatives and local taxation 
Sales and use tax impositions (Minn.) 
Interstate sales of goods and services 
Transfers of property 
Income allocation formulas 
Exemp~ions - property and income tax 
Hinnesota inc-ome tax - corporate 
Minnesota income tax - individual 
Taxation of mineral properties 
Minnesota excise taxes 
Reciprocity 

3 
2 
'3 
2 
2 
3 
1 

10 
10 

1 
2 
1 

40 



Course Proposal: 

Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course Materials: 

Topical Outline: 
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Accounting 8-370 
Taxation of Property Transactions 
4 quarter credit hours 

The course is designed to provide in-depth treatment of 
transactions dealing with the disposition of property 
including sales, exchanges, condemnations, etc. The student 
is provided with an opportunity to study those events that give 
rise to nonrecognition rreatment and the conditions under 
which favored capital gains treatment might be applicable. 

The course will deal with the rules for determining realized 
gainor loss, recognized gain or loss, and the tax treat~ent of 
that gain or loss. It will provide comprehensive cov~rage 

of the consequences of property transactions including depreci
ation, depletion, basis and capital gains. 

1. Capital Gains and Losses, The Federal Income Tax 
Consequences of Property Transactions, Colson, Earl M., 
ALI-ABA. 

Topic Course Contact Hours 

Determination of amount of realized and recognized . 
gain or loss 

Determining initial basis 
Adjustments to basis 
Common nontaxable exchanges 
Wash sale of stock or securities 
Definition of Capital assets 
Treatment of sale of exchange of capital 
Special transactions afforded capital 

Gains Treatment 
Depreciation rules 
Investment credit 
Recapture provisions 

asset 

1 , 
.J.. 

2 
9 
1 
1 
4 

9 
f 
3 
3 

41) 



Course Proposal: 

Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course Materials: 

Topical Outline: 
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Accounting 8-354 
Tax Planning for Families and Organizations 
4 quarter credit hours 

This course will examine the interrelationships between 
federal taxes, i.e., gift, estate, and income taxes~ The 
use of trusts, partnerships, corporations,and other entities 
as means of reducing the total tax impact on income and the 
accumulation and distribution of wealth will be studied. 

A study of the relationships among the income, gift, and estate 
taxes and their impact on the form of organization; trusts, 
partnerships, corporations or other. Prerequisite: 
Accounting 8-230 and 8-350. 

1. An Estate Planner's Handbook, Farr, James F., Little, 
Brown and Co. 

2. Creative Estate Planning, Wren, Harold, Practicing Law 
Institute 

Topic Course Contact Hours 

General Estate Planning Technique 
The Role of Life Insurance in Estate Plans 
Living Trusts 
Considerations Affecting Minors in Estate Planning 
Divorce and Property Settlements 
Planning Problems of Sole Proprietors, Partners & 

Partnership 
Planning for the Small Business Corporation 
Pension Plan and other Employee Benefits 
Testamentary Instruments 
The Widows Elect~on 
Marital Deduction 

2. 
4 
5 
2 
3 

3 
5 
5 
4 

4 
40 



Course Proposal: 

Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course Materials: 

Topical Outline: 
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Accounting 8-380 
Tax Aspects of International Business 
4 quarter credit hours 

~1ultinational business operations and transactions involving 
foreign income have become an important segment of the 
United States Economy. This course is designed to give 
the student a thorough understanding of the tax consequences 
of foreign related transactions. 

A study of United States taxation of foreign related 
transactions with emphasis on taxation of U.S. citizens; 
Foreign Investors Tax Act; controlled foreign corporations, 
Domestic International Sales Corporation, foreign personal 
holding companies~ foreign tax credit; and treaties. 

1. United States Taxation of Foreign Income and Foreign Person 
Bittker, Boris I. and Ebb, Lawrence F., Warren, Gorham 
& Lamont. 

2. Income Taxation of Foreign Related Transactions, Rhoades, 
Rufus von Thulen, Matthew Bender. 

Topic 

Taxation of U.S. Citizens 
Foreign Investor Tax Act 
Controlled Foreign Corporations 
Special Corporations 
Foreign Tax Credit 
Treaties 

Course Cdrrtact Hours 

6 
10 

8 
8 
6 
a 

40 



Course Proposal: 

Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course ~~terials: 

Topical Outline: 

- 15 -

Accounting 8-356 
Taxation of Deferred Compensationand Fringe Benefits 
4 quarter credit hours 

Because of the high income tax rates imposed on individuals 
and because of the effects of the Employee Retirement Incor.:2 
Security Act of 1974, a student of taxation should understand 
deferred compensation and fringe benefits. This class is 
designed to teach the student not only the tax treatment for 
these items, but also help him develop an overall understanding 
of their usefulness as a device for tax planning. 

A study of the federal income taxation of corporate deferreJ 
compensation and fringe benefits with emphasis on pension plans: 
profit sharing plans; stock option plans; individual retire
ment accounts; annuities and insurance; medical related 
compensation benefits; and reporting requirements. 

1. Pension Plans and Executive Compensation, Goldberg, 
StevenS., Practicing Law Institute, 1974. 

Course Contact Hours 

Qualified Plans - coverage, vesting, forfeiture 5 
Trust Contributions, timing of deduction, 

withdrawals 5 
Reporting Requirements 6 
1974 Pension Reform 9 
Tax Treatment of Deferred Compensation Plans 6 
Annuities and Insurance 3 
Tax Consequences of Stock Options 3 
Medical - Related Compensation Benefits 3 

40 



Course Pl'Oposal: 

Objective: 

Course Coverage: 

Course Materials: 

Topical Outline: 

- 16 -

Accounting 8-335 
Tax Effects on Business Decision ~aking 
4 qual'tel' credit hours 

Develop in students an u:-~derstandin<J of the types of business 
decisions i-Jhich are heavily impacted by income tax con
siderations, and to provide the examples of approaches to be 
used to improve the economic effectiveness of the decisions 
made. 

The interaction of income tax concepts with various selected 
business decisions - from the planning of a new business 
through to its disposition and/or dissolution. Specific 
areas contemplated for inclusion include, but are not limited 
to, form of business organization, executive compensation· 
packages, acquisition and disposition of long lived assets, 
financing problems, tax elections, year end tax planning, and 
disposition of assets and the business as a whole. 

1. William Raby, Income Tax in Business Decisions, Prentice
hall, Inc. (if a current edition is to be published) 

2. Bureau of National Affairs, Tax Portfolios 

3. Articles in such periodicals as: The Tax Adv1ser 
(American Institute of CPA's) 
Taxes, The Tax Magazine (CCH) 

4. Ne1-J York University Institutes on Federal Taxation 
(Various years) 

Topic Course Contact Hou· 

Partnership form of organization (limited,general) 
Corporate form of organization 
Tax elections on formation 
Real estate transactions 
Personal Property, including intangibles 
Security investments 
Financing the business (leases,debt issues) 
Issues of and transaction in equity securities 
(vs. debt) 

Purchase of a going concern 
Long lived asset dispositions 
Disposition of a segment 
Disrosition of the going concern 
Wage earners compensation 
Executive compensation 
Year end tax planning ~-/~ 
Multiple corporations (pricing, bees, etc.) 
Interstate business 

3 
3 
1\ 
3 
2 
2 
2 

2 
3 
2 
3 
2~ 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 

40 
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Admission and Completion Requirements 

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS--To be eligible for admission into the degree 

program an applicant must have been granted a Bachelor's degree from a 

recognized college or university. All applicants will be evaluated on the 

basis of their potential for successfully completing the program. The 

following criteria will be evaluated: 

(1) Undergraduate overall GPA of at least 2.8 (4.0 =A); 

(2) Graduate Management Admission Test(GMAT) of approximately 

500. The LSAT will be used as an equivalent; and 

(3) Aptitude in the tax area demonstrated through work exper

ience will be given weight. 

COMPLETION REQUIREMENTS-- The Master of Business Taxation degree will be 

granted only after the student has completed the requirements outlined in 

Parts I & II below. 

Part I Requirements- Prerequisites 

The prerequisites required may be met through appropriate courses 

taken in the student's undergraduate program. Students lacking any of these 

courses or their equivalents must make up the deficiencies. Any deficiencies 

may be completed during the regular enrollment in the MBT program. Any of these 

courses that are specifically stated as a prerequisite for a course must be 

taken before registration in that course. Graduate credit will not be given 

for the Part I requirements. The prerequisites are as follows: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Finance Fundamentals (Fin 3-000) or Equivalent 
Principles of Marketing (Mktg 3-000) " 
Principles of Macroeconomics (Econ 1-001) " 
Principles of Microeconomics (Econ 1-002) " 
Elementary Managerial Statistics (QA 1-050) " 
Financial Accounting (Acct 1-050) 11 

Managerial Accounting (Acct 1-051) " 
Fundamentals of Management (Mgmt 3-001) 11 

Introduction to Law and Law of 
Contracts and Agency (BLaw 3-058) II 

Introduction to Operations Management (OAM 3-000) 11 
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Part II Requirements 

The student must complete 45 graduate credits excluding credits 

received for prerequisite courses. A 3.0 GPA must be maintained for all 

degree credits. The following course requirements must be completed: 

Required Courses - General Credits 

1~ Government and Business Enterprise (BGS 8-008) 4 

2. Corporate Strategy: Design and Implementation (Mgmt 8-010) 5 

3. Principles of Public Finance (Econ 5-821 or equiv.) 

4. Current Financial Accounting (Acct 8-150) 

Required Courses - Taxation 

1. Fundamentals of Taxation (Acct 5-135 or equiv.) 

2. Tax Research and Procedures ( Acct 8-220) 

3. Taxaton of Corporations I (Acct 8-230) 

Required Courses - Taxation 4 of the following courses: 

1. Taxation of Partnerships (Acct 8-340) 

2. Taxation of Corporations II (Acct 8-330) 

3. Taxation of Estates, Gifts and Trusts (Acct 8-350) 

4. State and Local Taxation (Acct 8-360) 

5. Taxation of Property Transactions (Acct 8-370) 

6. Tax Planning for Families and Organizations (Acct 8-354) 

7. Tax Aspects of International Business (Acct 8-380) 

4 

4 

17 

4 

4 

4 
12 

16 

45 

8. Taxation of Deferred Compensation and Fringe Benefits (Acct 8-356) 

9. Current Topics in Taxation (Acct 8-390) 

10. Business Decisions on a Tax Environment (Acct 8-335) 

' 
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At least 4 quarter-credits must be earned in a course allm·Ting the 

preparation of written reports which represent the quality but not the range 

of a Master's thesis. All candidates for the MBT degree are required to 

take a final oral or written examination, or both, at the discretion of the 

faculty examining committee. A student must complete the program requirements 

\vithin 5 years from the date of admission. 

C. Educatioc,al ann Social Need for the Program 

Student Interest in the Program 

It is anticipated that the enrollees in the MBT program will come 

from all areas of tax practice. Inquiries concerning the proposed program 

have been received from individuals who are associated with C.P.A. firms, 

public accounting firms, indus trial firms, lmv firms, real estate brokerage 

firms, stock brokerage firms, and the government. 

In an effort to assess the potential demand for the program a question

naire was developed in March 1977. ~or a summary of questionnaire results, 

see Appendix C.) It was circulated to a limited number of C.P.A. and indus

trial firms. Survey responses received from 68 firms identified 50 individuals 

interested in entering such a program in its first year. In addition, within 

these 68 firms alone it was determined that an average of 25 students per 

year might enter into the program during each of its first five years of 

opera::ica. Those identified as potential enrollees by the questionnaire 

represent only a portion of the total number of individuals \vho could be 

expected to enroll in the program. During the past several months, inquiries 

have been received from over 100 individuals expressing an interest in the 

proposed program. In addition, letters of support from the Minnesota Society 

of Certified Public Accountants and the Hinnesota Chapter of the Tax Executive 
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Institute, Inc. express the collective demands of their memberships for 

graduate level tax education. (See Appendix D) 

Evidence of the demand for graduate level tax education is also provided 

by the response to a special series of advanced tax courses being offered for 

the first time during the academic year 1977-1978. (See Appendix E for 

details) Approximately 85 individuals have indicated a desire to enroll in 

one oi more of these 4 courses at a per course fee of $175. At the present 

time enrollment limits for each course are set at 35 and there is an average of 

51 students per course who wish to enroll. 

Based on the sources of information discussed above, it is anticipated 

that during the first year of operation the program will have 35 enrollees. 

After the program is fully operational it is anticipated that each year 

approximately 85 students Hill be MBT degree candidates. In addition there 

appears to be a strong likelihood that the program would attract a number of 

non-degree candidates each year. These students would be those who wished 

to meet continuing education requirements (in either law or accounting) or 

who have a desire to develop a more narrow course of studies by taking a 

limited number of specialized tax courses. It is anticipated that those non

degree candidates who would likely meet the admissions requirements (especially 

those processing the J.D. or MBA degree) would be admitted into graduate 

classes on an exception basis without being required to formally file for 

adnis~ion into the degree program. In addition there may he a demand from 

other professional tax practitioners who do not meet these standards but wish 

to meet continuing education requirements of state la\v. 

_f_r:;ployment Prospects for Graduates of the Program 

Host of the potential enrollees in the proposed tffiT program \vill be 

currently employed. For some, the tffiT degree program will allmv a move to 
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an entry level position in the tax area. For others, the educational exper-

ience will equip them to assume more challenging responsibilities within 

their firm's tax function. For still others, who are not directly associated 

with the tax function, it will provide a means by which the individual can 

learn of the tax impact on his personal and busin8ss decisions. 

D. Co::1parison I.J'ith Other Similar Programs 

Rt the present time no Minnesota educational insitution is offering a 

graduate degree progr2m in business taxation. The University of }linnesota 

Law School offers several courses related to taxation as a part of its J.D. 

degree program. These courses do not, however, constitute a "program" or a 

"specialization" in taxation. Both the scope and emphasis of the proposed 

program differ substantially from the law school offerings. 

Graduate level tax education programs are presently offered in a number 

of business schools across the nation including The University of Texas--

Austin, University of ~1ichigan, The University of Southern California, New 

York University, Denver University, and many ethers. 

E. Need For Separate Degree Program 

Before the approval of a new degree program was sought, consideration 

was given to the question of whether it would be possible to accomplish the 

objectives of the Master of Business Taxation degree program within the 

already existing framework of the Master of Business Administration degree. 

After careful consideration, it was determined that for the following reasons 

the se'parate degree would best serve the needs of the MBT clientele. 

(1) Specialist Degree-- The MBT degree program has been designed to 

meet the unique needs of an identifiable audience of tax professionals. 

The number of specialist courses and the selection on non-tax 

courses would not fit into the present MBA degree program. 
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(2) Proposed Changes in ~rnA Degree-- The faculty of the College is 

considering numerous changes in the present ~A degree. The 

changes proposed would make the ~A degree less flexible and 

less able to accommodate the requirements for the ~T students. 

(3) Evening Program Needs-- The degree is primarily for the practicing 

accountant and lawyer. The courses must be held in the evening 

or in concentrated two week periods during slack periods of the 

year for these professionals. 

(4) Budgetary Implications-- The demand for the ~T degree program 

will require numerous sections to be taught. Special tuition 

will have to be charged to support this program. A separate 

degree program will allow for a special tuition charge to support 

the program. 

(5) ~A Students-- A number of accounting students having the ~A 

degree would like to specialize in Taxation. The new degree 

would allow them to earn a second masters degree and would 

be unique in content in comparison to the ~A degree. 

The ~A degree has been designed to provide the student with a general 

knowledge of major business institutions and their principal functions. The 

degree has been modified somewhat to allow a specialist by allowing the 

student to take a concentration in one field. This is possible now only in 

our day program. The concentration would not meet the needs of our program. 

Furthermore, the proposed changes in the ~A would make the degree more 

generalist. 

~. Quality Control 

Faculty 

The faculty will be comprised primarily individuals who are presently 

em?loye~ on a full ti~e basis by the Graduate School of Business Administration. 

These individuals include R. Glen Berryman, Grover Cleveland, and R. K. Zimmer. 

In addition it is expected that Frederick R. Jacobs will be reassigned from 

his present position within the Business School to devote full time to 

administration and teaching within the }ffiT program. In his role as Director 
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of Graduate Studies in Taxation he will serve as the laison person with the 

Graduate School. 

The remainder of the faculty will be comprised of two groups: visiting 

faculty from other educational institutions and distinquished members of the 

business community. Members of this latter group of business persons will 

normally be experienced tax practitioners who have earned a Juris Doctor, 

Hasters or Doctorate degree and who might in addition be a C.P.A. It is 

expected that these individuals would be granted graduate faculty status for 

the purpose of teaching specified courses. The table below sets forth the 

division of teaching responsibilities among the various components of the 

faculty. 

Courses Taught By: 

1. Full Time U of H 
Faculty 

a. Not Overload 

1-CEE Funding''< 
2-MBT Funding-

Fred Jacobs 
3-Summer 

Total 

b. Overload** 

Total taught by 
Full Time 
Faculty 

2. Vis_i ting and 
Adjunct Faculty 

Totals 

YEAR I 
Courses Sections 

3 3 

2 2 
1 2 

6 7 

1 1 

7 8 

3 3 

lO 11 

YEAR II 
Courses Sections 

4 4 

3 3 
2 3 

9 10 

3 3 

12 13 

5 5 

17 18 

YEAR V 
Courses Sections 

4 4 

3 3 
2 4 

9 11 

3 3 

12 14 

5 5 

17 19 

*CEE supplies funds for one full time academic position which may be dedicated 

in part to HBT program. 

**A full time faculty member teaching in this program would be limited to one 

overload course per academic year. 
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Governing and Review Procedures 

The degree \vill be granted by the accounting faculty \vithin the Graduate 

School. Since the program vill be offered in the evening, it \vill be 

administered through the Continuing Education and Extension division of the 

University. 

Afcer two years of operation, a committee made up of faculty of the I 

\ 
Graduate School of Business Administration \vill make a thorough revie'v of its 

academic operations. Thereafter, it will be subject to continuing review by 

the Department of Accounting program review Committee and the Graduate School. 

External Accrediting Agency 

The program will be subject to accreditation by the American Assembly of 

Collegiate Schools of Business. 

Implementation 

It is proposed that the program will become operational starting in Fall 

Quarter 1978. 

The student fee per course is designed to cover: 

(1) the normal operating costs of providing CEE services to _the program and 

(2) the additional administrative, developmental and special instructional 

costs associated with this degree program. The normal CEE costs are assumed 

to be met by the normal CEE fee. The projection set forth on the next page 

deals only \vith the additional costs associated with the program and the 

additional charge to the student beyond the normal CEE fee. 
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Naster of Business Taxation 
Projected Source and Application of Funds 

Year I 

Source of Funds 
Fee Equivalents 

Class I - 35 students each teking 7 courses 
Supplemental fees - $100 per course 

Contributions from Business Firms 
Total Source of Funds 

Application of Funds 
New Preparation costs 6 x $1,000 
Slide & Naterial costs 11 x $100 
Additional Teaching fees 11 x $500 
Adoinistrative Director cost 

Total Application of Funds 

Year II 

Source of Funds 
Fee Equivalents 

Fron Class I - 35 stu=ents each taking 2 courses* 
Fro~ Class II - 35 students each taking 7 courses 

Supplemental fees - $100 per course 

Contributions from Business Firms 
Total Source of Funds 

Application of Funds 
New Preparation costs 4 x $1,000 
Slide & ~~terial costs 17 x $100 
Additional Teaching fee 17 x $500 
Administrative Director cost 

Total Application of Funds 

$ 

$ 

$ 

245 
100 

6,000 
1,100 
5,500 

20,000 

70 
245 
315 
100 

$ 4,000 
1,700 
8,500 

20,000 

$24,500 
82100 

$322600 

$32~600 

$31,500 
2,700 

$34,200 

$34,200 

*The re::~air!.ing two courses ,.,:ould not be subject to a supplemental fee as they 
are not ~ewly establis~~~ course offerings. 

Subsequent Years 

Source c: Fu::.is 
Fee Equivalents (sa~e as Year II) 

Applicatio~ of Funds 
Slide & :·laterial costs 
Additional Teachin3 fees 
Administrative Director cost 

Total Application of Funds 
Excess of Source of Funds over Application of funds 

$ 1,700 
8,500 

20 ,_Q_OO 

$31,500 

$30 '200 
$_1_, 300 
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Assumptions and Other Factors 

1. It is assumed that each fall a class of 35 students enter the program and 

complete 11 courses within a two year period. See sample program attached. 

2. It is assumed that the normal fee per course for the student would be $100. 

This would be remitted to the Continuing Education and Extension Division 

to cover the normal $1,500 instructional costs, plus T.A. costs and general 
. 

overhead. The $100 supplemental fee per course represents the source of 

funds shown above. 

}fuster of Business Taxation 
Example of Schedule of Course Offerings 

Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter Summer 

*Tax (Research & Proc.) i:Tax (Corp. I) *Tax (Fin. Acct.) 

Year I Tax (Partnerships) Tax (State & Local) Tax (Corp. II) Tax (Topics) 

Tax (Estate & Gift) Tax (Prop. Trans.) Tax (De£. Comp.) Repeat Elec. 

Year II ~•Government & Bus. *Corp. Strat. *Tax (Pub. Fin. Pol.) 

Tax (Bus. Dec. in a Tax (Family Tax Tax (Int. Bus.) 
Tax Environment) Planning) 
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D!ISO:ri CC~·!'-:IT'7.::2 
!~.ASTER'S PRO:;RAM I:'l T.A.:X.A:'IS:: 

Fred W. Eas5.!.!'.ger - Chb1r::r..9.n Haskins & Se1.~ ~ 339-974'.; 

Ralph Ebbott - Vice Chairmen 

Fred .Ja.co b 5 - Faculty Re pre-
5entative 

Marshal :ee 5 lko f 

F:-ed Cady 

Peter C~rco:-an 

Ricr...a!"j Lea. 

Se.ndy Navin 

Richard Thorsen 

Jim Wicker 

Ex of:~cio Me~eers: 

1950 IDS To•.:er 
Ninr.ea.~ol13, n.'1 55 ·-02 

3M Compar:y 
3M Center, Bldg. 224-4E 
St. Paul, MN 55101 

U. of ?<I1nne5ota 
617 Bus. Aci.m!n. To..,er 
l-l.ir.neapolis, ~:!l 55455 

Glickman, Lurie, Eiger 
621 N. Lilac DX'ive 
Min.'!eapolis, MN 55422 

Broeker F~ndrickson & Co. 
4520 IDS To..,er 
Mir~~eapolis, ~~ 55402 

733-5571 

373-3672 

546-4404 

336-2661 

3M Company 733-0034 
31>1 Center, Eld.g. 220-l3W 
St. Faul, ~~ 55101 

Honeyvell L1c. 870-2596 
Hon5yvell Plaza 
Minr.eapolis, HN 55406 

Dayton-Hudson Corp. 370-5547 
777 Nicollet Mall 
?>'.1nneapol1s, MN 55402 

Peat ~Arvick & ~.itchell (212)758-9700 
345 Park Avenue 
Ne~ York, ~.Y. 10022 

General Mills 540-2025 
P.O. Box 1113 
l>'.i..'ll1eapoli s, MN 55440 

Coopers & Lrbrerd 335-1101 
9GO 1-'.!dwest Plaza E. 
f{!.:L.-:ear:olis, MN 55402 

A.~erson Lieser & Tn~rsen 338-4214 
Mid'.lest Plaza 
HL'1..~eapol1s, MN 55L.08 

Peat 1-'.a.wick & ~.1 tchell 341-2222 
1!00 IDS To~er 
Minnee.r:olis, MN 55402 

I..e.rry Greenber-g Coop.;rs & !¥brand 335-1101 
( Che.!r:r.s..."1 - Accounting D=pt. 900 I"J.dve s t Plaza E. 

J..iv~soi7 Council) r-'..inneaJXJlis, t<i.N 55•.02 

'I'2d Cc.=:;~ell 

(Di~CtQr of Extension 
Classes) 

G:'"Jver Clt:vela.nd 

U. of .'~.L"l.ne sots 
170 \<e ~b.r-ook <:all 
77 Pleasant St. S.E. 
t-' • .inneap:JUs, MN 55455 

U. of" ~J.nnesota 
651 ~~s. A~T~un. Tover 
271-19th Av~. S. 
E.in:1t:O.f'0.1..:!.:J, XH 55Lf55 

U. of M.l.r:.r1·] S()t.a 
530 Bus. M~mln. '\'o;;er 
27l-l9th Ave. S. 
Htnr.!':apolis, MN 55455 

t_!. 0 (' ~J.I'"L1".:; ~Jt) t"..a 
668A Bu.s. Ad.ml.n. Tower 
27l--19ti1 ;,ve. S. 
!Uru:ea),oli!l, X'l 55455 

:.HJ-5123 

373-3603 

373-3599 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA j College of Business /l.dministration and 
TIVIN CITIES Graduate School of Business Administration 

Business Administration Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Accounting Department Advisory Council 

Narch 4, 1977 

Dear Sir: 

The University of }linnasota Accounting Department Advisory Council has 
for:::::ed a subco:re:itte·e which has as its objective the establishment of 
a }faster of Business Taxation degree program in' the Twin Cities. 1-le 
are asking you to help us plan such a program by providing us with 
needed information. To that end, please complete and return the enclosed
questionnaire by }farch 15th. Your name was selected from the membership 
rosters of TEf, FEI, or the P...innesota Society of CPAs. Since you are 
the only person at yo;;r firm who is receiving this questionnaire, it is 
important that you respond in order to have your firm represented in the 
survey results. 

We have enclosed a brief description of the proposed Master of Business 
Taxation (MBT) program at the University of }linnesota, For those who have 
had a business school background and ar~ thus likely to have met the 
prerequisites, the }ffiT degree would be a 11 course program which could 
be completed in two years or less. For those who have not met the 
business course prerequisites, the length of time to complete the pro
gram would be substantially extended. 

To seet the needs of those who desire to develop a competence in the 
area of taxation, but do not choose to pursue the }ffiT degree, the 
;...c.-,-.=.::ced Professic::~l Taxation Certificate (APTC) program has been 
p~c~~~2i. A ~es:r~p~ion of this program is also enclosed. 

Since these progr~~s are of a very specialized nature, the cost per credit 
is e:qec::eC: to ~2 higher than the per credit cost of most other programs 
off<2rec in the evening at the University of Hinnesota. 

We are hopeful that the programs will be operational in the near future. 
Thz:-:.~-: you for your cooperation in this matter. If you are in need of 
further information about the programs, you may contact any member of 
the: Advisory Committee. He have enclosed the names, addresses, and 
phone nut:lbers of the comrni t tee members. 
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J':>."':'!r~quieit<::s - Col:l!COn .Body of Knc.~..;ledge in Busines.:s and 
'!L-:! l.nt:;d S tud . .=i:.:::e::::3:._~---------------------
(St:ucle;:"J.tS possessing a degre~ in business would nor.2.'illy havJ! taken thasa courn'!l~ 
c::.- th:!ir equivalent) 

1. Fine...-,.ce Fundamentals (Fin 8-000) 
2. Principles of ~~rketing (Ml<tg 8-000) 
3. Principles of }~croeconondcs {Econ 1-001) 
4. Principles of. Microeconomics (Econ 1-002) 
5. Elementary ~~nageria1 Statistics {QA 1-050) 
6. Financial Accounting (Acct 8-050) 
7. P~nageria1 Accounting (Acct 8-051) 
8. Fun')ia:nentals.of Hanagement {Mgmt 8-001) 
9. Introduction to Law, and the Law of Contracts and Agency (BLaw 8-158) 

10. Introduction to Operations Management (O.AH 3-000) 

· * No credit toward the degree would be given for taking any of these prerequisite courses. 

Required Courses - General 

1. Government and Business Enterprise (BGS 8-008) 
2. Corporate Strategy: Design & Implementation {Mgmt 8-010) 
3. Principles of Public Finance (Econ 5-821 or equiv.) 
4. Current Financial Accounting (Acct 8-150) 

Required Courses - Taxation 

1. Fundamentals of Taxation '(Accounting 5-135 or equiv.) 
2. Tax Research and Procedures (Acct 8-220) 
3. Taxation of Corporations I (Acct 8-230) . 

Elective Courses - Taxation 4 of the fol!owing courses: 

1. Taxation of Partnerships (Acct 8-340) 
2. Taxation of Corporations II (Acct 8-330) 
3. Taxation of Estates, Gifts and Trusts (Acct 8-350) 
4. State and Local Taxation (Acct 8-360) 
5. Taxation of Property Transactions (Acct 8-370) 
S. Tax Planning for Families and Organizations (Acct 8-354 .~ 

7. Tax Aspects of International Business (Acct 8-380) 
8. T3.xation of De£erred Comp,~nsation and Fringe Benefits (A2 ct 
9. Current Topics in Taxation (Acct 8-380) 

10. Business Decisions on a Tax Environment (Acct 8-335) 

Credits 

4 
5 
4 
4 

17 

4 
4 
4 

12 

16 --· 45_ 

8-356) 

Ot~er t:lectives: (Students who have had any of the required COJ..!rses waived may select 
elective courses to complete their 45 credit degree.) 

, .... 
2. 

.., 
j. 

' r:;. 

I.....,,,;: Partnerships, Corporations aud Lm; of Real PrO?E:rty (3Lm-T 8-278) 
Law: Personal Property, Sales Contracts, Co<P:nercial Pap'"'-' and tlills 

& Estates (BLa~ 8-288) 
State and Local Finance (Eccn 5-811) 
Introduction to Hanagement Information Systems (HIS 5-·101) 
Other Graduate level courses approved by advisor 



P<!r~: Inforr.,ation About Respondent 

Name 

Position ---------------------------------------------
Firm ----
Telephone Nul!lber ------------------------------------
Number of Professional Staff employed within the tax function 

Part II: I~fornation concerning demand for the program 

tft1en 2ns~ering the questions in this part, assume the following: 

a. The :·:.Cster of Business Taxation (MBT) degree program will require 11 courses 
ct $200 per course. Assume 3 courses taken per sernfSter or 2 courses 
taken per quarter, the program can be completed in 2 years. 

b. Tne ft~vanced Professional Taxation Certificate (APTC) program will require 
6 courses at $200 per course. Assuming 3 courses taken per semester or 
2 courses taken per ~uarter, the progran can be completed in 1 year. 

1. Please provide us ..... .-ith an estiD.ate of the nu;::ber of your employees ,.:ho might 
be~in in either of the progra~s during the following academic years. 

1977-78 1978-79 lq79-8Q 1980-81 1981-82 

~3T program (including 
those who intend to ac
quire an ~~TC while working 
tm-:ard the HBT degree 50 

A?TC only - not candidate 
for !-31 degree 14 

2. ~hat ?ercentage of 
C~?l~yees e~rcl1ed 

the 
in 

28 ----

17 

$200 per course 
the prosrar::? 

20 15 13 -----

17 8 8 

cost woult:l your firm pay on 

No 
100% 7 5~~ 50% 25~; 0% RCSJ20r1 

32 7 10 3 4 
----- ------- ---- ---- -----

31 6 10 ------ ----·· ---- 3 ~~ ---- ----
3. "cr'>:: s::-c<: P·--~- c.:·:.:c-.s~ c'bar[;e is not expected to be ach.·quate to IT'.C<~t the costs of 

o;;e:r.."'.:i:-:~ :I-:-:: p:-c;;ra::' dPri:tz the initial start cp period. \·Jould your firm 
be t-:il~~:1g to u:-H..1erwrite such costs? (Please check one.) 

~:o·,.:: -----~f_Q______ $500 ___ !1 _____ $1, 000 ___ !.______ $1, 500_______ $~, 000 1 
$500 or $1,000 1 

Other (sp.~c:i fy) $.J..0_0 __ 9_;"_~2_QQ ___ _) 

maybe or no response 11 

* In Ll'i 'i.tion to the abov2, cmmnitments !.or ..:he tax proc;ram and progra:n development in 
the at11uunt of $10,000 have been received. 

12 

1~ 
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Part III: Information concerning fon::at of program and instruction 

1. Fould you prefer an academic year composed of 3 quarters vdth the student taking 
2 courses each quarter or 2 semesters with the student taking 3 courses each 
semester? 

a. Quarter System Preferred _____ 4_2 ____________ _ 

b. Semester System Preferred _____ 7 ____________ _ 

2. Disregard youranswer to the last question and assume that a quarter system is 
adopted in which a student enrolls in 2 courses per quarter for 3 quarters 
each year. A quarter course would meet once a week for 3 hours, 45 minutes 
or twice a week for 2 hours each. Please rank the following fornats in order 
of preference with 1 indicating a first choice, 2 a second choice, etc. 

----

----

a. Each course neets 2 nights per week (2 courses might be taken on the 
same night). 

b. Each course ceets 1 night per week (1 course per night): 

c. Each course ceets 1 night per week and on Saturday morning or afternoon 
{2 courses night be taken on the same day). 

------ d. Each course ~eets once per week on Friday afternoon or Saturday morning 
or Saturcay afternoon. 

_______ e. Other (please specify). 

3. Disregard your answer tu the last two qcestions and assume that a semester system 
is adopted in which a student enrolls in 3 courses per semester for 2 semesters 
each year. A semester course would meet once a week for 2 hours, 30 minutes 
or twice a week for 1 hour, 15 minutes each. Please rank the following formats 
in order of preference with 1 indicating a first choice, 2 a second choice, etc. 

________ a. Each course meets 2 nights per week (3 courses might be taken on the 
Sai:le nigh~s). 

~- Each co~~se ~eets 1 night per week (1 course per night). 

c. Each cour32 is offered once per week on Friday afternoon, Saturday 
~orning or Saturday afternoon. 

d. Other (please specify). 

4. Would your firm allow an employ2e to complete one of the courses during an in
tr~nsive 2 ~12ek period in the sur21ers? (Thi.s '1-:ould require the employee's full 
t lrJe participatic':t on campus.) Yes ~-- No 1.6 · Comr.1ent: 
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5. Do yo~t visualize a substantial problem with attendance during the: time period 
bet'\..'e2n J<:muary 1 and Narch 15? Yes 32 No 32 Comment: 

6. Is there any other time period in v7hich attendance would be a substantial problem? 

7. Would yo~r firm release an employee at a time that would allow him to attend a 
class starting at 4:00p.m. during a regular quarter or se~ester? 
Yes 48 No 12 Comment: 

8. Pleas2 provide na==s a~i addresses of those who you feel would be qualified to 
inst~uct one or ~ore courses in such a program. Please indicate the course that 
you feel this person is qualified to instruct. 

Na:::e Affiliation Subject Matter 

9. Please provide the na~2s and addresses of potential students who you feel would 
be interested in beginning either the tffiT or the APTC programs in the Fall, 1977. 

Address 



Analysis of Questionnaire Responses 

Number % 
~--

Total of firms surveyed 152 100 

Total response 91 60 

Questionnaire completed 68 45 

Questionnaire inapplicable 23 15 

No response 61 40 

..Q!!_arter System 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th No Res:eonse 

2 nights 17 23 6 5 0 17 

1 night 31 8 8 4 0. 17 

1 nig~t & Saturday 8 12 20 4 0 24 

Friday or Saturday 5 3 8 24 0 24 

o~~er 1* 0 0 0 3 64 

*Sti::rruer only 

Senester Svstem 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th No ~eSEOTISP.. 

2 nights 22 20 9 0 17 

1 night 28 16 6 0 18 

Friday or Saturday 7 8 28 0 25 

Other 0 0 0 2 66 

Tirr.e Period ~fuich ~.Jould Be a Problem -----· 
fl3 12/1 - 4/15 !i33 11/15 - 5/1 

116 10/1 - 11/15 II 7 5/15 - 6/15 

t:l9' !!60 Su~er months 1149 2/15 - 5/15, 9/1 - 11/1 

!:; ? 6/1 - 7/7 ff52 3/15 - 6/15 

.. 5/i.S .,. I, - 3/15 - 9/15 If 56 5/15 7/15, 10/15 - 11/30 - 0/..:...:), 

:· -~ '/ .:.. #61 2/l ' I' - #58 3/15 - 4/30 
;. - •..)' - '-Ti.l.:::> 



Appendix D 

TAX EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE, INC. 

MINNESOTA CHAPTER 

P. 0. Box 800 
Austin, Minnesota 55912 

Dear .Professor Zimmer: 

Nay 18, 1977 

we· of the Minnesota Chapter of the Tax Executives 
Institute wish to express our unqualified support 
for the development of a Master of Business· 
Taxation degree program at the University of 
Hinnesota. 

Our membership is cohlposed primarily of individuals 
who are charged with the responsibility of managing 
.the tax function within their respective business 
firms. Our members have long recognized the need 
for a graduate level program in business taxation. 
Such a program would fill the void that now exists 
in Hinnesota for a post baccalaureate formal course 
of studies that would prepare individuals for tax 
management positions. 

We are prepared to assist you in whatever manner 
seems appropriate, including the identification of 
potential students and faculty. 

Professor Ro~ert K. Zimmer 
ChaiiT"":a'1 
Depart~e'1t of Accounting 

Yours very truly, 

TAX EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE, INC. 

~~l'L< 
R. J. ·~hatcher, President 
Minnesota Chapter 

College of Business Administration 
University of Minnesota 
271 19th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

'kes 
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o.:.:_·:. '-'.'. E :...~.~su·-: 

$::'1."!11:: 1/<':'~ .::>-:;:, J,•n! 

c:P.ECTORS 

OA'/10 H. A5qA~~$Q.'J 
JO~~.J S. AL'....E~~. Jq. 
R:..Y~.!·J:'<JSI S MI33S 
G~M-\LO I ... =E 

MINNESOTA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
Northwestern Financial Center Suite 718 • Minneapolis, MN 55431 

831-2707 
LEROY P. PO':iA.'';S:-..;1 
El'tAR S. ROSS. 

EXECUTIVE a! RECTOR 

CLAIR G. B;,.;:1:-..:E 

Professor Robert K. ZL~er, Chairman 
Depart=e~t of Account~~~ 
College of Business Ad~inistration 
University of Ninnesota 
271 - 19th Avenue Sout~ 
Ninneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Dear Bob: 

June 1, 1977 

-

The Board of Directors of the }linnesota Society of CPAs has been appraised of 
the activities of the University of }1innesota Department of Accounting faculty 
and its tax advisory council relative to the development of a graduate level 
program in taxation. The need for such a program in the State of Minnesota 
has bee~ recognized by p:acticing CPAs fer several years. 

We strongly support your efforts and are anxious to cooperate with you in the 
development of the program, including the identification of individuals who 
oight enter the program and those who could assist in the instruction of 
selected courses. 

Sincerely yours, 

l-ED: reo 



. ' Appendix E 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA College of Business Administration and 
Graduate School of Business Administration T\'IIN CITIES 
Business Administration Building 

'I 271 19th Avenue S. 
Minneapolis, r~innesota 55455 . 

TO: Individuals Interested in Tax Education at the University of Minnesota 

FROX: Fred Jacobs, Department of Accounting 

During the past several years we have been contacted by a number of individuals 
who have urged us to enlarge the tax education program at the University of 
P..innesota. In an e!{ort to respond to this increasing demand, the courses 
listed on the acconpanying announcement will be offered in the evenings during· 
the academic year 1977-78. Since there will be limited enrollment in each of 
these courses, we are asking interested potential enrollees to fill out and 
return to us the enclosed information form. A roster will be drawn for each 
course from those who have indicated a desire to enroll. Each individual on 
the roster will receive registration materials through the mail before the 
beginning of the quarter in which the course is to be taken. 

The University 
(MB1) degree. 

, and thus these 
at this time. 
MET progra.:J if 

is presently considering a proposed Master of Business Taxation 
This proposed degree pTceram has not recieved final approval 
courses should not be cons trued to be a part of any such program 
The number of credits that would be applicable to the proposed 
it is subsequently approved has not been determined. 

We are enclosing extra copies of the announcement and information form so 
that you can oake the~ available to interested associates. 
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l)NIVERSITY Or MINNESOTA I College of Business Administration and 
nviN CITIES I Graduate School of Business Administration 

I
. Business Administration Building 

271 19th Avenue S. 
Minneapolis, ty1innesota 55455 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF ADVANCE TAX COURSES 

EVENING CONTINUING EDUCATION & EXTENSION 1977-78 

THE DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 

MINNESOTA WILL BE OFFERING A SERIES OF ADVANCED TAX COURSES 

IN THE EVENING EXTENSION PROGRAM DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR 

1977-78. COURSES THAT HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED TO DATE ARE AS

FOLLOWS: 

fALL QuARTER 

PARTNERSHIP TAXATION 

HINTER QuARTER 

6:00-7:45 MH 

TAX RESEARCH AND PROCEDURES 6:00-9:30 M 

SPRING QuARTER 

CoRPOF<ATE TAx 

EsTATE & GIFT TAx 

6: 00-9 : 30 ~1 

6:00-9:30 VI 

EACH COURSE WILL BE OFFERED FOR 4 CREDITS, BECAUSE OF THE 

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTAL) INSTRUCTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THESE COURSES) THE TOTAL FEES PER 

COURSE WILL BE $175, THERE WILL BE LIMITED ENROLLMENT FOR 

EACH COURSE, FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION CALL 373-3599, 



INFORHATION FORt! 

Name 
--------------------------------------~-------

Hailing Address 

Employer Business Phone -------
Emplorer's Address 

Work EX?erience 

Job DescriPtion Employer Dates 

Education 

Institution Dates Major GPA pesree 

Indicate which courses you would like to enroll in during the academic year 1977-78. 
(Fee per course $175) 

Fall Quarter 

Partnership Taxation 6:00-7:45 HW 

W:::nte:- Ct.:arter 

Tax ?.2.se:.:-~h and Procedure 6:00-9:30 H 

C~r?orate Tax 6:00-9:30 M 

Estate & Gift Tax 6:00-9:30 W 

Before the beginning of each quarter, registration materials will be mailed to 
those who have been accepted into each class. Please return this form before 
Au:.;nst 15 to: 

Professor Frederick R. Jacobs 
617 B. A. ToHer 
University of Minnesota 
271 19th Avenue South 

,.~, ---- ...... CC::I.~~c;, 
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UNIFORM PROGRAM 
INVENTORY AND 
PROPOSAL FORM 

SECTION I 
Program Proposal Abstract and Cover Sheet 

(See Attached Instructions)'· 

Return this form to: 

Unit,~ampusorCollege Department of Slavic and East European Languages CodeNo. _____ _ 
2 

I. General InformatiOn 

A. Program Title __ .LM!l.!a~s-'t.s;:e,Lr__J.Lo_!_f_,AQ_rL_t,_,sL--i!.!n!__!.R~,u!.,lsc;!s_!i_!,;a.!_!n _____________________ _ 

8 27 

B. Program Review Category: ___x__ Regular - . 
(check one) _28 

__ Experimental (If Experimental, give Reporting Date: ___ / __ / ___ ) 
29 30 32 34 

C. P~oposed Implementation Date:~/__lQ_/~ 
36 38 40 

- D. Program Length: Total Cr/hr_..;.4_2_c.=;.:_r ____ Ciassroom _:_:x ______ Laborator)r _____ _ 
42 45 46 49 50 53 

E. Administrative Unit Immediately Responsible for Program: Dept. of Slavic & East European Languages 

54 7~ 

· F. Describe the Program (in 50 words or less): 

Proposed is the Master of Arts in Russian with student option of main field in 
8 M 

Rllssian literature or Russian linguistics. Basic knowledae of the non-main field 
'65 120 

is to be required of all candidates. Both Plan A and Plan B will be available 

(majority of students should be i~ Plan B). Most of the necessary co0rses are already 
65 120 

offered by the Department; the only basic new co11rse not available through present 
8 64 

r11brics is a one-q11arter pro-seminar on bibliography and methods of research. Students 
65 

(continued on attached page) 120 

,. ':"A 

G. Expected student interest in the program during the first year of operation, and when ~he program reaches full 
ooerating level: 

-a. Enrollment 
Program Enrollees 

Other Students 

Total 

b: Program Graduates/ 
Completors 

10 

14 

1 

22 

First Year: 29.::EOr-rJ 
8 

Number Student 

(Headcountl Credit or 

Expected Contact 
Hours 

5 150 
13 25 

0 
17 24 

1 

24 37 

Full Operation :81..,.131Yr.) 
40 

Student 
Head count Credit or 
Capacity Contact 

Hours 

15 450 
28 42 45 57 60 

2 46 49 61 -,4 

0 5' 

8-10 
39 54 56 69 71 

FORM NO. 25 



II. Budget Data 

A. Projected Costs of the Program: 

First Year 79-80 Full Operation 81-82 
6 8 8 

7 

8 

9 

10 

a. Faculty 

b. Civil Service 

c. Equipment, 
Supplies, etc. 

Total Direct Costs 
(a+b+c) 

d. One-time 
Costs 

e. Space Rental 

f. Indirect 
Costs 

Total Program Costs g. 
(a+b+c+d+e+f) 

No. 
FTE 

;o---12 

New Re-assigned 

Annual No. Annual 
Cost FTE Cost 

$ $ 
16 20 ~ 63 

$ $ 

B. Expected Sources of Funds for Program: 
First Year: 

Dollar %of 

Amount Annual 
Expend. 

a. Local $ $ 
10 14 

5_1 ___ 

'-
b. State '- $ s '-

15 19 53 

C.. Tuition 
// 

$ $ / 
/ 20 24 

5_5 ___ 

d. Federal $ s 
2 ~ 

e. Private $ $ 
~0- 34 159 

f. 
Dedicated 

$ $ Fees 
35 39 

6_1 ___ 

g. Other (Specify) $ $ 
40 44 63 

h. Total $ $ 
45 50 100% 

New Re-assigned 

No. Annual No. Annual 
FTE Cost FTE Cost 

1 . $ 101503 $ 
67 ;o--12 16 20 ~ 63 i! 

$ $ 
21 72 

77 

8 

2 

!l7 

Full Operation: 
One Dollar %of One 

Time Amount Annual Time 
Input Expend. Input 

$ $ 
65 69 10 

14 5_1 ___ 
65 69 

$ $ 
70 74 15 1 53 7 7 

$ $ 
75 79 20 

24 5_5 ___ 
75""~ 

$ $ 
8 84 57 

$ $ 
85 89 4sg-- 85 89 

$ $ 
90 94 35 

396_1 ___ 
90 94 

$ - $ 
95 99 40 44 63 95 99 

$ $ 
100 105 45 50 100% 100 105 

C. If there are any formal arrangements with other institutions or agencies, (e.g. clinical sites, cooperation, joint 
programs) explain, giving names of institutions:--------------------------

8 15 22 
D. System Verification: 

Authorized Institution or System Signature Title Date 

29 39 40 42 47 



UNIFORM PROGRAM INVENTORY 

AND PROPOSAL FORM 

Instructions for Section I 

Please complete an individual profile for each program offered by your institution. List th~ insti~ution, campus and/or 
college that will offer the proposed program, whether the program is taken in residence_at that tns1tUt1on or at another geo· 
graphic location, e.g., Mankato State University, Anoka AVTI. Please type: This for~at 1s prepared f?r the computer co~mg 
of each informational question. If you do not have enough room for any g1ven quest1on, please contmue on a separate p1ece 
of paper coded by the Roman numeral and alphabetical designation correlating to the carryover matenal. 

You will note space for a code number for yuur institution on the top of the first page. This will be filled out in the 

MHECB office. 

1-A 

1-8 

Provide the title for the program, e.g., Licensed Practical Nurse, including: a) any Academic Classification_ ~hat ~ay 
be attar.hed to the program (e.g., major, minor, concentration, supporting field); and b) the formal_ recogn1t1on g1ven 
the program, e.g., Diploma, Certificate, Vocational Certificate, A.A., A.A.S., A.D., A.D. Techn1cal, A.S., M1n?r• 
Major (concentration), Concentration (non-major), General Studies, B.A., B.A.S., B.E.S., B.G.E., B.S., B.S. (teachmg 
cert.). M.A., M.E., M.S., M.S. (teaching cert.). Specialist, D.A., D.B.A., D.M.A., Ed.D., Ph.D. 

For review purposes, programs are classified as being either "Regular" or "Experimental" (check one). 

If a program is classified as being "Experimental", indicate the termination date for the program by reporting when 
a written report regarding the program can be expected. 

Basic to the concept of "experimental" programs is the notion of hypothesis and testing. Experimental programs 
characteristically undertake to discover unknown principles or effects through the construction and verification of 
hypotheses which generally represent a conscious and time-specific departure from educational program characteristics 
typical of individual institutions. When one or more experimental program descriptors are incorporated into the design 
of a program in order to test the validity of one or more hypotheses related to that program, it may for purposes of 
program review be designated as "experimental". (Refer to the MHECB Staff Report on Non-Traditional Studies.) 

1--C Proposed Implementation Date- Give the date when the first student(s) will be considered to be in the program. 

1-0 Indicate the length of time (contact hours, Q!. credit hours) required of a "full-time" student to complete the pro
gram. If this is a major for a general degree program, indicate the number of credits required for the major and for 
the degree program. If applicable, distinguish "classroom", (e.g., lecture) hours from "laboratory" hours (e.g., OJT, 
clinical). 

1-E Indicate the name of the administrative unit which is directly responsible for the operation of this program, e.g., 
Center for Minority Studies, Agricultural Education Division, History Department. 

1-F Provide a brief description of the program including general as well as special characteristics such a program content 
and results expected (i.e., learning, skills, preparation for further education and/or occupational preparation). 

1-G In order to determine the design capacity of the program, estimate the number (headcount) of "typical" or "full
time" students expected to draw upon the resources allocated to this program during its first year of operation, and 
during the years it is operating at a steady state. A program's "Design Capacity" means the total annual count of the 
program's "typical" enrollees in the following categories: 1) Completors/Graduates -the annual number of degrees or 
formal recognitions granted which indicate that an individual has met the program's requirements; 2) Enrollees -
number of students who are annually seeking the degree or formal recognition available through the program, includ
ing those who will graduate or are in the "completer" category; and 3) Other Students - the annual number (head
count) of students enrolled in course work related to this program who draw upon its resources. Student Credit or 
Contact Hours indicate the total annual program load, and is determined by adding together the product derived 
by multiplying the number of students included in each category times the number of credit or clock hours per 
student in that category. 

-11-A Estimate the projected costs for the program during its first year of operation, as well as when it reaches full opera
tion according to the categories shown: a) Number of Full Time Equivalent (FTE) Faculty and the attendant costs 
that will be needed to operate the program. For purposes of reporting costs, a Full Year Equivalent "cost year" is 
defined as a 12-month period beginning summer term of a given year and continuing until the end of the institu
tion's spring term of the following year. Provide the number of FTE faculty (new and re-assigned) so involved and 
the institution costs associated with those faculty; b) the number and cost associated with civil service personnel 
whose time will be assigned/reassigned in total or in part to this program, a Full Year Equivalent (FYE) basis; c) the 
dollar value of supplies, equipment, travel, and other direct costs that will be allocated to the Program's yearly 
operation; d) an estimate of the one time start up costs associated with the program, such as facilities, equipment, 
and consultant expenditures. Include only those items not accounted for in (c) or (e); e) Space- facility rental costs; 
f) report other indirect costs assigned to the program's operation, e.g., administrative costs. Total direct cost repre· 
sents a summation of categories (a). (b), (c). and provides a report on the direct operational costs for a program on 
an annual basis. Total Program costs (g) must not be greater than total Expected Sources of Funds (11-8-h). 

11-8 Considering the total effort and resources allocated to the program, give the amount of funds expected from local 
state and federal sources, student tuition and other fees, and donations or endowments that may come from privat~ 
sour~s. If "Other" _sources are i_ndicated, p!ease specify their nature. Provide the estimated percentage of the pro
gram s total expenditures that Will be supplied by the vanous sources, and indicate the dollar amount of items that 
represent a "one-time only" expenditure as compared to those that would recur annually. If the figures for items 
(b) and (c) are available as distinct entitles, please report them as such. If these items cannot be separated enter 
the total amount for both items on line b (State). Total Expected Sources of Funds (h) should equal total P;ogram 
Costs (11-A-g). 

11-C List the names of other institutions involved, if applicable. 

11-0 Provide the name and title of the person having final authority for this program within your institution or system 
and the date of verification. ' 

If you need additional forms, or have questions regarding any items, contact your systems office or the 

Academic Planning Unit of the MHECB 
(612) 296-3974 

FORM NO. 25 
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UNIFORM PROGRAM INVENTORY 

AND PROPOSAL FORM 

Section II 

Program Title __ t'-·1a-"-s"-t_e.:....r_o_f_A_r_t_s_l_· n_R_u_s_s_,_· a_n ______________________ _ 

Provide summary or abstract statements that address the coordination issues listed below. It is expected that less than one 
page of single spaced narrative will adequately summarize each issue. More detailed information would be expected in 
Section Ill. Section Ill is the document that each institution has previously submitted to its system office for the purpose 
of program review, e.g., State Department of Education F 52-2. 

1. Summary Description of Program 

Using the data provided in the proposal document (Section Ill). briefly describe the salient features of the program 
including a statement of the general prupose of goals and objectives, the organization and content of the curriculum, 
the length of the program, the nature of the degree, award, or certification, and special characteristics or innovative 
features of the program's design. 

Also to be included in the summary description are prerequisites for admission to the program, estimates of the annual 
number of enrollees, and estimates of the annual number of completors/graduates. 

Finally, the resources required for the program must be described. Normally these would include faculty, support 
·personnel, library, space, and equipment. The description should include a statement of their costs together with new 
. and existing sources of funding. 

2. Need for the Program 

Using the data provided in the proposal document (Section Ill) and other appropriate data as required, briefly sum
marize the need for the program. 

The program's "need" is to be addressed from several aspects. First, for all post-secondary programs, indicate whether 
the program in job-related, and, if so, whether directly or indirectly. If directly, note entry-level, pre-service, in
service, and upgrading features of this program. If indirectly or not at all, describe the rationale regarding the need 
for this program accordingly. 

Second, specify accreditation or certification requirements as well as labor market, manpower, and student demand, 
using research data or expert opinion as appropriate. Precisely relate these accreditations and demand specifications 
to the geographic scope of the program, whether local, regional, statewide, or larger. 

Third, explain how the program is intended to meet accreditation and demand requirements previously identified. 

3. Mission 

Briefly compare this program to a) other related programs at your institution, and b) to similar programs elsewhere. 
Then briefly describe how this program fits into a) the total educational effort of your institution, and b) the 
overall educational undertaking of the State. 

4. Comparative Program Analysis 

Locate identical and similar programs in your institution, in other Minnesota institutions, and, if appropriate, in 
institution outside the state. (The MHECH Program Inventory may prove useful here). After listing these programs 
with their locations, compare them with the proposed program, commenting briefly on relevant similarities and 
dissimilarities in such a way as to justify the establishment of the proposed program. These comments should focus on 

·the following factors (if appropriate): student characteristics, special features of program content, area served, benefits 
to be derived, occupational outcomes, institutional mission, and cooperative arrangements. 

5. Duplication 

After reviewing your answers to item No. 4, comment on the extent of duplication this program represents, and how 
this program provides a warranted new thrust requiring additional or redirected resource allocation. 

6. Cost/Benefit 

Using the data provided in the proposal document (Section Ill), discuss the program's planned evaluation procedures, 
especially as they address the personal, institutional; and societal benefits that may accrue from the program, including 
potential contributions to areas such as public service and research. Information related to graduate follow-up studies 
is to be included, as well as cost information per student. 

7. Hypothe~is to be Tested 

If this is considered an experimental program, decide the hypothesis that will be tested. 

FORM NO. 26 
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l · ·1 ~ UNIVERSITYOFMINNESOTA 
"T:<J~ j ; TWIN CITIES 

Section II 

Program Title: Master of Arts in Russian 

1. Summary Description of Program 

Department of Slavic Languages 
253 Elliott Hall 
75 East River Road 
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455 

Proposed is a Master of Arts in Russian which is intended to provide 
students in the program with a deeper knowledge of the Russian language, 
literature and culture than it is possible to acquire in the undergraduate 
curriculum. In addition, students are to learn the basic techniques of 
research in the field. The program is modeled after such standard programs 
offered in recognized institutions of higher learning in the United States. 
The heart of the program is a curriculum, most courses of which are already 
offered by the Department, supplemented by a required reading list. ~·1ost 
students are expected to follow Plan B (42 credits) although Plan A (30 
credits plus thesis) will be available. Successful completion of a written 
examination (three hours) and an oral examination (one hour) are required._ 

Applicants to the program are expected to have completed the B.A. with 
a Russian major (or its equivalent) with an average grade point of 8+ in the 
major and B in other academic course work. With an average of five students 
to be accepted annually, the estimated maximum of approximately fifteen 
students will be reached by the third year of operation. Applicants must 
demonstrate an acceptable level of competency in the Russian language and 
a basic acquaintance with Russian literature for acceptance to the program. 
Promising applicants with minor deficiencies may be admitted conditionally 
with stipulation that such deficiencies be remedied within a short period 
of time. 

The Department has long offered a graduate minor and is staffed by 
sufficient qualified academic personnel already experienced in most aspects 
of teaching and examining candidates for advanced degrees. Introduction of 
an M.A. program can provide graduate teaching assistants to teach lower 
level undergraduate language courses thereby freeing present regular staff 
now employed in these courses to devote a greater proportion of their efforts 
towa~d the graduate program. The Department presently has 1 FTE which can 
be used for teaching assistantships and at least 1 more FTE for this purpose 
vmuld be desirable. Present library holdings are considered to be sufficient 
for the M.A. and continued funding for acquisitions at the oresent level should 
be adequate for maintenance of the program's needs. No additional equipment, 
space, support personnel are required. Other than the initial and subsequent 
advertising of the program, no other major program-related expenses are 
anticipated. 
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2. N.eed for the Program 

With expanding commercial and governmental ties with the Soviet Union 
(recent U.S. Department of Commerce estimate of over 600 American companies 
now doing business with the USSR), there is a growing need in both the 
private and public sector of the American economy for individuals who have 
a good command of the Russian language and know the Russian culture. Because 
of the nature of the Russian language, American students of Russian normally 
do not attain the degree of competency in the undergraduate program reached 
by their peers who study the West European 1 anguages \'lhi ch are more closely 
related to English; study beyond the four years of the B.A. is necessary 
for a substantial command of the Russian language. 

Although the current decline in employment opportunities in academia 
has not left the Russian field completely untouched, comparatively few 
individuals with advanced degrees in this area do not find jobs teaching 
since enrollments in Russian programs have not plummeted to the extent of 
French, Spanish, and German with the abolishment of the language require
ment in many institutions of higher learning. Relatively few students who 
go on to the Ph.D. in the field and pursue employment as teachers vigorously 
do not find jobs. 

Despite the fact that graduate degrees in Russian have never been offered 
at the University of r~innesota, the Department of Slavic and East European 
Languages annually already received many more inquiries about such study 
than the number of students expected to be admitted to the program. 

It is anticipated that the same care and attention that has resulted 
in the University of ~·1innesota•s reputation for quality undergraduate 
education in the field can be applied in the proposed M.A. program. 

3. ~1i s s ion 

Russian is the only major European language without a graduate program 
at the University of Minnesota. Despite the importance of this language in 
terms of number of speakers, contributions to literature, science and the 
arts, it is underrepresented as a member of the University community. A 
graduate program in· Russian can effectively contribute to the intellectual 
cross-fertilization of the University of ~1innesota, the Twin City area and 
the state. 

There is no graduate degree program in any Slavic language in institu
tions of higher learning in the state of Minnesota, despite the strong Slavic 
heritage of a large proportion of the citizens of the state. 

4. Comparative Program Analysis 

No graduate degree program in Russian is offered in the state of 
Minnesota although some ten colleges and universities teach the language 
and culture at the undergraduate level. The only graduate program of 
substance west of Minnesota is found on the West Coast (U. of Washington, 
U. of California) and to the south only Kansas and Texas offer well-known 
advanced degrees. The University of Iowa offers a M.A. in Russian which 
is considered considerably weaker than those mentioned above. 
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5. Duplication 

No duplication within the state occurs. The location of the University 
of Minnesota in a metropolitan area provides more ooportunities for cultural 
and economic contact than other programs most of which are located in small 
college towns. The addition of an M.A. program to a strong Minnesota under
graduate program is likely to develoo a stronger graduate component than is 
the case in many other established graduate programs in other states. 

6. Cost/Benefit 

Because of the existing facilities and staff, the cost of a graduate 
program would be insignificant in comparision to such establishment at most 
other institutions of higher learning. The benefits to the University of 
Minnesota and the local and state community can be extensive. The 
possibility for r·1innesota students to enroll in a graduate program in 
their home state and the advantages that a prestigious institution such as 
the University of Minnesota and the metropolitan community offer should 
be a drawing point for both in-state and out-of-state students. 
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Supplementary note: M.A. in Russian 

Tile ProposF~d Prooram 

For the first three years of the rrogram, it is expected that some 

five students wi 11 be accepted annually. After such an introductory 

period a maximum of fifteen active students should be maintained until 

a thorough review of the program can be undertaken, presumably approx

imately five years after the program has been in force. 

Those who will be accepted into the program must prove a competency 

in comprehension of spoken f~ussian,aswell as inspeaking, readingandwriting 

Russian equivalent to that of at least a "B" student who has completed 

the [3.A. Russian major program at the University of t1innesota. In the 

initial stages of the program testing will he done by members of the 

Department teaching advanced undergraduate levels of the R0ssian languag~. 

Later, the ETS Graduate ReacJinCJ Examination in Russian may be required 

as part of the screening process. In addition, an incoming student is 

expected to have a basic knowledge of Russian literature to be verified 

by having passed at least two courses in Russian literature at the under

graduate level with a "!3'' or better. Applicants v1ho may have acquired 

such an ucquaintance vlith Russian literature throu(]h infor-mal study 

will have their knowledge tested. Promising applicants who may be 

slightly deficient in any of the above areas may be accepted with the 

uncJerstanding that such deficiencies be remedied vJithin the first tvJO 

quarters of residence. 

All applicati~ns will be screened by a Departmental Graduate Admissions 

Committee chait'ecl by the Oirector of Graduate Studies. It will be the 

duty of said committee to select the best from the pool of applicants with 

standards of at least an average grade of "B" in overall undergraduate 

record and "[3+" in all courses in Russian language and literature. 
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Students accepted into the program may select to pursue either a 

literature or a linguistics emphasis in the M.A. program. Although the 

Plan A option will be available for unusual cases, it is anticipated 

that most students will follow the Plan R route. As is the case in any 

standard M.A. in Russian program in American universities, students who 

elect one emphasis will be required to have a basic knowledge of the non

emrhasized area. Questions on the latter will be included in the examin

ations administered for the degree. 

A minimum of two quarters in residence in the program will be 

required. Since even the most able students do not acquire a proficiency 

in the Russian language equivalent to those in \·lest European languages try-

the completion of the undergraduate major in most institutions, the t·1.A. 

in Russian normally requires approximately four full quarters of course 

1·1ork for completion. HovJever, course work can be completed in three 

quarters, although this is not recommended. (Sample program attached.) 

Comprehensive examinations vJill be offered ti~Iice annually, during 

the Fall and Spring Quarters, in time sufficient to meet deadlines for 

graduation during the respective quarter. Such comprehensive examinations 

will include a written part approximately three hours in length and an 

oral component, to be taken before'a committee after successful completion 

of the written examination. The oral examination will be approximately 

one hour in length. In the examinations the student will be tested not only 

on materials covered in courses taken but will also be held responsible 

for a required reading list. (Sample reading lists attached.) 
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.1\. curious myopia concerning the Slavic v1orlci 21nd its cultur0. 
has prevailE;d in the l·!estem l·!Orld for many cen-::uri2s. Th·is luck 
of knm1ledge and interest h.::is heen given n:any e>:cuscs including 
t h e i n h e r en t i n con: p r e h :2 n s i b i 1 it y o f a corn p l c t e l y a l i e n c u lt u r "' , 
the difficulty of attaining cmipet~'ncy in the lan~JUC1SJ2, the paucity 
of s·ignificc.nt contrtbutions to \·Jorld culture, and others. Only 
v1ithin the last quartet' of 0 century, v1ith the rise of the Soviet 
Union as a second world power, has a significant sector of the 
Pr:'.crican scholarly conHmmity turned serious attrnticn to the study 
of this lJnc!, its pt.:oples and its culture. Thr: r:ussian laneJuagc 
is already established as the second langu~gc of science in the 
v1orld anc! it is either· thr. n<1tivc lcmguage or required of the more 
tf"Jnn 250 million in!labitcnts of the Sov1ct lJnion. Today mor~ than 
18 million individuals in (',7 countries clbroctcl c.re stuc~yinq Russian. 

f{ us s i an l i t c r a t u r :> h 2 s g i v c~ n t :12 \ 1 o r l c! a r i c h f u11 d o f or i ~ i rn 1 , 
crcativr.; ancl endurins 11od:s. llne cannot spook of outstan(lin!J fig-
ures in V/Grlcl literatui·e ':rithout ·incluclinsl such nc:w:o.s ns Oostocvsky, 
Tolstoy, Chef'./10v. T!1cy i\re just a fc1.·1 of tire crec1tors oF the sub-
stantial heritacJe ';Jhich n.ussi2n literature has qivc·n the '.-Jorlcl. 
r·Jany pt~or~inent 11l'iters from other Ctilturcs hu 1JC' acknO':JlecJCi2d llieir 
dd1t to the f(ussian mi1sters. In aclcJit·ion to Pussian li.tcri'lrJ fiCJurcs 
i1nd their I'IOl'kS \·!llich arc: v1r.ll knmm thrOtrqhouL th~ \'ICH'lcl, thrrc arc~ 
n1;.;,ny others vthose literury contributions, thoug1i significant, an: 
still .little knm·1,1 outs·idc specidl izcd scholarly circles. 

In turn, Russ ian l i tc:rary cul turc hils been infl uenu~cJ hy other 
literatures and philosorhies. Ibsen, Cioc~thr, Schiller, Cyrcn, 
Voltain;, ~\neterlinck, P.ousseau·, to name a very fev;, huve lcfttheir 
mark on the clevelor1ment of Russii'lll literature. Study of tilf:se int·.er·-
rclationships also reC]uires the attention of the scholar. 

R•Jssia's literary contributions are not only \·Jorthy und clesrrvin~J 
of study in their o~m rigllt, but tf1::-y have also left their imprint 
in other areas of cu-lture. ~,1usic ovn:s Jn outstcuiclinCJ portion of its 
repertory to Russidn literary inspiration and thcnJC"s; 1'/0rlcJ the2tre 
relics heavily on tlv:. 1·1od:s of Chc~UJOv, Tur~]cnev, Corki, Gogol, and 
nm1 is being extended to oUwr Russian playvn-ights; the intrinsic 
study of litr.rJturc of the f\rssic.:n FomJlist School.has bc'ell serninJ·I 
·in the dc'lt:loprr:2nt nf modern literary criticisr,l. 



Althou(l much has been v1ritten, especi0lly on nineteenth centLH'Y 
Russian literature, there is still much to be done evrn in this ~ell-
kno\lll area. The rich fund of 1 iterJture of the Russian Silver .llqe 
(early twentieth century) has only very recently attracted the j~sti
fied attention of the scholarly world. Even less has been done in 
the pre-nineteenth century period. Archives arc being uncovered and 
scrutinized, analyses are being made, and new facts and evJluations 
of the treusure of Russian literature offer excitinl] vistas to the 
scholor and the layman, alike. 

As is to be expected, the greatest attention to Russian liter
ature is found in the Soviet Union. Unfortunately, because of the 
restrictions of the doctrine of Socialist Realism and the political 
philosophy of the state, many areas of both past and pl'esent R.ussian 
literture cannot be treated by Soviet scholars or ~ust he handled in 
the specific 1•1C\y required by the state. As a consequence, \-!estern 
scholars have an even greater responsibility toward the study of 
Russian literature than they have toward most other literatures. 

It has become increasingly clear th:J.t the United States and 
the Western world can no longer ignore the Soviet Union. Growinq 
cul tura 1 and con:merci a 1 ties require r:ore and more knov;l cd0e of -
that nation and its peoples. Just as no nation can he divorced 
from its past, so, too, the study of Pussian literature JncllanglldCJe 
can give added dimension to our understanding of tl1e people and their 
culture. 

v!ith the expansion of trr~de Rnd incre<lsed cultut"al contacts \lith 
the Soviet Union in recent years, the need for i ndi vi dun.l s v1i th train
ing beyond the undergraduate level has risen significantly. Business 
and industry in the state of J1innesota ~as rlayed a vety active part 
in the heightened interchange be.b'iP.en the US Sf{ and the LIS. Those 
involved in these dealings are becoming 111ore and 1iiore conscious of 
the fact that success in such endeavors is dependent, in large part, 
on knm·ting the system, the culture, the psychology of the people, and, 
of course, having a sufficient command of the Russian language. 1\t 
a recent conference held at Bryn ~1avw College, Ja~:esJl. Giffin, 
president of Agmco International, ~everal times repeated the need for 
funerican staff who understand the Russian language and the Soviet 
people for the completion of successful negotiations. Another speaker', 
Serge Levitsky of Chase \lorld Information Corp. statt:cl: 

... You n:ay not need a knm·llr,,clge of history, a knmv
ledge of philology or philosophy to ne~]Otiate. flmJever, 
once you have the profess·ional knov1ledge of nesJotiating 
and once you know what you are negotiating about, 
knowledge of Russian history and of Pussiah literatur2 
is very helpful because it v1ill qet you much far·tlwr: 
and it \Fill actually qet you involved in private, 
i n f o nn a 1 con v e r s a t i on s and me e t i n q s . Yo l1 may LH' i n --
vitecl perhilps so1::e plac(~ outsiL10 of i!oscm·/ for 0 ,.,,,lk 
through the v1nods v1ht:re t llny vii ll ask you qLJes ti on·:; 
about the'· Llnitr>c\ States :,ncl so fm·th. lt. is fl til'lr 



for privutc discussion. The So,Jict·:; arc qui !:e 
impressed by peopl~ v1l10 are interesled in their 
culture beccwse too many f\meri can bus i nessmrn 
go there just to makE~ a dc:ul and leave in~med-
iately aftenlurds. The Soviets have contel\lpt 
for this kind of attitude, and usually such 
businessmen have problems in the future signing 
completed contre.cts because the Russ·ians 1 ike to 
be likr.d ... (p. 24, Selected. Papers of the Seminar
!lor~~- ~Russian for ?usin~ss _9nd the 1\cad"'!mic 
Curriculum. [;ryn t12l\·lr College, 19/5). 

P<l~JU J 

Giffin sees a greatly expanded need for people who ciln provide thr 
support and logistics necessary to execute nu~r:erous projects v1hich 
have been accepted by the Soviet Union in recent times. 

According to Mr. William Thorn of the U.S.S.R. Affairs Division 
of the U.S. Department of Com~erce, who addressed students at the 
University concerning job possibilities in government and in the pri
vate sector, some 10 111ajor governm~:>ntal agencies rc:>quire personnel 
\v it h k n o:.1l e d g e o f t h e S o v i e t f i e l d 2. n d t h e R u s s i a n lil n g u a g 2 a n d o v e r 
60il P·merican firms have trade relations vrith the Soviet Union. It is 
clear that such contacts bet1·1een the U.S. i1nd the U.S.S.f~. are an 
ongoing operation. 

Resources 

The undergraduute major in R.us sian at the University of t·1i nnesola 
has been availab-le since 1956. Courses in russian lJnCJUCl~Je and liter
ature had been taught for at least the decade preceding and courses in 
Polish and Serbo-Croatian hilve bf~en offered since ,th(~ 1950's. DurinCJ 
recent years, the quality of this program has impioved and is generally 
considered to be one of the stronger undergraduate Slavic progrJms in 
the country. Enrollments in Slavic language classes at Minnesota far 
exceed thosr. of all but a hancl ful of otht?t' programs in the U.S. In its 
offerings, the Department provides an element of each of the .major 
branches of the Slavic language faini'ly--Russian for [ast s·lavic, Polish 
for West Slavic, and Scrbo-Croatian for South Slavic. Minn~sota stud2nts 
of these languuges are regularly selected by national competition to 
study the respective languages Jnd cultures· in tile home countri(~S. During 
the present term alone, five students are studying in special progr(uns 
in the Soviet Union, a recent graduate is serving as a guide for an 
official USIA exhibit touring the Soviet Union, and son:e ten more students 
Vlill be going to the U.S.S.R., Poland, ancl YulJoslavia on (l[Jprovrci pro
grams. nany t·linnesota students also toke part ·in specic.l ·intensive 
sumner language programs at other institutions in the United States 
v1ith e1emplary success. Students v1ho have gone on froi;l '·1innesotil to 
outstanding Slavic gt'acluate progrnms in the country have been unJnir:m1s 
in their confidence in the troinirHJ they rec:c'iv;~d as unclr~rgraduotes 
v!hich is an important factor in their successful qr.tduatc v10rk .. 

',:, 



Oesritr. the merits Of Slavic lan:juag?s and litr_'ratures as a firlcl 
of study, the on-going importance of the Slavic world; and the established 
quality of the undenJracluatc program, Slavic is the only major cultural 
area at the University of ~innesota which does not ofFer an advanced 
degree in languages and literature. This imbalance clearly leaves its 

·mad; on the intellectual cross-fertilization essential to an institution 
of the stature of the University of Minnesota. 

Within the state of Minnesota, alone, there is a nucleus of some 
ten institutions of hiuher lenrning \·lhich teach Russian. Fou( of thc~se 
provide an undergr·aduate major in the languo.ge and severfll offer instruc
tion in other Slavic languaoes, as \'Jell, yet no gt·aduate prograr:1 in 
Russian is available at any instHuti.on of higher learning in the state. 

In the gn~ater nm·thv1est area there is no graduate Slavic progl·arn 
v.-est of ~lisccnsin (v1r1ich offers a '.·Jeaker unclet·graduate Russian mujol') 
to the University of Washington. To the south, the only such graduate 
program, other than a full Ph.D. degree offering at the University of 
Texas, is a nev1, limited t·1.f,. offered at the Univ,~rsity of Iov1a, 'tlhose 
undergraduate program does not have the reputation of 11innesota' s, and 
whose staff is approximately half the size of that at our University. 

The Department of Slavic and East European Lan0uages at the 
University of ninnesota has long offered 2 gradu0te minor in Russian 
literature~. Students v1ho ha,;e tal:en this option come horn a va.rity 
o f d i s ci p l i n e s : Corn p n r a t i v c L i t f: r a t u r e , E d u c a t i on , Li b r a r·y S c i e n c e , 
Theatre, the Social Sciences, Music, and other language and literature 
departments. Enrollment in courses currently offered at the <JiaduJtc 
level in the Department includ2 a nur:~her of g1·aduate stud~nts in ac'di
tion to the annual avel"clCJe of some ten \·iho choosr: Russic.n literc1ture 
as their minor field. (Enrolln:ent figur·es for 5000 level courses for 
the years 1971-76 an; attached. ti.G. Exce;rt for Directed R2adings, 
past courses 1·1ith an enrollt:;ent h~lm1 five students v1ere mainly those 
taught by a ~e~ber no longer on our faculty.) Despite the fact that 
the University of i·1innr:sotu has never had a graduate pro~p·am in Russia:1, 
the Departm2nt receives so;ne 10-15 ir~quiries annually from students 
interested in pursuing graduate study in that field at our university. 

The current staff of tile Dr.partr.'ent is sufficiently capable, both 
in nu111bers and in academic pn:pariJ.tion, to mount an Jl.f,. pl·ogt·am in 
Russian. Of the eight regular members of the professional staff, six 
ha';e held the Ph.D. for a number· of yec1rs and a seventh \'Jill be at·fiWdect 
the doctorate during the pre-sent ac0dcmic yecu·. The eighth, a native:~ 
speaker holds a degree from a Soviet institution of hi9her learning 
and an {\Gleri can t1 .. n.. f\ ninth position \·lh i ell can be used for teaching 
assistants is currently filled by a recent emigre from the Soviet Union 
\'I i t h a d c g r e e from a So v i e t u n i v e r s i t y 011 c\ t e a c h i n g e x p e r i e n c e b o t h i n 
that country and here in the United States. Minnesota has on its staff 
one of a very few Ph.D.'s in South Slavic Languages and Literatures in 
the country. All of the stilff \'Jho i:tre r.lisible ha~e taught 500Cl level 
coul·ses, have sat on grodUc"l te £::<~a1~1i ni ng cotmni ttees and have been 
readers for 8. !\. Honors and graduate theses. 



Eccausc: of lhe lilck of a !Jr<Hiuatn. rrra.]or anJ sLudctlls 1·d~n cculd 
scrve··as teaching assistants, the full profe~;sionJl staff has h~rn 
o!Jliged to teach all levels of langucJrJe study as \1<.:11 as specialized 
courses in their area of competrnce. A.lthou~h ~·12 consider lctn(}UCl(le 
teaching of ir1portc.~nce and prefer thut our stuff be involvrd in 
teaching both language and specialized areas, the n~cessity of manning 
lm·1er level langua9e courses. 1·1hich,in other departrr.c::nts, are usually 
taught by graduate assistants, prevents the staff from a realization 
of its full polential. 

Present library holdings are already sufficient for the basic 
~1./\. pro~Jrarrl. Continued finoncial support for' acquisitions, at least 
at. the past level plus allm·1ance fo\' rise in cost, should be adcqu2.te 
to meet the ongoing needs of an n.J\. program. Our present holdings 
include well over 50,000 volumes in Russian and more than 5,001 in 
Russian linguistics, not to count the considerable nu:r:ller avoilable 
in microfiche and microform. (f3reakdm·m on -library holdings attuched.) 

Annually, the Depart~rnt regularly offers so~e 15 courses at the 
graduate (5000) level, plus a "Dinxted Re~tdings 1 ' courses availuble 
each quarter. These al\'eacJy pr,ovicle a sound core for cHI il./\. degree 
program. Very few additional courses would be needeJ and these could 
easily be staffed 1·1ith rresrnt departr~ent fllei;rhrt··s. The only essent-ial 
course not nm1 available, v:hich v1ould te reCJuirc:d of an r1.f'.. candic!<ltco:;, 
is a pro-seminar in bibl-iograrhy and net:lwc\s oF rE'scJrch. The [\:~nartrG('nl: 
has a '1Topics 1

' course ruhric r:1hich provides adclitionol flexibility to a 
graduate program, especially important in its initial stages. 

The Pronoscd ProqrCim 

Annually, for the~ first three years of the r3rograr:J, a maximur;] of 
five stuc!r~nts \voulc! be iJ.cccrtcd ·into the n.A. pro0rr1rn to reach a total 
of fiftcc~n maximur:-1 cnrollnJcnt. All cl[}plicants \•/ould be expc~ctt'd to 
have a cor: :111 an cJ o f t 11 c R. us s i an 12 WI u c:: ~W ( cor., rn-e: 1 c n S'i on o f s p ok c n R us s i a n ; 
speaking, reading, and \·lr'iting ability) rquival,:nt to that of at leclst 
a 11 B11 studc:nt v1ho has cornp1etecl the fLA. progr0m from our department. 
Testing of these competencies 2.nd of o basic knm·1led~1e of Russian l-iter-
ature will be administered before acceptance to candidacy. It is ex-
pected Unt incoming studc>nts \'illo r:1isht: he sl iqhtly cldicient in onr 
of the areas tc:steci may be admitted conditionally and expected to rcrr;ec!y 
this lack before official acceptance into r,hc progr2n. In the initic~l 
stC~gcs of tile proljrarn, tile Grud'Jnte Rf:cuJinn ExJr:rin<ltion in russ-ion 1'1ill 
not be required; ho•:1ever, this may be incl~ded as a requirc1112nt sub
sequently. 

Cc<ndidates may sclr.ct either c liter<Jtun: or <t linDuistics 
errphasis for tr1e rl.J\. in l{ussian. 1\lthotiCJil U1c Pl21n ;\option \·rill be 



available for unusual cases, it is anticipated tint rcost students \'till 
be on the Plan 8 route. r.s in any stanclud t1,r ... r1·oorarn in f\J,rricC\n 
universities, canclidatcs v1ho elect onf~ of the er:ohast_~s \Jill be required 
to have a basic knmtlcdge of the non-etrr:ll1asized arecL 

Since even th~ most able students do not acquire a proficiency in 
the Russian lanCJUilge equivalent to t1ose in \·!est Eut·openn lan<]UaeJes by 
the end of the unden~racluate major, the :1.!'\. in r:ussii1n normally requir2s 
at 1r.etst four full quartl?rs of course 1·1ork for cor,pl~tion. Hm·Jever, 
course vtork can be con1plete in three qua1·ters, although this is not 
recommended. (Sa1nple program attached.) · 

Cor:1p r"ehens i ve exa~i nations 'tli ll be offered tl'ti ce annually, dut·i ng 
the Fall and Spring Quarters in tin~e sufficient to rreet deadlines for 
graduation during the respective quarter. Such comprehensive examina
tions will include a written part approxi~ately three hours in length 
and an oral co~ponent, to be taken.after successful completion of the 
1·1ritten examination, of approxir,ately one: hour in lGngth. In the 
examinations, the student will be tested not only on materials covered 
in courses taken but will also be held rcsronsibl~ for a required 
reading list. (Sample reading lists attached.) 

Costs 

As indicated in the foregoing, neither costs for staffin~ nor for 
libt'ill"Y acquisitions n2NI si~:n"ificant increJse to r1ountan (1./\. p1·ogram 
in r.ussian. One FTE line item is already available for· tee~ching assist
antships. At least one more FTE for this pur~ose ~ould be desirable. 

Th~ picture in terms of costs and productivi:tY of the Department of 
Slavic and East Eurooean LatHJllages vis a vis the College of Liberal r·rts 
as a 1tlhole can be seen as a healthy one. 8elo':l are C]iven selected 
pertinent items taken from the depart~ental data sheets for 1975-76 • • 
compiled by the College: 

Total expenditures 

t~c a denri c bud tJe t 

Total students registered 

5000 level registration 

Individualized coursr 
SClCJn 1 eve 1 

Total CLA 
units ihclucled 

37 

37 

37 

37 

36 

32 

Rcmking of 
Depa rtr.;ent 

3~ 

33 

27 

34 

32 

21 

<If'~ --~-. 

~--. 
·~~ 



Budgeted Student 
Credit Hours 

SCH 5011) level 

Ins.tructor credit hours 

ICH 5f}J0 level 

najors (jr.+sr.) 
(fr.+soph.) 

rlo. of degrees il\'/arded 

Bachelors 

Total CU'\ 
units incluclcd 

37 

35 

37 

3~ 

32 
33 

3Ll 

32 

Rankin~; of· 
Ocr a l·tmen t 

33 

33 

23 

31 

25 
23 

31 

26 

Additional data on undergrJduate level courses indicating an even 
more favor2.b.le ranking have not be2n included here. 

The Depal'tment of Slavic and East Euror.:::CJn Lrwgu;H1es hils been 
ready for sor:12 time to ernbe1rk on an >1.!\. prografll in f1.ussiun and is 
currently fully prepared to cio so. Such a program, ~e believe, will 
enrich the nepartment, the College and the University. It can pro-
vi de a needed di rrens -jon to the: ecluca ti onal profile of the state. 1\ 
groduate dec1ree in f\ussian at the University cf ~·,innt:sota, one of the 
fe~ major midwestern universities located in a 3arge urban tenter, 
can be esp2cially attractive to ahle students l'tith lir'litP.d financial 
r:12ans since it offers considerably ~reater orportunities for self
support than can be found at sister institutions situated in "colleQe" 
tm·rns. \·:ith thr~ sar11e care and attention that has cr.r:n devoted to 
developing the unclergrccrJuate progr2m, a 11as ter of /\rts degree in 
P:.ssian ':thich v1ill take its ricrhtful place alongside such pro0rar:r:. 
ir1 other units of the Univers-ity can be pr·ovided. 

·. ··~ 

' .. -. 



l\!.l.dC),m!•nt 1[ 

tiastcr of Arts in r.ussian l'rogr<im Tjtlc: ---------------------------·-----------------------------------

~h.:_::d -~Cl_~ _ _!~_l!_E2_f'_£ '?'1_r~_n2: Un cc t'~J r ad L! Cl t E P.us s i an pro 9 rams arc o F fore cl at a number of 
rlinn~'sota colleges but no graduate rro!Jrar.l is available in the state. Alrnost no 
such progrc:ms exist bct'.·Jeen i1innesota ond the llrst Coast and :1inncsota and Tr:xas. 
Slavic s.tudics is still a gr01·1ing f·icld 1·1ith rich oprm-tunities for scholarly 11ork. 
Expanding relations \'lith tile ussr \'Jill require increasing nurnhers.of knO\•Iled•;jeable 
f~.r;1erican p:::rsonnel. There is a substantia-l void in the intellectual life of a 
univers-ity v!hich does not giv~ full representation to the study of Slrtvic larwua0es 
and literatures. 

y_i_Er~-~-u £E?_r_~ i_ng_Q_c:_t_a -~? __ ~:-~-~~[)~_i_~ b__t:_t15,_:~_J·~~;_c!: 
Letters from other units at the University support an n.A. prol]rarn in Russiar;1. 
Statements from leading fi!]un:s in J\merican business emphasize the neeJ for 
plcrsonnel ':lith a substantial command of the Russian lanCJu,Jqe and a finn kno•.t
l~dgc of Russian literature and culture. 

Proaram Ohiectives: 
----- ---' -------· ------ - ----------

Advanced .preparation i11 Russian lan~uage and literature of respectable 
a cad c lid c qua 1 i t y . ~ 

S:~n_!:_~r:t:._ _o __ ~ _ _!:_~1e> _T_r:_C?5Jr_<t~: 

Course I·JOrk, papers and examinutions su-itc:ble for such a progr·Jm. 

!.:~:]'~~'!_ <:r_l_'-1_ ]'yp-::_y_f __ s_t_uc1_':'!1 ~_s ___ !~o -~1_9 __ _5_~, _r_':'!'~~: .1\c!mi s s ion of no rM re t h 2n f i ve 
students urliHJJlly over J three yeat· rcr·iocl to re<ldl a max'ir:lll:ll of fiftec~n. 
S t u d en L: s a r c r: x n e c t e d to h a v r II a cl t 11 e e q u i v il 1 en t o f a n u n cl r r 9 r· iH lu il t r rn il .i o r 
in f:ussii'ln of the? stilncL!rJs of U1f~ pror1rc~r;i c:1t tile llnivl:rsity of ~liniF'sot,:. 
S tuci·:n Ls fron1 a nat i on-l'!i r}' pool l:o be~ sr~ l ec ted. 



. ... . _,._ ... ~.. .. . .... -:. ~ ·. 

: l u 1111l c r _il r~~l __ 'l )' l' l~~ ~'! _?_U.!~ 1~· r1 L ~~-~·_o -~_) ~~-- _S ~:·_r vcr~ .LLv_c __ Yl'_cl r s __ /\ f_! ~~ !: __ _!::!~ c· _ _I~1c:: l' t_i_?_n __ _c ~ 
t }w l' roc J t:_<_l!n.: 

/Is fill'S ciS cr1n ue clt~torrrlinccl, h;_lsically U1•' san''~ as tho:;c aclrnitlc,cl in the 
initial sla9r.s of the progr'i.1m at tho estir·.atccl rraximum of fifteen. 

Relolion:;hip of the Pro.eo,;ed Pro<Jram to Existing Pront·ams at the Offerinq 
-·- ---· -·- ------.. --------·-~-----· --------· --------·----- ___ c._ _______ _...!. _______________________ ~ .. --.._ 

Institution: 

It v:oul d be a ·strong componcn t of· the Con~pfl rat i ve Literature P rograr1 and a 
significant supplement to graduntc \·;od: in other lanquuge ~1nd li lcro.ture 
departments, linguistics, ancl the social sciences. 

~e l.:J_~-~~~~E~~~p _<?~ __ !=_h~ __ £._r_9pcl:;_c_~--~E<::l~Lr:_a~_t:_()·_.~n__y __ _Qt:_r1 e_E_~-~~i 1_~~ I: rOCJE._~-s -~-f ~-'-:.!::.~-~ 
in the State in Both Public 2nd Private Instituti.on::;: 
No othe;-p~~g-;:.~~--;T-this--ki~-i-s~ffer-ed at-i;n~,--insiTtution. !\number of 
state undergraduate programs lend strong support to the establish~ent of 
such a program.' 

Additional Faculty t·lem"tlers Nef~dcd During the First Year of OweL'Jtion: 
---~-:-----· --~ ·----·------ ------------------:- --------·-· ·--·--·---- --~---·........!·--~--- -·-

ilone 

1 FTC for T.!\. 1 s; none oth>:>r expected. 

Ecl_ui;:ment \·ihich \·/ill be ilceclcd to Initiate the ProcJr<,m: -· --·-------·~------------·---------- ------·--------------··--··-------· ··--- --··-

rlOne 

~_q_l~L!-'!n_e!l_~ l_c=_~d~~c1 __ [)_L]_r_i~_9 __ t~te: ___ ~~~~~-.:::.Y e_a_r=_ -~_E;~_i_::?_d _0_~ ~ c_r:_.I -~-s I ~t_c:~'F~i_o n : 

r·!one . 

!!1e_!!~rJ-~_c~ti_c.'.n ___ o_f __ Arly_ 1\clclitional. Laboratory LH:i litir·:; H<·eclccJ to Init:iilte 
·------· ·-- ---- -·-··------------·--· .... _______ . --·- ----··--- ------ -------- --·---------~- --·-

!!1_f;' __ P_£_~'_C] 1,:~1!~: 
none 

!'I~c: __ ~ r~~l_i _cil t ion ~_f_l\ny __ [lc;cli t i ()11.\ 1_ T dlr •n r z·~l?J::'/ _ _1-~_,1_r: i l i. tit: s 11 t.' '~' c1r•d [) 11 r i nq t h c 
l'ivl'-Ycilrl't·r_iod_[lftcr_I_t.·._Iotc:t')>l icu1: --·--------~-· ··· -~ - ·· -- · 

r!onr 



-].: 

I\ SPC'cific Jnrlic<;t~on Uut I~>:i~;tinq Lih~·ary lln1dinq:; <tnr1 tlte Cur-rent Lcvr·l of 
- -- __ .. • ••• • • --··-·-·-···- -----·•······ ·•· -·-- •·----- -- ··-- -· ---' -·- • • • - ·-···-· --·--------··-- L--~--······-·-·------ ·-•------ --------

Sunr>Ot"t \-Jill be: ~~uffic.icl\l to Estahli:;h and 1\;tint:.!in the new Pco'TCd''t or Zln 

~;~'t.j!~~~<~=~~Ct-},~-- ;,~~li_-~Ei~~~~ i _c:c;;-t '?I_~~~~-:-~, in)---~T~l~ii_~~ t_=Q~~r: d ri,~j !~J~ET_i~l~);--~9-
~i t_2_'t~~}~~-!Y'E~:_f11_: 

Current holdings sufficient to start the basic progrc1m; an increase in the 
budi]ct Of a[)proximatcly $10,000 spread 0'/Cl~ l\'10 years, preferably durinq 
tile first ye(1rs of tlw program should maintain a viable collection. -

Tot~_l_T:.~-~_i_!l<l t ~c"!-~o:::; ts ~!:_~~-S_9l:~~ i ~;l2_i ng_t:_he _!'_r:<:J_q r_am Tn i~ i e111 y: 

$300-$400 for preparation and dissemination of publicity ~aterials. 

Yc;u· Basis: 

None anticipated. 

None 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
APPHOVt.L CERTIFICi'\TIOl~ ADDITIO!JAL APPP.OV.t,LS (as appropriate) 

---------------------"!---------·-:__------~-----.,..-----

------------------------
( [)[,.J n) 

( V i c c r r e s i cl c n t 1 

l1cademic 1\[f,,irs) 

(Date) 

.. 

( D.::1 Lc) 

(Dean, Gradu~te School)- ( DLl·te) 

(Vice Pre~-;iclcnt, 

Admini~trative Operations) 

( V i c c P r c s i cl c: n l 1 

Hec1lth Sciences) 

. (Date) 

Pre] iminary HcvieH by Regents.: 

Fir~t Heading hy Cl\C: 
(D;tlc) 

Seconcl H('.td i I\Cj by CT1C: 

( D.t tc) 
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i I 'l l~ ! UI'IIVEFlSITY OF MINNESOTA 

; J .. i 1 TV/IN ClfiES 
Grauu:1te School 
Cc!llJfJdr,~:tn.:e lJtt·!r,JhJre Pro[_~ratn 
Mrrrnt:<Jpolrs, l.lrnnesota 55·15:J 

I)rofc :'1Sor· ,\drC!le DtJil_chcn1;:o 
!J2p:ll:~~nr=:nt o:f .3la:·ric L"i.rl_':';uagc;G 
25J Elljott Eall 

.iJea.I:-- .r\dcle, 

r a:n ple::~_::-;.:=;c:l to b-3 able to . ..,rj_te a Jetter in 
SU2'J_!10rt or youc. p~·opo::::ed ;·.;:A. ?:'J___';!.'Cl;':l in c)l.J.Vic 

Lan,·ua :-c;:::. ·.re l.n Co,:..-r"larat_-:tve .Ll ter;OtGUX'E:. havc3 lon~ 
__, '-' 11 1 t.r· .~. c· -

f c-l t tho n r.; e cl f o r:~cx t <::' t!clo d -nro ,c !:'c'lT: 8 in !'rL.l '/ _i_ c, (' ........ _,...__, i» 

c ~3pc c i ~-1.lly ::u.s s _;__ :·d,, and fo:c i. :~c r.e .l~>c: J o [ fc; r i i1..:~ ::; • 

·~Pit:: :1. fC'.t of <:".J.r st~_t:1cnts ltc.'.Ve CXIP'C;>::;,"'d irtt,~r
~st, 0\rr_:;l_, th'2 ;';'·::!~.lr:::;, in t·1'ci.n.::; 2.'.i_VcL1tcccd. lev2l 
Slari__c ccnn,;_;,~,:;, but f..a\ro ix·r;;n \.l.~t-J.i)lC! to do ~~o b2-
c~lll.c;>:: ol' -u~o l;:-;_c!· o:L .-~.:-~ o~:;t:l.bli:3:~:2tl :~:r'acll_l(l.t.::~ Ta·o-
,~; rc;_~i·:. t __ ,JlC s t 1J ~1 :! rl t in !J~_:.y·t i c ltl :J.~, Ij.::L~:r[.~o. rlc €"~ C r~~-l'.'i-
i'.-::·rd, ':l)kl h~1.:::: 8 }-~r<o''.C ~3Uf}l! _1.;\JUY.:l:lti.'Jlt .:.'c:llo·:;:;:l:i.~!, 
1lCLS ~la.c1. to scrtJlll-i=O £:1.1JOLlt to Clr'l"'·?..rl~:c :Lor· clil~cc t·::cl 

\·iard anc1 tJllrc1cn:::;o:Jc: no~; OCll.'J IO!.' -c:-1.:~ ~-,tLdcnt, bqt, 
of cou.;.n:;c, for t<~·:? faculty ~~:; \'1211. Yew rl2Ve ::!y 
full ;::;;.ln· uortr in tbi s OiYL:c:.-t..vor, a.::~l i:f tho.:r·e ar:.? 

·'.J\..~l 7/l~~: l . 1 1\''-r~:_f.S:. , • ·1 , 

an::: ~,c;c.;:-,.,.~-~-c.·: .: ... :,:t-'_D:f \'/d:Lch ·r~r1:n~ s:.lp_::•nrl~ c·C1.!1 be-; 
tc"·l.~l~~latcd Lito act.i-on, :)J.c·.c_L~':? L;t me kr:o'::! 

l'~1ur?) Since-rely, 
--·· \" • fo ( ~G I I I~ . 

•• I I' - 'r'<l· I; I I' I 
I . • '. .·. c• '0 

'L'r·, ·1-, I •'·J '·'c.- n•·; .... \....: VG_I ..L. ·-·I. .J .,_}I 
I . 

l__;r·ofo s:--:i·.Jl."' 



I UNIVERSITY OF Ml~JNESOTA 
! . 

J ·' '1WIN CIIIE.S 

[)Pf!artmellt of Lincuistics 
!.', 2 f\ f,l,'lwr Co11rt 
Mlnn.;,Jfc'>lis, Minnesotil 55·155 

(612) 373-5769 

October 12, 1975 

Professor Adele K. Donchenko, Chain~oman 
Department of Slavic Languages 
253 Elliott Hull 

Dear Professor Donchenko: 

This letter is submitted.in support of the proposal for the establish-
. ment of a master's degree pro0ram in Slavic languages and literature. I 

have consulted \·lith other members of the Linguistics faculty on this question; 
rr~ letter is intended to reflect our collective response to the degree 
proposal. 

It seems obvious to us that the University of Hinnesota should have a 
strong graduate program in Slavic studies, along with all others of the world's 
major languages and literatures. We are not yet acquainted with the new·~ 
members of your faculty or their speci a 1 ties, nor have v1e seen your specifiC: 
curricular proposals, but v1e trust that they •trill enable you to offer appro
priate ·strengths and emphases for graduate study, including the advanced study 
of the Slavic languages which the title of the proposed degree suggests. 

As for the value of such a program to students in this department, I should 
note that all of our students are required to have considerable competence in 
one or more foreign 1 anguages. In addition, courses in the structure and/or 
history of a foreign lnnguage, offered in the language and literature depart
ments, are recommended for students in linguistics as v1ell as in our graduate 
program in English as a Second Language. Our studerjts have ·frequently 
criticized such courses, as taught in various departments, for the fact that 
they generally require little linguistic sophistication of the entering student 
and therefore fail to go beyond the rudiments in the description of the 
language. As you may kn01~, the CLA Com11ittee on Linguistic and Philological 
Studies has recommended that all such courses have as a prerequis·ite an 
introductory course in general lingu~stics. I would be pleased to learn thJt 
your program \'l'ill incorpor:-ate this recommendation, and also that all graduate 
stud2Rts in your program, as prospective language teachers, will be required 
to include a reasonable amount of graduate level study of languaSJe along v1ith 
the study of the Slavic litel·atures. 

vJe \vish you every success in the launching of a graduate degree program 
in the Slavic Department. 

BD: sci 

Sincerely yours, 
. ·./ .... ~-J3 ----£' . 

) )-t-~c.C- 1 (1-t.....- a 
Bruce T. Downing 
Chairman 
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Uf\JIVrF\SITY or- MINNESOTA De;:;e;rtrn·:-nt of Gerrn,,n 
·- 1 TWIN ClfiES 219 Foil'lt~ll fl,11l 

i\1rr·ne:~pulis, Mi11ne:sota 55·~55 

September 30, 19 76 

Professor Adele K. Donchenko 
Chairman, Department of Slavic Languages 
253 Elliott Hall 

·university of Hlnnesota 

Dear Professor Donchenko, 

In response to your letter of Sept~mber 21, 1976, I can speak for the 
faculty in saying tint this Departmc:nt \Wu]d welcome a graclu<Jte program 
in your Department. We do receive applicatior1s from student~ who are 
interested in pursu i.ng graduate studiE:s \vhich stro.dJle German and Slavic~

interests. We cannot, of course, encourage these students, because until 
now there has been no graduate prograo from the Slavic side. 

There are, of course, numerous areas in \·lhich our fields of interest 
OVL'rlap: politi.c:al ancl econc>mLc history, cultur<al history, litc:'r<llurc, 
art, music, Dncl film. Students interested in pursuing intcr--clisc.iplin:Iry 
interests in these areas 1vlll p;rcatly bcneLLL from your gr<~duatc pr·ogra;n. 

From a practical point of. vic'\v, it sc'e:Js an uncontested fact that students 
who are compe_tcnt in morl' than one discipline have a better chance of 
gettinp; a job when their gr<~duatc ~;tuclies r1rc LinisiH"d. Dt:cp~•rtw~nts of 
German and Russian o.rc surprjsingly llUileruus ancl it i~; not ur1CClfnlllon tu 
see vacancies appcarin~ which call for expertise in bot\1 areas~ 

We ,.;ish you every success in establio~hing your nclv p1~ogram. 

Sincerely yours, 

!liC:(L<-1:_-'j c:;·. 
r1 
. I 

Thomas G. Plu'il1mec 
Chair·man 

TGP/gs_l 
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i ' Ur'llVEJ~Srl Y OF Mlr~NESOTA 
_j I TWIN CI.JIES 

September 28, 1976 

Adele Donchenko, Chairperson 
Department of Slavic Lan9uages 
253 Elliott Hall 
University of Hinnesota 

Dear Adele: 

DcpJrtrn<;nt of Thcc~tre Arts 

20,3 r.1icidlr:broo"- f!CJII 
Minneapolis, Mirnwsota 55·155 

A number of our Theatre Arts graduate students take the Chekov course 
and find it most valuable. If you were to offer an M.A. in Slavic 
Languages, I assume thi·s would, eventually at least, have faculty with 
graduate s.chool status available to serve on graduate committees. This 
would be, indeed, directly beneficial to our department. 

Good luck with your application to offer the M.A. degree. 

Sincerely,,~: 

~
' y () 

J u 'dll'-lt CL~i·'-
Kennet L. Graham 
Chairman, Theatre Arts Department 

jjs 

cc: D. W. Thompson 
~len dell Josa l 
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.. ·1 '~ i ; Uf~IVERSITY OF MH'-Jf\IESOTA 
:. ·.I .J ,_; . TWI~~ CITIES 

June 28, 1976 

Professor Adele Donchenko 
Department of Slavic Languages 
251 Elliott Hall 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Dear Professor Donchenko: 

lmmisr2tion flistory Research Center 

826 flerry Street ' 
St. Paul, M1nnesota S51 H 

r· understand that the establishment of a master's program in the Slavic 
languages is currently under consideration. I v1ish to add my strong 
endorsement to this proposal. I do so first because of a firm conviction 
that the teaching and learning of foreign languages is an essential part 
of gr2duate education. Certainly in my discipline, history, the acquisiUgn 
of advanced linguistic skills is a prerequisite to effective work, except 
in the most narrovtly defined .f\nglo-AiTierican field. A master's progra~1 
inthe Slavic lanC)uages vtould hilve positive consequences for many fields of. 
graduate education. 

As Director of the Immigration History Research Center, I particularly v1elcorne 
this and any initiative v1hich upgrades the status and CJUi1lity of fot·eign 
language instruction at this un-iversity. Th·e lack of strong graduate programs 
in reli1ted lQnguages has handicapped the development of the Center's research 
program. A r!laster's prograiTl in the Sla,;ic languag2s should attract able 
graduate students who would naturally utilize the Center's Slavic collections 
in their studies and viho could also be candidJtcs for n~seJrch assistantships 
at the Center. The resources of the IIIPC are thus nilturally suppot·tive of 
a graduate program in the Slavic langUu']eS. I believe both this Center c1Tid 

your Department v10uld benefit frorn the relationship l'lhich the instir.ution of 
a rwster's program would make possible. 

With best wishes, 

Sinc~:>rely, 

~~,{~/~~~~·~/J~La~z~ 
61 ph l /. V cTJ 1 i 

rofcsso of llistory 
Dircc:_or, Immigration History Research Center 

RJ V /ba 



·DlPi\fnt1UIT OF SU\VIC AND U\ST [UFWPE!'.JI LNIGUf,GES 

Current Graduate Course Listing 

Russ 5021 Soviet Union Study Tour 

Russ 5201,5202,5203. Soviet Russian Literature in Translation (4 cr) Armes 

Russ 5204. 

Russ 5301. 

Russ 5~01. 

Russ 5403. 

Russ 5404. 

Russ SilOS. 

Russ 5407. 

Russ 5409. 

Russ 5501 

Russ 5701,702 

Russ 5704,705 

Russ 5970. 

Pl s h 5301. 

Plsh 59/0. 

Serb 5970. 

19th Century Russian Criticism (4 cr) 

Russian Poetry: 19th century (4 cr) 

Dostoevsky (4 cr ) Kulesov 

Gogol (4 cr) 

Tolstoy (4 cr) Corten 

Pushkin (4 cr) Kulesov 

Stories and Plays of Anton Chekhov in Translation. (4 cr) 
Polakie';Jicz 

The 19th-Century Russian novel (4 cr) Polakiev1icz 

Intellectual Trends in 19th Century Russia (4 cr) 

Structure of ~1odern Russian (4 cr) Sjoberg, Donchenko 

History of Russian Language (4 cr) 

Directed ReacJi ngs (1-3 cr per qtr) ~ 

Contemporary Polish Drana (4 cr) 

Directed Readings (1-4 cr) 

Directed· Readings ( 1-4 cr) 

Slav 5701-5702. Old Church Slavic. (4 cr) Sjoberg 

Slav 5900. Topics in Slavic Literature (4 cr) 



· .......... . 

Acceptance for candidacy: 

1) B.A. in Russian or its equivalent. 

2) Exarninat·ion on Russian competency: understanding spoken Russian; 
speaking, reading and \'Jri ting at the level of a "B" student from 
University of ~1innesota undergraduate major in Russian. 

3) Russ 3601, 3602: 19th Century Russi-an Literature in-Translation 
or its equivalent. 

Candidates may choose either a literature or a linguistics concentration. 
Plan 8 is suggested although Plan A will be available. 

Literature Concentration: 

Plan A and Plan B 

1) Russ 5)01, 5702 Structure of Modern Russian 4 + 4 cr 8 cr 

2) One of the following: 
Slav 5701-5702 Old Church Slavic, or 4 + 4 cr 8 cr 
Russ 5704-5705 History of Russian Lang. 

3) Bibliography and Research. 2 cr 2 cr 

4) Proscrninar in Russian l·iterature 4 cr 4 cr 

22 ct' 

Additional credits Plan A: Minimum 8 cr in literature courses 8 cr 

Total Plan A 

Additional credits Plun B: t~1inimum 20 cr in liter2.ture courses 

Total Plan 8 

Lin~.istic Concentration: 

Plan A and Plan 8 

1) Russ 5701, 5702 Structure of t·1odern Russian 4 + 4 

2) Slav 5701, 5702 Old Church Slavic 4 + 4 

3) Elibliography and Research 2 

4) Proserninar in Russian linguistics t1, 

5) 2 COUl'SCS in Russian 1 i terature (of broad n.1ture) 4 + 4 

6) [(cadi nq knmvl cd9e of at least one o t_hcr Slavic 
lanuucJ9e 

10 tCil Plan 1\ 

cr 

cr 

cr 

cr 

cr 

30 cr 

20 cr 

42 cr 

8 cr 

8 Cl' 

2 cr 

4 cr 

8 cr 

3 () c l' 



DEPARF1Er!T OF SLA'JI C LA:IGU/\GES 

t1. /\. REf\.DTiiG LIST --L ITUU,,TL!RE 

I. Old-Russian Literature 

Rea.d the listed texts either in rl.K. ·Gudzij, Xrestor:1atija po 
drevnerusskij literature (any edition), or Arl. Stcndc:.r-Petersen, 
Anthology of Old Russian Literature (:!e1·1 York, 1954). 

Povest' vrernennyx let. (selections) 
Ilarion- Slovo o zakone·i blagodati. 
Skazanie o Corise i Glebe. 
Poucenie Vladimira t1onornaxa. 
Slovo o polku Igoreve. 
Mol~nie Daniila Zatocnika. 
Slovo o pogibeli russkoj zemli. 
Zildonsci na. 
Povest' o Karpe S~tulove. 
Povest' o gore i zlocastii. 
Zitie Protopopa Avvakuma. 

II. Eighteenth-Century Russian Literature 

Kantemir- Satira I. 
Lomonosov - Oda na vzjatie Xotina, Razgovor s Anakreontom. 
Sur:1arokov - Dimitrij Samozvanec. 
Fonv·izin r1edorosl'. y 
Derzavin- Felica, Dog, Evgeniju, Zizn' Zvanskaja 
P.adiscey - Putesestvie iz Pcterhurga v tioskvu. 
Karamzin- Bednaja Lize, Pis'ma russkogo putesestvennika. 

III. Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 

Puskin - principal lyric poems, Kavkazskij plennik, Cygany, Evgenij Onegin, 
. Boris Codunov, ~1alen'kie trag2clii, Povesti Bel kina, t1ednyj vsadnik, 

Pi kovaj cl uama. 
Lerrnontov- princiral lyric poems, Der:'on, Pesnja pro kupca Kalasnikova, 

Geroj nasego vrcmeni. 
Gocjol' - Sinel', Revizor, t~ertvye cJusi. 
Turgenev- selections fro~ Zapiski oxotnika, Rudin, Otcy i deti. 
Aksakov - Semejnaja xronika. 
Goncarov - Oblomov. 



DEPJ\RTi1UiT OF SL/\VIC Lf'.:IGUfiCJ:S 

~·1.1\. READifiG LIST-- LinGUISTICS 

(Required of all candidates specializing in linguistics. 

Corkovskiz, V.I. and P.S. Kuznecov. Istoriceskaja arammatika russkoqo 
-----""--- -"'---- ---'-'--jazyka. t·~OSCOV/ 1965. 

Oebray, R.G.A. Guide !9__ the Slavonic Lanc!Jaqes. London, ne1c1 edition. 

Grarnmati ka sovre menno~ russkogo l iteraturnoqo jazyka. t1oscm·t: Nauka, Ml SSSR, 1970. 

Gyozdev, A.rl. Sovrernennyj russkiy literaturnyz .iazyk: fonetika j_ r10rfoloqija. 
2nd edition. Moscow, 1951. 

Hudson-I,;Jilliams, T. A Short Introduction to the Studv of Cormarative Grammar 
(Jndo-Europeai]_).-Cardiff: University of \!ales PresS: 1951. 

Ivanov, V.V. tstoriceskaja orummatika russko(jo jazyke1. r1oscm·1 1964. 

Ivanov, V. f(ratl<ij ocerk istoriceskoj for1~tiki russkooo jazyka. r1oscov1, 1961. 

Kondrasov, N.A. Slavjc:nskie jazyki, i•loscm1 1956. 

t1atejka, Laclislav. IntroductQ.!l_ Gibliooraohv of Slavic Pl1ilology. Ann 1\rbor, 1965. 

t1atthe1:/S, vi. K. Russian Historical Gra~mar. London, 1960. 

t·1atthevts, \1. ~~. 
f 

The Structure and Develooment of Russian. 

Nahtigal, R. Slavjanskie jazyki. ~·losco·.,r 1963. 

Silevelov, G. A Prchisto.!)'_ ~ .?_J_avic. ilev/ York, 1965. 

Tmvnsend, Charles E. _G_ussian l'IOl"d-Fomiltion, r!e-:1 York, 1968. 

Valgina, r!.S., D.E. Tozental', r'I.L. Fomina, V.V. Capukevic. Sovremenny,i 
russkij jazyk, 3rd ed. r·loscm1, 1966. 

\finogradov: Th~ HistOl"Y _g_!_ the Russi<m Literary Lnnc:uaqr. frorn the Seventeenth 
CE:nturv .!5:!._ the Ninetc(~nth. ~~ condensed adaptation into Eng! ish. l·lith an 
Intr·ocluction by La•:m:nce L. Thomas. The University of l!isconsin Press, 1969. 

Voegelin, C.l-. and F.r-1. Lanc!uaoes of thr ',·!orld: Indo-European Fascicle One, 
Vol. 7, ~Ia. 8 (tJov. -l9fi-5lofl\nth ro ro l o q i cal L i ngu15Tfr.:s:-rn oomi ng ton,-
Ind. "Slavic", pp. lQn-151. -
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;.1 . .L\. Pea din 9 l. i s t 
Paq.:: 2 

·· .. ,:..:. ........ ~:··, . 

Dostoevskij- Zapiski iz podpol'ja, Presttlplenie nakazanie, Besy, 
Brat'ja f~aramazovy. 

Ostrosvkij - Groza. 
Tolstoj, L.t-1. - Vojna i mir, .L\nna Karenina, Sr::ert' Ivuna Il'ica. 
Saltykov-Sccdrin - Gospoda Golovlevy. 
Les kov - Lecii .t1akbet :~kens kogo uezdo, Levsa. 
Cexcv- Tri sestry, Visnevyj sad, Von'ka, Tosku, Step', llamas sobudoj, 

Student, Palata rJo. 6, Cemyj rronax, Dusecka, Kryzovnik, Celovek 
· v f u t l j are . 

Gor'kij - Celkas, Ha dne. 
Bunin - Suxodol, t1itina ljubov'. 
Belyj - Peterburg. 
Sologub - Melikj bes. 
Babel' - Konarmija. 
Fadeev - Razgrom. 
Soloxov - Tixij Don. 
Leonov - 'lor. 
Pasternak - Doktor Zivago. 
Bulgakov - t·lasler i t·1argarita. 
S6lzenicyn - Natrenin dvor, Odin den' Ivana Denisovica. 

Selected poems of Tjutcev, ~lekrasov, Fet, Elok, ;1ajakovskij, P.xrnatova, 
f.landel'st0n1, and Pastcrnuk. 
(Students should knov1 the poems of these authors in The Oxford 
book of Russian Verse and The Penguin nook of Russian Verse.) 

IV. tlote: Students vti 11 be expected to be farr.i liar v.'i th the fo 11 O'·ti ng 
histories of Russian literature: 

N.K. Cudzij - ~listory of Early Russian Literatu.re, ~!ev1 York, 
19 119, or Istorija drevnej russkoj literutury (any eclit.ion) 

. ! 

D.O. Blagoj - lstorija russkoj literatury XVIII veka (6th or 
later edition). 

D.S. t~irskij- History of Russian Literature. 

G. Struve- Soviet Russian· Literature (2nd edit-ion). 
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SECTION I 
Program Proposal Abstract and Cover Sheet 

(See Attached Instructions) 

U . University of Minnesota - Mpls. Campus ntt, Campus or College __________________ _.;... ______ Code No. _____ _ 
2 

A. Program Title 

I. General I nformat1on 
;-;; 

History of Science and Technology; major, minor, concentration, supporting 
field; t1.A., Ph.D. 

8 27 

B. Program Review Category: X Regular 
(check one) _28 

__ Experimental (If Experimental, give Reporting Date: ___ / __ / __ _ 
. 29 30 32 34 

C. Pr.oposed lmple!'Tlentation Date: Sept. Ll2 .... J_7_8 __ 
36 38 40 

D. Program Length: Total Cr/hr_.;..;.N.:;...Ac.:.=.... ____ Classroom _ ___:N~·~A.!.!.: ___ Laborator'f __ ...,;N~.A..:..:.:.--.-
42 45 46 49 50 53 

E.· Administrative Unit Immediately Responsible for Program: His tory of Science and Techno 1 ogy Program 

54 73 

F. Describe the Program (in 50 words or less): 

The proposed program would provide advanced training toward the ~·1.A. and Ph.D. 
8 ~ 

2 degrees for post-baccalaureate ~udents in the history of science and technology, 

3 

4 

5 

,65 120 

esp. history of physics, engineering, biology, and ancient and early modern 
8 ~ 

physical science. Preparation for occupation of historian ~f science and 
65 120 

technology. 
8 64 

65 120 

G. Expected student interest in the program during the first year of operation, and when ~he program reaches full 
operating level: 

a. Enrollment 
Program Enrollees 

Other Students 

Total 

b: Program Graduates/ 
Completors 

10 

14 

18 

22 

'78 '79 -First Year: __ (Yr.) 
8 

Number Student 

(Head count) Credit or 

Expected Contact 
Hours 

3 72 
13 25 

2 
17124 

24 

5 96 
1 33 

1 24 
24 37 

'81 I 82 -Full Operation: __ (Yr.l 
40 

Student 
Headcount Credit or 
Capacity Contact 

Hours 

12 288 
28 42 45 57 60 

4 48 
32 46 49 61 _6~ 

16 336 
16 5 -.;- 65 1';8 

3 72 
39 54 56 69 71 
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r. A. Projected Costs of the Program: See attached note 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

a. Faculty 

b. Civil Service 

c. Equipment, 
Supplies, etc. 

Total Direct Costs 
(a+b+c) 

d. One-time 
Costs 

e. Space Rental 

f. 

g. 

Indirect 
Costs 

Total Program Co~, 
(a+b+t+d+e+f) 

No. 
FTE 

First Year 
1 78- 1 79 

' 8 
New o 

Annual 
Cost 

No. 
p FTE 

ed 

Annual 
Cost 

=--~11S-==------= o .28IS 6.400 
16 2dts 59 e: 6 

IS 1 ~,3~~~1 ~2~----~2=5 

$ 
...2,_6-----:n:= 

s..,..,... 3----3"""5 

lli[!·t;i:' 1;11~; 5~ ·~~~-a; 

[·\:\ : 5......-4--=4s 

$ 
......... 46 ___ ___,_5""· 

$ 
-. 5-------.--m;~ 

$ 7.600 
98 

B. Expected Sources of Funds for Program: 
1 78 1 79 First Year: -

Dollar %of 

Amount Annual 
Expend. 

a. Local $ $ 
Hi 14 S1 65 

...... 

b. State ...... $ 52776 76 .oo $ ...... 

' 15 19 53 70 
/ 

C.. Tuition / $ 1 ,824 24 .00 s / 
/ 20 24 55 75 

d. Federal $ s 
)~ )Cj f\( 

e. Private $ s 
~'l ~4 5~ l'!l; 

f. 
Dedicated 

$ $ Fees 
35 39 61 90 

g. Other (Specify) $ $ 
40 44 63 95 

h. Total s 72600 100.00 s 
45 50 100% 100 

No. 
FTE 

Full Operation 
1 81- 1 82 
8 

New 

Annual 
Cost 

No. 
FTE 

C. 

Annual 
Cost 

---'$ 1 .00 iS 22 . 500 
~ 12 ""'f-6 ___ 2(,...,. i7 59 63 67 

26 .600 
98 

Full Operation: -
One Dollar %of One 

Time Amount Annual Time 
Input Expend. Input 

$ . $ 
69 10 14 51 65 69 

$ 20 2216 76 .oo $ 
74 15 1<1 53 70 74 

I Is 6,384 24 .00 s 
24 75 79 20 55 79 

s s 
R4 -?'> ?q 7 8 84 

$ s 
8Q :14 59 as 89 

s s 
94 35 39 61 90 94 

$ $ 
99 40 44 63 95 99 

s 26 2600 s 
105 45 so 100% 100 105 

C. If there are any formal arrangements with other institutions or agencies, (e.g. clinical sites, cooperation, joint 
programs) explain, giving names of institutions: ___ Nu;o\L_ ___________________ _ 

8 15 22 
D. System Verification: 

Authorized Institution or System Signature Title Date 

29 39 40 42 47 



UNIFORM PROGRAM INVENTORY 
AND PROPOSAL FORM 

.'{} Section II 

Program Title: History of Science and Technology 

1. Summary Description· of Program 

The primary purpose of the program would be that of providing graduate 
education for the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in the history of science and 
technology. The normal prerequisite for admission will be a bachelor's 
degree in science or engineering. The primary emphasis will be on the Ph.D. 
which will normally take four years to complete, but an M.A. degree will 
also be offered, taking from one and one-half to two years to complete. 

It is estimated that three students will be admitted annually, with a 
maximum aggregate enrollment of 12 and a maximum of 3 graduates per year by 
the fourth year. Students wi 11 take at least six 5000-level "foundation" 
courses in three fields before doing advanced work at the 8000-level in a 
particular research area. 

This program will use existing faculty, equipment, and administrative 
structures. Additional graduate courses and advising will be carried by the 
program faculty (currently four) on top of their regular undergraduate teaching 
(v1hich will not be diminished). Thus, there will be no additional direct costs 
to the University to implement this program. 

2. Need for the Program 

The proposed program would bring together an existing group of faculty 
and enhance their own professional work and usefulness to the University. It 
would serve as a focus for faculty and graduate students interested in the 
historical study of science and technology as cultural phenomena of the highest 
importance in today's world. The program would serve the needs of Minnesota 
students, since there is at present no school in the state which offers graduate 
degrees in the history of science and technology. 

The Ph.D. is the basic professional degree in the field which qualifies 
a student for college teaching or curatorial work (especially at science 
museums like the Smithsonian). There is only a limited market for terminal i 
M.A.'s in this field, particularly in secondary education and government service. 

There is no national certification in the history of science and technology. 
The job prospects of graduates depend critically upon the perceived quality of 
the faculty of the program and the standards they maintain. We are confident 
that our proposed program would fall into the top 10 to 20 percent of similar 
programs nationally in terms of quality. 

There is a favorable market today for historians of science and technology. 
A recent survey by the History of Science Society concluded that none are 
presently unemployed, and that on the average graduate students are finding 
the type ?f employment (academic, non-academic) they wish to find. The proposed 
program Wlll be a small and highly selective one to ensure that there will be 
a market for its graduates. 
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3. Mission 

The proposed program wfll be complementary to the University's Program in 
the History of Medicine and Biological Sciences. The two programs will 
strengthen one another. The proposed program has 5000-level 11 foundation 11 courses 
in history of biology; the History of Medicine and Biological Sciences offers 
5000-level courses in history of medicine and advanced 8000-level courses in 
history of biology. 

The current 11 Guide to Graduate Study and Research in the History of Science, 
Technology and Medicine .. published by the History of Science Society lists 32 
universities in the United States offering courses of study leading to the Ph.D. 
degree in the field. The proposed program at the University of Minnesota has 
the highest entrance requirements of all (normally a bachelor's degree in 
science or engineering); it is further unique in that the faculty are located 
in the relevant departments of science and engineering and do not (and will not) 
constitute a separate department. This organization, known nationally as the 
11 Minnesota Model, 11 has attracted much favorable comment nationally, both from 
scientists and historians of science and technology. 

The proposed program would be the only program in the history of science 
and technology in the state. It would thus significantly increase the total 
educational efforts of the University of Minnesota by utilizing existing faculty 
more efficiently. The graduates of the proposed program would add to the over
all educational mix in the state. 

4. Comparative Program Analysis 

There are no identical or similar programs anywhere in the state. The 
complementary efforts of the History of Medicine and Biological Sciences Program 
is discussed above. The structural uniqueness of the proposed program is dis
cussed above also. The program is oriented in an 11 internalist 11 direction, in 
that the students sought will be those of superior academic merit who have 
the capability of dealing with scientific and technological subjects from the 
point of view of an 11 insider. 11 This does not exclude work concerned with the 
political, social, or economic impact of science and technology; rather it is 
the assumption of this program that such studies are also best pursued with an 
11 insiders 11 grasp of the science or technology in question. The market served 
would be national, although it is to be expected that a proportion of the 
graduates would find positions within the state of Minnesota, a pattern that is 
characteristic of all such programs in the country. 

5. Duplication 

There is no duplication between this program and any other within the state 
of Minnesota. In its structure (the 11 Minnesota Model 11

) it will be unique 
nationally. A small, but very high quality program such as herein proposed 
would more efficiently utilize existing faculty. No additional resources are 
required to implement this program. 
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6. Cost/Benefit 

The all-University Advisory Committee for the History of Science and 
Technology will continue to advise the program in all policy matters relating 
to courses, faculty (promotion, tenure), etc. In addition the program will 
be evaluated periodically by the Graduate School of the University of Minnesota 
(as are all graduate programs at the University). It will be possible to maintain 
follow-up records for the graduates of the program. The history of science and 
technology as a discipline has a demonstrated record of significant contributions 
to research and to the academic and non-academic employment sectors in the 
country. 

7. Hypothesis to be Tested 

Not applicable; this is not an experimental program. 
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Proposal for a Graduate Program in the 

History of Science and Technology, offering 

M.A. Jind Ph.D. Degrees. 

Prologue 

Recent discussions have indicated that some good purpose 

might be served by presenting a prologue to the proposed Graduate 

Program in the History of Science and Technology. This prologue 

is designed to provide background information on various points, 

and is intended for internal ~ only and not as a permanent 

attachment to the proposal itself. 

The Faculty. The four faculty proposing the Graduate Program 

in the History of Science and Technology consider its establish

ment to be the single most important factor influencing the 

stability of their relationship to the University of Minnesota. 

It is not necessary to detail here the many ways the high quality 

of these faculty has been recognized through their publications, 

by tile exterr.e.l SUr'!."Ort a~lC ;:wf.lrci.s t.1ev have rece:!. ved. tJ:rou..J, their 

election to various national and international offices, and by 

the American Physical Society and American Philosophical Society, 

who through them permitted the University of Hinnesota to become 

. only the second university repository in the country for the 

Archive for the History of Quantum Physics--to name only some of 

the more obvious measures. It is, however, necessary to emphasize 

that the high quality of these faculty, rather than sample programs. 

and specific course requirements, for example, constitutes the 

single most important guarantee that the proposed graduate program 

will be a credit to the University of Minnesota. 
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Section III 

March 21, 1978 
(Date) 

Proposal for: (name of new program) 

a Graduate Program in the History of Science and Technology, offering 
M.A. and Ph.D. Degrees 

Submitted by the: (name of department or departments) 

of the: 

program in History of Science and Technology and the All-University 
Advisory Committee for the History of Science and Technology 

(name of the college or campus) 

Institute of Technology, University of Minnesota 

The proposal has been reviewed and approved by: 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

CERTIFICATION 

(De rtment Chairman 
or Equivalent) 

(Vice President, 
Academic Affairs) 

(Date) 

ADDITIONAL APPROVALS (as appropriate) 

/_ ~ §. ~ 23 MARCJII~f-8 
(Dean, Graduate School) (Date) 

(Vice President, (Date) 
Administrative Operations 

(Vice President, 
Health Sciences) 

(Date) 

(Deputy Vice President, (Date) 
Agriculture, Forestry and Home Economics) 

Preliminary Review by Regents: 
(Date) 

First Reading by CAC: 
(Date) 

Second Reading by CAC: 
(Date) 

Recommendation by the MHECB: 

(Date) 
Approval by the Regents: 

(Date) 
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The History of Science and Technology ~ ~ Discipline. 
•·. 

The current "Guide to Graduate Study and Research in the History 

of Science, Technology and Medicine" published by the History of 
• 

Science Society lists 32 universities in the United States that 

today offer courses of study leading to the Ph.D. degree in the 

field, not to mention Canadian and other foreign universities. 

A list of professional journals that publish scholarly articles 

in the field would be almost as extensive. It is simply beyond 

dispute, therefore, that the discipline of the history of science 

and technology is thoroughly established. The absence of a Ph.D. 

program in the field at runnesota is indefensible on professional 

or disciplinary grounds. 

All::J!lftY~.J::':S~-~-Y -~gy1_~9.!'Y-. Co_~~tt~-~ fg_~ .t_I:le_ !:IJ.~t_9_:ry 9f. §_s:ienc_~ 

~~~ ~~qh~9~· The historians of science and technology at the 

University of Minnesota have functioned since 1973 under the aegis 

and with the advice and council of the All-University Advisory 

Committee for the History of Science and Technology appointed by 

the Vice President for Academic Affairs. This Committee has helped 

formulate program policies, approved course offerings, and served 

as liaison to IT, CLA, CBS, the Medical School, and the Graduate 

School. Individual members of the Co~~ittee have served on the 

Search Committees for Professors Layton and Kottler, and on the 

Promotion and Tenure Committees for Professors Stuewer and Shapiro. 

The present constitution of this Committee is Rutherford Aris 

(Chairman), Benjamin Bayman, Gebhard Fuhrken, and Richard 

Goldstein from IT; John s. Earman, William Hanson, Fred E. 

Lukermann, and Paul E. Meehl from CLA; Frank Barnwell, Stanley 
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Dagley, and Philip Regal from CBS; Leonard \vilson from the Medical 
~-

School; and ~varren Ibele ·rrom the Graduate School. The consti-

tution of this Committee in previous years is indicated in the 

Appendix to this prologue. 

The All-University Advisory Committee on the History of 

Science and Technology has been convened and consulted at every 

stage in the formulation of a program of graduate study. Last 

year, the Committee fully discussed the proposed graduate program 

now under consideration. It then formally approved the proposed 

program before transmitting it to the Dean of the Graduate School 

for his consideration. 

Internalist Orientation of the Hinnesota faculty. The make-

up, complexion, and primary thrust of history of science and 

technology programs in the country differ very substantially from 

one another. One way to characterize a given program is to place 

its center of gravity on the "internal-external" (roughly · 

"conceptual-social") spectrum, as discussed in the proposal. The 

center of gravity of the Minnesota group, then, is definitely on 

the "i11.ternal" side of the spectrum. They are interested primarily 

in training graduate students in the conceptual history of science 

and technology, in the particular areas of their competencies. 

This is not their exclusive interest, however. Professor Layton, 

for example, is eminently qualified to direct Ph.D. theses (as 

indeed he has already done), on the "external" side of the spec

trum. Thus, any blanket admission or course requirements that 

would preclude this latter possibility would be without doubt 

detrimental to the overall health and operation of the program. 
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The consensus of the All-University Advisory Committee is that, in 
~ 

common with every graduate program in the University and within 

the guidelines and regulations of the Graduate School, the 

establishment of admission and course requirements, the planning 

of student programs, the composition of examining committees, and 

the like, must be left in tile hands of the program faculty, who 

are most sensitive to the various competing factors that must be 

resolved to lead to superior work in the field. 
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Appendix 

All-University Advisory Committee for the 
History of Science and Technology 

CBS Faculty 
Dwain Warner 
Samuel Kirkwood 
Elving Anderson 

CLA Faculty 
John R. Wallace 
Josef Altholz 

1973-74 

IT Faculty 
Horton Hamermesh 
Rutherford Aris 
Robert Plunkett 
Robert Hexter 

Graduate School 
r<iay Brodbeck 

Fred E. Lukermann, Chairman 

1974-75 

Same as 1973-74, with addition of: 

rliedical School 
Leonard G. Wilson 

1975-76 

Same as 1974-75, but with substitution of: 

CBS Faculty 
Elving Anderson 
Philip Regal 
Frank Barnwell 

CLA Faculty 
Paul E. Meehl 
George D. Green 
William Hanson 
John S. Earman 

Given in prologue above. 

Graduate School 
Kenneth Keller 
Warren Ibele 

1976-77 

IT Faculty 
Rutherford Aris, Chairman 
Richard Jordan 
Gebhard Fuhrken 
Benjamin Bayman 

Nedical School 
Leonard G. Wilson 

Graduate School 
Warren Ibele 

1977-78 
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Proposal for a Graduate Program 

in the History of Science and Technology, 
~ 

offering 'M.A. and Ph.D. Degrees 

Introduction: The history of science and technology is a 

relatively young, dynamic field. Though the field had its 

beginnings when George Sarton founded the journal Isis in 1913, 

the academic growth of the discipline was primarily a phenomena 

of the period after the Second World War. Since 1945 most major 

universities (and many smaller ones) have founded graduate pro

grams in the history of science and technology. With growth there 

has come specialization. The Society for the History of Technology, 

for example, was founded in 1959, and its journal, Technology and 

Culture appeared in 1960. Similarly, specialized journals have 

appeared in the history of astronomy, history of biology, history 

of physics, and other sub-fields. 

The purpose of a graduate program in the history of science 

and technology at the University of Minnesota is that of bringing 

together more effectively the faculty already present at the 

University, and maximizing their potential for usefulness. Such 

a program would further encourage research and scholarly endeavour, 

and it would serve the needs of graduate students from Minnesota 

who wish to specialize in this field, but who cannot now do so at 

present without leaving the State of Minnesota. The existing 

program in the History of Science and Technology, though offering 

no graduate degrees, has already won national distinction and 

brought favorable publicity to the University of Minnesota, as 

for ex~~ple in the recent Symposium on the History of Nuclear 
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'•. 
Physics held on May 18-21', 1977. Another event indicating that 

the university has the potential of becoming a major center for 

the history of science and technology was the recent designation 

of the University of Minnesota as the fifth world-wide depository 

of the Archive for the History of Quantum Physics. 

In some respects the history of science and technology has 

developed in a unique manner at the University of Minnesota. 

Between 1967 and 1975, four historians of science and technology 

were appointed at the University. What was unique about this was 

that each of the faculty in question also received a joint appoint-

ment in one of the departments of science and engineering: two in 

the School of Physics and Astronomy (IT), one in the Departrr.ent of 

Mechanical Engineering (IT), and one in the Department of Ecology 

and Behavioral Biology (CBS). This approach to building a program 

in the history of science and technology has the advantage that 

each faculty member has a strong institutional tie to some parent 

field of science or engineering. These ties have been and con-

tinue to be a major source of intellectual stimulation and support 

for all concerned. They serve to maximize the value of the 

~~dergraduate offerings of the program's members, since they are, 

through this structure, made deeply aware of the needs and wishes 

of the scientific and engineering departments with which they are 

associated. Moreover, the existence of strong ties between his

torians of science and technology and the corresponding scientific 

and technological disciplines has brought a great deal of favorable 

attention to the University of Minnesota, and the "r1innesota Model" 
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has been repeatedly cite~ as one to be emulated in order to achieve 

close intellectual bonds with parent and sister disciplines. The 

present proposal for a graduate program in the History of Science 

and Technology does not in any way weaken these ties: None of the 
--

faculty in question desires (nor would they wish to consider) 
-

altering their present departmental affiliations or their under-

graduate teaching obligations. 

In other respects the history of science and technology at 

the University of Minnesota has evolved in ways typical of the 

national development of this field. The immediate stimulus has 

been that of meeting the undergraduate teaching needs of the 
. . -. 

University. The enrollment in the basic undergraduate courses in 

the history of science and in the history of technology provide 
- -

continuing witness to the fact that these courses meet felt needs 

on the part of the students. The development at Minnesota is 

typical in yet one other respect: there are separate programs in 

the History of Science and Technology and in the History of Medicine 

and the Biological Sciences. 

History of Medicine Programs, because of their close ties to 
--

medical schools, are quite commonly organized as separate programs. 

However, it is the earnest wish of all of the members of the pro-
- - .. 

gram in the History of Science and Technology that there be close, 

continuing, and harmonious cooperation between their program and 

the Program in the History of Medicine ~~d Biological Sciences. 

As viewed from the outside, it is anomalous that the University 

of Minnesota, with it~ distinguished faculty in the History of 
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Science and Technology, does not have a graduate program. The 

absence of such a program seems, to outsiders, to constitute an 

unnecessary and even bewildering weakness of the University of 

~linnesota. As viewed from the inside, the proposed program would 

constitute a strong stabilizing force for the faculty concerned, 

and it would allow them to realize their full teaching and research 

potential while better serving the needs of the student body. 

I. Need for ~ Program. 

A Graduate Program in the History of Science and Technology 

would serve the felt needs of the faculty and students at the 

University of Minnesota. It would also serve needs of the State 

of Minnesota. 

Science and technology have become cultural phenomena of 

the highest importance in today's society. The proposed program 

would bring together a group of faculty and graduate students 

interested in exploring historically the nature and significance 

of this development. The faculty in question share a common--

though by no means an exclusive--interest in the conceptual 

evolution and structure of science and technology. Thus, unlike 

those historians of science and technology who tend to focus 

primarily on sociological, societal, or political aspects of 

science and technology, the faculty at Minnesota has been assembled 

over the years ·-not by chance but by careful consideration at ~~e 

time of their appointments--for their ability to understand and 

explore creatively the conceptual evolution and structure of 

science and technology. In contemporary jargon, the center of 
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gravity of the scholarly-"'interests of the faculty is weighted 

toward the "internal" side of the intellectual "internal-external" 

spectrum. Needless to say, this does not imply that these faculty 

do not understand or appreciate the value and importance of other, 

more "externally-oriented" approaches. But they are united in 

their belief that sound scholarship in the history of science 

and technology must proceed from a firm "insiders" grasp of the 

conceptual and structural evolution of science and technology. 

The faculty in question feel that they cannot realize their 

fullest potential except in the context of a graduate program in 

the History of Science and Technology. The presence of graduate 

students would constitute a continuing source of intellectual 

stimulation and a spur to the realization of the highest standards 

of scholarly achievement, both in teaching and research. The 

larger undergraduate courses now being taught require the services 

of teaching assistants to man the discussion sections; in the 

absence of a graduate program these must be recruited from other 

fields. But the shared experiences in teaching undergraduates 

are ideal for stimulating the creative interaction of faculty 

and graduate students in the development of a discipline, particu-

larly one such as the History of Science and Technology which is 

still growing and evolving in a very dynamic manner. 

A graduate program would serve the needs of Minnesota stu-

dents. There is at present no school in the state which offers 

graduate degrees in the History of Science and Technology. 

Minnesota residents who wish to specialize in this field must go 
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to another state for graduate education. That there is a felt 

need for such a program is indicated by the number of students 

who have inquired about the possibility of doing graduate work 

in this field at the University of Minnesota. Since the program, 

in general, is intended to be a small one, it would offer great 

flexibility and opportunities for graduate students admitted into 

it to construct a program specifically tailored to their needs, 

within the program's over-all objectives and with the advice of 

a faculty advisor. 

The University of Minnesota has had and now has distinguished, 

internationally-recognized scholars in the history of science and 

technology. Though the graduate program here proposed would be a 

small one, it would be very high quality and would bring additional 

luster and favorable publicity to the University of Minnesota. 

The University of Minnesota is therefore in the enviable position 

of preserving and enhancing the usefulness of an existing center 

of excellence, rather than attempting to bring a faculty group 

up to a quality comparable to that of similar groups in the nation. 

The proposed program in the History of Science and Technology 

would, because of its unique organization, be in a position to make 

important contributions to the state and nation. To cite but one 

example, the u. s. Army Corps of Engineers is interested in 

finding a university where some of its officers could follow dual 

degree programs, earning master'> or doctor's degrees in engineering 

and in the history of technology as part of a single, integrated 

educational program. While such dual degree programs, both in 
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science and engineering ,···would not be totally impossible else-

where, the proposed program would make such combined efforts easy 

and natural, since the faculty are already members of scientific 

and engineering departments. (If such a dual degree program were 

to be arranged, it would, of course, proceed through normal, 

established academic channels.) This example suggests but one 

of the many ways in which a program, such as the one here proposed, 

would offer unique opportunities of service because of the strong 

ties existing between historians of science and technology and 

the corresponding fields of science and technology at the 

University. 

The program herein proposed would be primarily a Ph.D. program. 

There is, at present, virtually no market for a terminal master's 

degree in this field. A Ph.D. program, and not just a master's 

program, is therefore .essential since it would otherwise be im-

possible to recruit graduate students of the high quality desired. 

As noted in Appendix II, a very small number of special purpose 

M.A. programs are possible, particularly for school teachers. But 

it should be emphasized that the total number of students seeking 

the M.A. as a terminal degree would be very small, and they would 

represent a different student population from those working toward 

the Ph.D. 

II. Program Objectives. 

The primary purpose of the program would be that of providing 

graduate education for the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in the History 
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of Science and Technology. Because of the unique stature of the 

program, which has already been discussed above, it would serve 

to stimulate cross-fertilization between the history of science 

and technology .and the corresponding scientific and technological 

disciplines. Thus, it would produce students capable of bridging 

the gap between the "two cultures" of humanities on the one hand 

and science and technology on the other. 

A graduate program would further serve to bring together the 

faculty in guestion and promote their mutual scholarly development 

in a common educational endeavour. Such a graduate program as 

here proposed would serve as a stabilizing influence. It would 

make it easier to retain existing faculty and recruit replacements 

or additions as needed. 

The program would provide an important means for mutually 

beneficial cooperation and intellectual stimulus between the 

history of science and technology and other scholarly fields with-

in the humanities and social sciences. In particular the needs 

of a graduate program would further relations with allied depart-

ments in which the students would do a portion of their work, 

notably the Department of History of Medicine and the Biological 

Sciences, the History Department, the Department of Philosophy, as 

well as others. Conversely the existence of regularly-taught 

graduate courses in the History of Science and Technology would 

benefit students from the programs mentioned above, along wi~~ 

many others, including such diverse programs as those in ~~erican 

Studies and Ancient Studies. 
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A program in the His.tory of Science and Technology would, 

similarly, promote cooperation with the various departments of 

science and technology at the University. It is expected that 

scientists and technologists interested in the history of their 

own disciplines would wish to offer courses in the proposed.program 

or otherwise associate themselves with it in one way or another. 

In the context of the graduate program it would be easy to provide 

minor or supporting fields of study for graduate students taking 

degrees in science and engineering. 

III. Content of ~ Program. 

A. Admission Requirements. The normal prerequisite to 

admission will be a bachelor'a degree in one of the sciences or 

engineering from an accredited institution with a B average or 

better... Those with bachelor's degrees in fields other than science 

and engineering,. for example in history, will be considered on an 

individual basis, and appropriate course work in science, engi

neering, and/or mathematics will be required as a part of the 

curricula of such students. It is highly desirable that students 

acquire proficiency in at least one.foreign language prior to 

admission~ . 

The faculty of the program will, in addition, explore the back

ground and goals of each applicant. They will wish to be assured 

that the prospective students can undertake work that is genuinely 

inter-disciplinary and who have or can acquire the technical back

ground necessary for their proposed course of study. The faculty 
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will also wish to determine whether each proposed program of study 

is feasible for the student within a reasonable period of time, 

and whether it will qualify the student for professional employment 

after graduation. 

B. Examining System. There will be no change in the normal 

system of examinations certifying completion of courses and ~~e 

satisfaction of degree requirements. 

C. Course Work. The curriculum of each student will be 

"tailor-made" to fit his or her background, interests, and profes-

sional goals in the context of the resources available at the 

University. If such a "fit" could be best achieved by means of 

a major in an existing department or program plus a minor or 

supporting program in the history of science and technology, then 

the student would not be admitted to this program, but rather 

encouraged to work through the department or program in question. 

All students will take courses selected in accordance with a 

predetermined plan drawn up at the outset of graduate study. This 

plan and the student's progress will be reviewed ~nually by the 

student and his or her faculty advisor. Sample M.A. and Ph.D. 

graduate programs are included in this proposal as Appendix III. 

These programs are necessarily tentative at this point, since 

one of the fundamental goals of this proposal is that of creating 

a small, flexible-program which would take the student~ indivi

dual interests and goals into consideration. Thus, there is no 

set, prescribed curricula that every student would follow, and it 

is likely that no two programs would be exactly alike. These 
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-sample programs, therefore, represent reasonable programs of study 

in the history of science and technology which might correspond 

to the actual programs adopted. In short, they are intended as 

illustrative examples of what a program might look like, without, 

however, implying constraints upon the very wide range of pos-

sibilities. 

Much of the course work beyond the basic or "foundation 

courses" (e.g., such as those included in the M.A. sample program), 

would be in the Directed Studies or Directed Research format. This 

is typical of history of science and technology programs nationally. 

It is generally the only way such programs can function, since with 

a small number of graduate students enrolled, it is only with the 

flexibility provided by these courses that a small faculty can 

offer "tailor made" courses and curricula for individual students. 

IV. Number and ~of Students. 

This program is intended to be small and highly selective. 

A cautious beginning is expected, by the Fall of 1978 if possible. 

In the first year, the program would have fewer than four students. 

It is not expected to grow to more than a maximum of about twelve 

students (at all levels of graduate study). The students sought 

will be those of superior academic merit who are interested in the 

history of science and technology, and who have the capability of 

dealing with scientific and technological subjects from the 

"inside." 
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V. Relationship to Existing Programs. 

We emphasize that ~~is proposed program is not intended to 

lead to the creation of a new department. As noted above, the 

faculty involved will retain their existing departmental affilia-

tions and existing undergraduate teaching and other responsibilities. 

They also expect to co-operate with the faculty in the history 

of medicine. Similarly, many of the students in the proposed 

program will take minor or supporting fields in philosophy or 

history, and we intend to cooperate with these and other depart-

ments. In short, the intention is to bring together a group of 

scholars in the same discipline for the purposes of graduate educa-

tion, but without changing existing administrative arrangements. 

The proposed program and the already existing Ph.D. program 

in the History of Medicine and Biological Sciences are complementary 

to each other. The relationship between the two programs is closest 

at the interface between the history of biology and the history of 

medicine, and here several points should be made, as follows: 

(a) First, a basic grounding in the history of biology 

is an essential part of many, probably most, history of science 

Ph.D. programs (though this is not true for candidates emphasizing 

the history of technology). The courses in history of biology of-

fered through the proposed program provide foundation courses at 

the 5000 level for students wishing to work for degrees emphasizing 

~~e history of science. 

(b) The courses in history of biology offered by the 

proposed program and those offered by the History of Medicine and 
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Biological Sciences program deal with the history of medicine or are 

mainly intended to emphasize history of medicine. The 5000 level 

courses offered by the proposed program serve as foundation courses 

in the sense discussed above. The only courses offered by the 

program in History of Medicine and Biological Sciences which deal 

exclusively with the history of biology are 8000 courses intended 

for advanced graduate students. This leads to the next, most 

significant, point. 

(c) The differences in emphasis, subject matter, and 

level of the courses in history of biology offered by the two pro-

grams provide the basis for mutual cooperation. The faculty in 

the History of Science and Technology program would be happy to 

cross-list the history of biology courses offered by the program 

in History of Medicine and Biological Sciences, if this is agree-

able to the faculty of the latter program. Thus, students in the 

History of Science a~d Te~hnology program who wish to do work in 

history of biology at a more advanced level could continue the work 

begun in our 5000 level courses by courses at the 8000 level 

offered by the program in the History of Med-ici-ne and Biological 

Sciences. Conversely, as has been the case in the past, it is 

possible that students in the latter program, if it seems appropriate 

to the faculty in that program, will wish to take some- or all of 

the 5000 level history of biology courses which the proposed pro-

gram offers. Thus, cooperation rather than competition with the 

Department of the History of Medicine and Biological Sciences is 

envisioned. Needless to say, if a given graduate student could 
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best be served by enrolling in that graduate program rather than 

the proposed one, that would be the recommendation to the student. 

The relatively light history of technology component in the 

proposed graduate program, and the absence of courses of study in 

the history of the physical sciences o~~er than physics, merits 

several comments, as follows: 

(a) History of technology. The proposed program has 

four full-time faculty members, three in history of science and 

one in history of technology. This number of faculty is rather 

typical for universities throughout the country: some have more 

historians of science and technology (e.g., Harvard, Wisconsin), 

some less (e.g., Berkeley, Yale, Cornell). The way the proposed 

program intends to deal with the inevitable problems of limited 

faculty resources is similar to the method used by other such 

programs: to use the flexibility of 5000 and 8000 level courses 

labeled "Directed Studies" and "Directed Research." In the case 

of history of technology, a one-quarter advanced course is planned, 

the precise nature of which is, however, still under discussion. 

But with only one faculty member in this area (which is one more 

than many universities have, e.g., Harvard, Wisconsin, Yale), it 

will be necessary to use the mechanism of Directed Studies and 

Directed Research courses to provide diverse and meaningful offer

ings in the history of technology which will meet the needs of 

graduate students in our field, both for those who would major in 

the field of history of technology, and for those for whom history 

of technology or some aspects thereof would be a part of their 
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curriculum. 

(b) Other areas of physical science. The four full-time 

faculty do not expect to offer courses in, for example, history 

of chemistry, history of mathematics, or history of psychology. 

Such limitations are again typical of programs throughout the 

country: there simply are no programs that offer courses of 

instruction in the history of all, or even most, of the science 

and engineering disciplines. Those that are offered depend en-

tirely on the particular constellation of faculty present at a 

given university. There are several possible options open to deal 

with this limitation: 

(i) Refuse to admit students interested in dis-

sertation work in these areas, and direct them instead to universities 

that cover them. 

(ii) Attempt to generate support for additional 

faculty at Minnesota to cover these areas in the future. It is 

clear, however, that any such attempt has many facets, and consistent-~ 

with our entire programmatic development, depends far more crucially 

on undergraduate than graduate instructional needs. 

(iii) Attempt to enlist the aid of associated 

faculty in science and engineering departments in the proposed 

graduate teaching program. Such attempts have been successful in 

many if not most ~rograrns throughout the country. This possibility 

is discussed in the proposal in section VI, in discussing core and 

associated faculty. 
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--....... 
(iv) Utilize the Committee on Institutional 

Cooperation existing in the Graduate School. Thus, for example, 

if a student needed training in history of chemistry which could 

not be provided with present resources, it would be possible for 

such a student to gain the necessary expertise by means of courses 

at another institution under the auspices of CIC. In the case of 

history of chemistry, ~~is could be done at the University of 

Wisconsin, which is strong in this area. 

VI. Deoartments and Staff r-1embers Involved. 

The graduate program in ~~e history of science and technology 

will include (1) certain core faculty members; and (2) certain 

faculty members who_ may wish to associate themselves with the 

program in some manner. 

The core faculty will consist, at the outset, of four persons: 

the four members of the Program in the History of Science and 

Technology. They are listed below with their departmental affili-

ations: 

Historv of Science and Technology Program 

Roger H. Stuewer (Professor and 
Coordinator) 

Malcolm J. Kottler (Assistant 
Professor) 

Edwin T. Layton (Professor) 

Alan E. Shapiro (Associate 
Professor) 

School of Physics and Astronomy 

Ecological and Behavioral 
Biology 

Mechanical Engineering 

School of Physics and Astronomy 

With these four faculty as a foundation, it is the intention 

that ~~e program will evolve in a spirit of openness, both in core 
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and associated faculty. Among those who might, for example, wish 

to become core or associated faculty after the establishment of 

the proposed program would be the two historians of medicine on 

campus, faculty from various departments of the College of Liberal 

Arts and faculty from science, engineering, and similar departments 

interested in the history of their disciplines. 

VII. Equipment. 

No additional purchases of equipment are required for the 

implementation of this proposed graduate program. 

VIII. Library Holdings. 

The University of Minnesota Libraries are generally quite 

adequate and often excellent in some areas. They are, for example, 

particularly strong in the scientific and technological works of 

the 19th and 20th centuries. The University of Minnesota has also 

been recently designated as the fifth world-wide depository of 

the Archive for the History of Quantum Physics, by far the most 

important resource for scholarship in ~~e history of recent physics, 

and one that will inevitably establish the University of Minnesota 

as a major center for archival research in this field. 

No new library holdings are needed specifically for the pro

posed graduate program. The program faculty have been and will 

continue to expand them within the limits of the library budget 

(and possibly external sources of funds), but this does not depend 

upon the adoption of the graduate program. The proposed graduate 

program would not increase the demand for library resources, but it 
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would lead to more exten'si ve use of the resources we already have 

and will acquire. 

IX. Costs. 

The program will use existing faculty, equipment, and adninis-

trative structures. No direct costs to the University are required 

for the implementation of this program. The program faculty 

expect to carry the tasks of selecting, advising, and teaching 

the graduate students on top of their regular, existing undergraduate 

teaching commitments. They estimate that this may amount to the 

equivalent of an additional quarter-course or seminar per person 

per year. Obviously, their time is not infinite, and for this 

reason the program will have to be kept small. They intend to 

limit the size of the program to that which they feel they can 

handle, in the context of their existing undergraduate teaching 

and other commitments. 

X. Sources for Additional Funds. 

The history of science and technology has a proven fund-raising 

capacity, and extramural grants are to be expected. In the case 

of the National Science Foundation, the faculty ofthe History of 

Science and Technology Program have been aiTDng the most successful 

in obtaining grants in the period August 1973 to December 1975. 
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~-P?endix II: Requirements for H. A. and Ph.D. Degrees 

:~.~-:..~.:..-··.--- ·-:_· 

--A. Admission, Curriculum Planning, and Examination System 
are d~scussed in section III of this proposal. 

B. Courses of Studv 

Each student will pursue a ntailor made" conrse of study 
worked out by mutual agreement with his or her advisor, 
no~ally in ~~e first quarter of residency. It is expected 
that students \V'ill choose minor or supporting fields from 
other areas, such as history, philosophy, ~~d the sciences. 

c. M.A. Requirements 

1. Only ·Plan B (without thesis) \vill be offered. It is ex
pected, for example, that the master's degree would be 
particularly useful for science teachers. A further 
possibility is that a master's program can be developed 
specifically for curators of technical and scientific 
archives or museums. 

2. The master's program must meet the University's stand
ards for the degree (as to residency, program, ~ajar 
and minor fields, e::aminations, thesi~, etc.). 

3. Students must have demonstrated proficiency in at least 
one foreign lan~~age before graduation. 

D. Ph.D._Requirements 

1. The Ph.D. program must meet the University standards for 
the degree {as to residenc7, program, major and minor 
fields, examinations, thesis, etc.) 

2. In addition, all Ph.D. candidates must have demonstrated 
proficiency in t'-;ro foreign languages (nor::tally French 
and German) 

:..·· -~;.·i:.:."-:~ .. ;_~--~:,. ·· .. .• :=-.·;. 
-- - -----·-· .:..: - • . .=..:.:- .. .::~---=..~=----==--=----=--.. -:·.------...: .. ..;' -
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Appendix III: Sa.-::-ole Procrarns, Histor? of Science and Technolocv 

~he oeaning of these sample prograns is discussed above, section 

III, C. 

Two sample programs are included in this appendix: 

1. Ph.D. Program, History of Science and Tech."lology 

2. M. A. Program, History of Sci:nce and Technology _ 

. -. - - ~ .......... 
Note: Some new courses are required by the graduate prograr.1. Such 

courses are here indicated by an asterisk; the first number is also 

· - ·- given to indicate the level of the course· (e.g. HSci *Sxy~) , along 

- .. ... . - .... 

.>~" • ....... ·:..--:·. 

·--=---- . .:. 
~·-.-:._ .. ~~---· 

with the probable title. 

Students in the history of science a.~d technology usually begL"l 

their work in this field at the graduate level (having obtained their· 

bachelor's degr:e in a field of science or engineer~ng}. ·Such students 

would be expected to acquire, at the outset of their graduate careers, 

a broad understanding of the historJ of science and technology through 

-foundation courses that cover the major areas of study, before spec-

ializ~~g in a particular research area. For such foundation courses 

a stu~ent would nor.wally be expected to take six 5000-level courses 

in three out of four areas: l) ancient science-Scientific Revolution 

(Shapiro), 2) history of modern physics (Stuewer), 3) historJ of bio-

logy {Kottler), and 4) history of tec~~ology (Layton). 

Candidates for the Ph.D. degree would norwally be expected 

to take not less than 6 quarter courses at the 8000 level. In 

most cases, these courses would be ta~ght as *Sxx~ Directed 

Studi:s or *8~~ Directed Research. 7his is customary in His-

tory of Science and Technology Progr~~s. With a small faculty 

and a diversity of student interests it is not econc~ical or 

efficient to have pre-set courses to cover all co~tingencies. 
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Courses Currently Available. Eistorv of Science and 
Technolor.y. 

HSci courses 

a. Undergraduate (1000-3000 level) 

HSci 1711 Techz1ology and I·Iestern Civilization (4 cr) 
HSci 1712 Technology and Hestern Civilization (4 cr) 
HSci 1713 Technology and Hestern Civilization (4 cr) 
HSci 1811 Intra. to the History of Science (4 cr) 
HSci 1812 Intra. to the History of Science (4 cr) 
HSci 1813 Intra. to the History o~ Science (4 cr) 
HSci 3201 History of Biology (4 cr) 
HSci 3202 Histqry of Biology (4 cr) 
HSci 3203 History_of Biology (4 cr) 
HSci 3711 Technology and \·lest ern Civilization ( 4 cr) 
HSci 3712 Technology and \·!estern Civili~ation ( 4 cr) 
HSci .3713 Technology and Hestern Civilization (4 cr) 
HSci:3811 Intra. to the History of Science (4 cr) 
HScii3812 Intra. to the History of Science (4 cr) 
HSci 3813 Intra. to the History of Science (4 cr) 

\ . 
\ 

HSci 3825 Physics & Society in 20th Century America (4 cr) 
HSci 3835 The Atomic Age (4 cr) 

b. Graduate· (5000-8000 level courses) 

HSci 5xxx The Scientific Revolution 
HSci 5111 Physical Sciences in Antiquity (4 cr) 
HSci 5201 History of Biology (4 cr) 
F~ci 5202 History of Biology (4 cr) 
HSci 5203 History of Biology (4 cr) 
HSci 5242 Evolution Before & After Da.r\·lin (4 cr) 
HSci 5760 Selected Topics (1-5 cr) 
HSci 5825 Physics & Society in 20th Century America (4 cr) 
HSci 5970 Directed Study (1-5 cr) 
Phys 5923 History of 16th to 18th Century Physics (4 cr) . 
Phys 8900 Seminar: History of 20th Century Physics (1-3 cr) 
HSci 5924 History of 19th Century Physics (4 cr) 
HSci 5925 History of 20th Cen~ury Physics (4 cr) 
HSci 5970 Directed Studies (l-15 cr) 
HSci 5990 Directed Research (1-15 cr) 
HSci 8970 Directed Studies (1-5 cr) 
HSci 8990 Directed Research (1-5 cr) 

2. Course~ Other Than HSci. (Associa~ed Faculty) 

It 'IIOt.:.ld be pre:mature to attempt, at this time, to list associate<! 

faculty and courses, since such arra~;enents will not be r.:ade un~il 

c> • .f'-ce::- a graduate program is appro\recl. But 'by \·:a:,· of e::-:arr.ple, it 
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might be noted that in the specific field of History (HIST) , 

Professor Bernard s. Bachrach was trained in history of medieval 

technology, has tentatively agreed to serve as an associated 

faculty person in our program, and has even proposed a new course, 

HIST 5xxx "Technology and Society in Medieval Europe" (5 cr). 

Professors Paul w. Bamford and George Green of the History 

Department have also tentatively agreed to serve as associated 

faculty in history of technology. In these cases no new courses 

are currently contemplated, and our students would take regular 

graduate seminars or special courses (HIST 5970, "Directed Study" 

and HIST 5990 "Directed Research"). 

There are many other possibilities, including the courses 

and faculty in the History of Medicine and Biological Sciences, 

but as indicated above, any attempt at a detailed listing of associ-

ated faculty and courses would be premature at this time. 
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3. Sample M.A. Progr~~, History of Science 

Plan B, without thesis 

Major Field:· History of Science 
Sunno~~ing P~cgLam: Philosophy of Science 

·.· ~.:,_:_~-- ·. ~. ..·. I • Hajor ... (History of Science) 
-----

- :.- _- ·----_ 
. . ~--

HSc:l · Sill.~:·._ .An~ ient scienc·e·· (1 qr ~-) 
ESci *5xxx· 
HSci 5924 
HSci 5925 
HSci 5201 
HSci5202 
HSci 5203 
HSci *8xxx 

Scientific Revolution (1 qr.} 
19th Century Physics (1 qr.} 
20th Century Physics (1 qr.) 
History of Biology (1 qr.} 
History of Biology (1 qr.} 
History of Biology "(1 qr .} 
Directed Studies (1 qr.} 

II. Support:lng Progr~~ (Philosophy of Science) 

Phil 5601 
Phil 5602 

Philosophy of Science (1 qr.) 
Deter.m:lnis.m and Causation (1 ar.} 

III. Languages: Each student must demonstrate reading 
proficiency in one foreign language 
{normally French or German} 

IV. Electives: t· .. ,o quarter courses 

- --- ___ ... __ :. ~--~;:-;-.. : ·-- ~ 

:·; ~~--f!{~J~~~ _ .. :~· .. 7: 
. - ~ _.;· -.--:. -. .:.~ ... 

- ---. --

---·-=-
. -.:· .. 

.. _ _,:_}: --.. -:-_. ·- . 
- '1. • ~·-- ••• . ...., -.- - . 

.;-: '!' -

. . -· -:.-. : 
·. . ._-,. 

---. 

·-

- ..... ---- - -. . -- ----- ;-~ -. ~. .;: .. 

.- ;.:.. ~- -.-. 

·. 
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4. Sample Ph.D. Program: History of Science and Technology 

~!ajor: History of Science and Technology (wi~~ emphasis 
on history of physics) 

Suooorting Program: Modern European History and Philo-
sophy of Science . 

I. ~4jor (History of Science ~~d Technology with Emphasis 
on History of Physics} 

F.Sci 5924 
HSci 5925 
HSci 5825 
F.Sci Slll 
HSci * Sx::oc 
ESci *8xx.~ 
HSci 5201 
HSci 5202 
ESci 5203 
nsci 5970 

HSci *8xxx 

19th Century Physics (one qr.} 
20th Century Physics (one qr.} 
Physics and Society {one qr.) 
Ancient Science (one qr.) 
Scientific Revolution (one qr.) 
Se.'!linar, History of Physics (three qrs.) 
History of Biology (one qr.) 
History of Biology (one qr.) 
History of Biology (one qr.) 
Directed Studies in History of Techno
logy (one qr.) 
Directed Studies (three qrs.) 

II. Supporting Program {Modern European History and P~~lo
sophy of Science) 

Hist 5281 Intellectual and Cultural History of Modern 
Europe (one qr.) 

Hist 5282 Intellectual and Cultural History of ~-!odern 
Europe (one qr.) 

Hist 5283 Intellectual and Cultural History of l-!odern 
Europe (one qr.} 

Phil 5601 Philosophy of Science (one qr.} 
Phil 5602 Determinism and Causation (one qr.} 

III. Languages: All history of science and technology 
majors must demonstrate proficiency in two foreign 
languages (normally French and German) • 

IV. Electives: 

Three ~~arter courses to be drawn from fields such as 
Philosophy, History, Histo~J of Medicine, Physics, etc. 

~-- _. 
~---- . 
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,, 
5. Sample Ph.D. Program·: History of Science and Technology 

!-1ajor: History of Science and Technology (with emphasis on 
history of physics) 

Supporting Program: Physics 

I. Major (History of Science and Technology with Emphasis on 
History of Physics) 

HSci 5924 19th Century Physics (one qr.) 
HSci 5925 20th Century Physics (one qr.) 
HSci 5825 Physics and Society {one qr.) 
HSci 5111 Ancient Science (one qr.) 
HSci *5xxx Scientific Revolution (one qr.) 
HSci *8xxx Seminar, History of Physics (three qrs.) 
HSci 5201 History of Biology (one qr.) 
HSci 5202 History of Biology (one qr.) 
HSci 5203 History of Biology (one qr.) 

• 

HSci 5970 Directed Studies in History of Technology (one 
qr.) 

HSci *8xxx Directed Studies (three qrs.) 

II. Supporting Program (Physics). 

Phys 5101-5102 
Phys 5201-5202 
Phys 5301 

Introcuction to Quantum Mechanics. 
Thermodynamics, Statistical Mechanics. 
Introduction to Nuclear Physics. 

III. Languages: All history of science and technology majors must 
demonstrate proficiency in two foreign languages (normally 
French and German) • 

IV. Electives: 

... 

Three quarter courses to be drawn from fields such as Philosophy 
of Science, History, History of ~1edicine, etc. 
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lSi) UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
!J ,, TWIN CITIES 

Dr. James H. Werntz 

1 School of Physics and Astronomy 
Tate Laboratory of Physics 
116 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

June 2, 1978 

Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs 
213 Morrill Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Jim: 

s 1978 

I am writing in response to your letter of April 28 regarding our Proposal for 
a Graduate Program in the History of Science and Technology, offering M.A. and 
Ph.D. degrees. As you know, the document you reviewed has been very extensively 
discussed, has been revised in light of those discussions, and in the form for
warded to the Vice President's office has the approval of the All-University 
Advisory Committee for the History of Science and Technology, the Physical 
Sciences Policy and Review Committee, the Social Sciences Policy and Review 
Committee, and the Graduate School Executive Committee. Hence, it cannot itself 
be altered at this time without calling into question the ability of these bodies 
to scrutinize the document and judge the educational and programmatic merits of 
the proposal as described therein. such as those raised on page 1 of your letter. 
I will attempt, therefore, to address the issues you raise in this letter rather 
than rewriting the p ropes a 1 i tse 1 f. 

1. Need for the program. 

The data that underpin our statement that the job market is favorable 
for Ph.D.s in the field comes from a report of December 1977, which we refer to 
in Section II, 2, of a special committee of the History of Science Society which 
was established to survey the job situation. This committee cited conclusions 
from a survey of the employment plans of graduate students in 1971, to wit, that 
61% of these students planned to enter academic employment, 25% non-academic em
ployment, and 14% either did not plan to obtain the Ph.D. or to enter the job 
market upon its receipt. The committee then compared these figures to the actual 
employment found by 1974-1976 graduates of the thirteen most populous programs 
in the United States and Canada, to wit, that 67% actually found academic employ
ment, 17% found non-academic employment, and 16% were in the third category above. 
The committee explicitly noted its "failure to find Ph.D.s in the History of Science 
without any employment whatsoever ... The most significant conclusion, however, 
which is evident from the above figures, is that Ph.D.s in the history of science 
o~ the average seem to be finding the type of employment they are seeking. I 
nnght add that while the focus of the survey was on historians of science, anyone 
familiar with the field knows that students concentrating on the history of 
techn?logy are in even more demand in the academic sector today than historians 
of s~1ence. The committee also drew attention to six areas of employment, 
a:ch1v~l work, p~blishing, etc., which are almost entirely unexploited today by 
h1stor1ans of sc1ence. 
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The basic answer to your question regarding the University of Wisconsin History of 
Science Department, with which I am intimately familiar as one of its graduates, 
is simply that their faculty and ours, in terms of teaching and research interests, 
are very nearly complementary to each other. Just as, for example, we would 
probably send students to Wisconsin under the C.I.C. program to study the history 
of chemistry, they would probably send students to Minnesota to study the history 
of technology. Thus, any resident of either state enrolled as a graduate student 
in either program stands to gain only a partial education in terms of the total 
available joint resources. We therefore very much favor reciprocity. Clearly, 
however, reciprocity is impossible with Wisconsin in possession of a Ph.D. program 
in the field, and Minnesota not. 

2. Educational Resources, especially Libraries. 

I append letters from Dr. Harold C. Young and Mr. Donald Marion outlining 
their reasons for strongly supporting the proposed program. 

3. Costs and Benefits of the program. 

I have discussed this matter in detail, as you suggested, with Dr. William 
C. Weiler. The cost figures that are now provided in Section I, Budget Data, 
compare reasonably with those of the MPIS cost model. The breakdown between state 
and tuition funds is based upon his current figures of 76% and 24%, respectively. 

I very much hope that the above adequately addresses the issues you raised in your 
review. 

RHS :mb 
En c. 

cc: Vice President Henry Koffler 
Assistant Dean Kenneth Zimmerman 

Very sincerely yours, 

K~ 
Roger H. Stuewer 
Professor 



G3l ~~~~;~~ITYOFMINNESOTA 

Roger Stuewer 
·438 Physics 
Campus 

Dear Professor Stuewer: 

University Libraries 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

May 24, 1978 

Don Marion, the University Libraries' bibliographer for the History of Science 
and Technology, has submitted an evaluation of the impact of a graduate 
program in the History of Science and Technology upon the University 
Libraries. 

I am attaching Professor Marion's letter outlining his review of holdings, and 
I concur with his conclusion that the University of Minnesota's library 
holdings are very ·strong in the History of Science and Technology, and should 
be more than adequate to support graduate work in any of the areas proposed. 
The present level of funding in the History of Science Fund ($2,000) should cover 
adequately future purchases as well. 

I am pleased to forward such a strong recommendation which reflects careful 
bibliographic selection over a period of years to build a comprehensive 
collection. If you need any further information, please feel free to contact me 
at 373-5370. 

Sincerely, 

.;JI~tc Ce--z-=-
Dr. Harold C. Yo&rl.g ?:::> 
Acting Director, IT Libraries 

cc: Don Marion 
Donna Burnham 



UNIVERSITY o_:JV{innesot~ 

Dr. Harold Young 
Asst. Dir. for Public Services 
University of Ninnesota Libraries 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear Hal: 

PHYSICS LIBRARY 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES • :'oliNNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455 

t·!ay 15, 1978 

As you requested, the follo•.-1inp; is my assessment of the University's 
library holdings as regards our adequacy for supnort of graduate progra~s in 
the History of Science and Technology: 

Tne areas which I can address in most detail are Physics and Engineering, 
the two areas in which future degree work is most likely. Here I would judge 
Minnesota's retrospective holdings as excellent, with no major retrospective 
purchases necessary. In the more than two years I h~ve been co-ordinating 
collections develo~ment in history of sci-tech, the common understanding between 
associated faculty and myself has been that the end goal of our collections 
develonment has been the eventual establishment of ~raduate degree pro~ams; 
therefore, all major retrospective purchasin~ has already been accomplished. 
In the field of physics, for example, the library has a superb set of 19th 
Century texts, as well as all the relevant journals. For the stt:.dy of physics 
in the 20th Century, we also are a depository for the Archive for the History 
of Quantum Physics (AHQP). By the way, ~s the only such depository between the 
two U.S. coasts, Hinnesota is at a unioue advantage in attracting scholars. In 
addition to the AHQP, the Physics Library has added, in recent years, other 
notable archival collections: the Rooert A. l·lillikan Collection, the Rutherford 
Correspondence Collection, and the George Ellery !~le Collection. The latter 
item is of considerable relevance to areas outside of nhysics and astronomy 
(Hale's specialty): his years as an administrator and leader in the scientific 
community were ones of considerable impact upon all areas of science in the 
first part of this century. In addition to these valuable collections, the 
University Archives are the depository for the papers of the Argonne Universi
ties Association, another unique resource. 

In the history of technolo;zy/enJ?;ineP.ring, I have had opnortunities to 
judge our holdings other th~n those arisinp; from my work as co-ordinator: I 
first ber.ame involved \•ith this area a'oout five years ago, \•Ihile "l.ssisting 
legal researchers working for the litig~nts in a feder~l C01lrt case centerin~ 
around early comnuter ~~tAnts. Not only the r~se~rchers, but ~t le~st one key 
witness (<:~ nrof~ssor er::Ari tus from Io· . .,ra .St.:1te) nrais<>rl OUT' holdings in the e"lrly 
wa~k of electric~l engineering, particularly our Aerials collection. Since I 
have been resnr.nsible for history of technology collections develop~ent, I h~ve 
found our holdinp;s in mech::mical and chemical enp;ineering to be eaui1lly strong. 
Time and again, my se3rching of ch~ckli~ts, etc., has borne out this imnression. 
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I have no first-hand knowledge of our stren~ths ~~d weaknesses in the 
history of the biological sciences, as that has not been in my area of responsi
bility. However, I would think that the existence he~e for a number of years 
of the Ph.D. program in History of Medicine would attest to the strength of library 
holdings. 

~o 

As for periperal areas, although the History of Science faculty have given 
assurances that thP.y have no plans to add progra~s in the history of chemistry, 
mathematics, astronomy, etc., I would like to point out th~t our holdings in 
these areas are important to the support of the areas of major study. For this 
purpose, I • . .,rould rate them as superb, ~sp-ecially our serials holdings. 

In conclusion, it would be my professional opinion that the University of 
Minnesota's library holdings are very strong in the History of Science & Technology, 
and should be more than adequate for support of graduate work in any of the areas 
pronosed. As for our ongoing committments, the present level of funding in the 
History of Science fund ($2,000 per year) should cover future purchases well6 As 
new major sources (arhives, Personal papers, etc.) become available in future, it 
is my understanding with associated faculty that outside funding ~1ill be sought to 
cover these items. It is also my impression that Minnesota's strengths are such 
that little recourse to inter-institutional borrowing should be required. 

I recommend our support of the degree proposal. 

Sincer!lh, ~ 
~~-.b-~ -~- ~\ ~"-.~-~ 

Donald J. Marion 
Physics Librarian and 

History of Science 
Coordinator. 


